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ABSTRACT
Interactive Translation in Cyberspace: Translator-Reader
Dynamics in Online Translation of Children’s Novels
by
CHEN Xuemei
Doctor of Philosophy

This thesis investigates a new mode of online literary translation characterized by translatorreader interactions. Its focus is on Internet-mediated exchanges between a non-professional
translator Xiao Mao and his readers in the production, dissemination, and reception of his
online translations of three novels by E. B. White from 2000 to 2001. By employing the
methodological framework of actor-network theory (ANT), this thesis sets out to unearth not
only the interactive dynamics among heterogeneous (human and non-human) actors but also
how these engagements shape the translations at different stages.
This thesis first unravels how readers in the New Threads online community participated in
Xiao Mao’s translation process via a mailing list. Triangulating paratexts, mailing-list
archives, and my interviews with the translator and two readers, it reveals the polyphony of
voices and multiple translatorship in the translation production. This thesis then examines
how and why the translations were disseminated in cyberspace. It uncovers a decentralized
and participatory peer-to-peer online distribution network, in which online readers acted as
distributors by reposting and discussing the translations on various social media. Using a
quantitative and qualitative analysis of posts from the translator and readers in the discussion
forum, Xianxian Shuhua, this study finds that reception is a dynamic process in which
interpretations and evaluations are conditioned by interactional mechanisms in online
communities. Taken together, translator-reader dynamics pervade the three phases of Xiao
Mao’s translations, and his translation mode can be theorized as interactive translation,
consisting of interactive production, interactive dissemination, and interactive reception,
which foregrounds the participatory nature of online translation. This study is original in
unleashing the descriptive power of ANT in researching online translation. It also
reconfigures the notions of translation, translator, and reader, and prompts us to reconsider
the translation profession in the digital age.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This thesis examines Internet-mediated interactions between a non-professional translator
Xiao Mao (肖毛) and his readers in the production, dissemination, and reception of his
online translations of three children’s novels by E. B. White. By employing the
methodological framework of actor-network theory (ANT), this thesis aims to reveal not
only the interactive dynamics among heterogeneous actors but also how these exchanges
shape the translations in different phases. To foreground the participatory nature of online
translation, I will theorize Xiao Mao’s translation activity as interactive translation,
consisting of interactive production, interactive dissemination, and interactive reception,
three distinct yet interdependent stages.
1.1 Sociological Approach to Online Translation
The Internet and digital technologies have thoroughly transformed translation practices and
the translation profession. The multifaceted forms of online translation raise questions of
interest, offer new objects of inquiry, challenge the work modes of professional translators,
and even reconfigure many well-established concepts of translation studies (TS). These
phenomena thus require an in-depth examination of how they might impact the current and
future theorizations of TS (Jiménez-Crespo 2017a: 1). As a young and emerging field, online
translation is variously designated, such as translation crowdsourcing, online collaborative
translation, non-professional translation, and user-generated translation (see Section 2.1.2).
Notwithstanding diverse labels, online translation shares the common denominator that it
relies on the Internet and other information and communication technologies (ICTs) to
produce and disseminate translated products. Moreover, online translation is not only
performed by professional translators, but also more often by non-professionals (see Section
2.1.2) as a leisure pursuit or volunteer activity. Translators frequently interact with online
readers through different media technologies, and such interactions could influence how
translations are created, circulated, and consumed. This participatory mode of online
1

translation differs markedly from that of printed translation. However, it is seldom
considered in existing literature on online translation, which has addressed several themes:
translation ethics (McDonough Dolmaya 2011), translation quality assessment (JiménezCrespo 2011), translator motivations (Olohan 2014), professionals’ attitudes (Flanagan 2016),
and organization of translation networks (Li 2020). This thesis aims to fill that gap by
examining translator-reader interactions in cyberspace, with reference to Xiao Mao’s online
translation of three children’s novels by White in the early 2000s, one of the first Chinese
online literary translations. This case is distinguished by the translator’s Internet-mediated
exchanges with readers in several online communities in the production, dissemination, and
reception of his translations (see Section 1.2). It could broaden our understanding of the
complexities of online translation and dynamics among multiple actors. It could also
challenge the notion of translation, translator, and reader, and prompt us to reconsider the
translation profession in the digital age.

Since Xiao Mao’s translation engages a variety of online readers and non-human elements
(e.g., the Internet and digital technologies), and my focus is on their interactions, I think it
would be most efficient to study the case from a sociological approach. This approach to TS
sees translation as an inherently situated practice that both reflects and shapes social
interactions (Buzelin 2013: 187). Sociological theories adopted in TS include Bourdieu’s
theory of fields (Simeoni 1998; Hanna 2016), ANT (Buzelin 2005; Luo 2020), and
Luhmann’s theory of social systems (Hermans 1997; Tyulenev 2012). Bourdieu’s and
Luhmann’s models are more applicable to studying factors impacting translation and
translators (the “why” question) than the translating process itself (the “how” question)
(Chesterman 2006: 14). Besides, Bourdieu’s theory tends to consider agency from an
individualistic and human perspective (Buzelin 2005: 216), as exemplified by its concept of
“habitus”. In contrast, ANT, a “process-oriented sociology” (Law 1992: 289) meant to
account for heterogeneous (human and non-human) associations in the making process, is
more suitable for studying the case of Xiao Mao. Its unique acknowledgment of non-human
elements could bring to light the hidden actors engaged in his online translations. In this
2

connection, ANT is justifiably employed as the overall methodological and analytical
framework to unearth the associations formed by the plural actors who participated in the
translations (see Section 1.4).
1.2 Xiao Mao’s Online Literary Translation
This thesis uses the corpus of Xiao Mao’s translations of White’s three novels – Stuart Little
(1945, hereafter Stuart), Charlotte’s Web (1952, hereafter Charlotte), and The Trumpet of the
Swan (1971, hereafter Swan) – produced and self-published online from 2000 to 2001.
Before explaining the rationale for the choice of these translations, I will briefly introduce
the three STs, acclaimed worldwide as children’s classics.1 They are innovative in their genre
of “mixed fantasy” combining fantasy and realism in various ways (Gates et al. 2003: 49).
By incorporating realistic elements into fantasy to constitute a “double narrative” (Jin 2015:
158), White established a new tradition for writing children’s literature (CL) in the 1950s.2
Specifically, Stuart is a realistic yet fantastical adventure story about a mouse-like boy
named Stuart Little. Charlotte is a pastoral fantasy about a pig’s salvation by a resourceful
spider Charlotte. Swan tells the story of how a trumpeter swan Louis born without a voice
conquers this handicap by learning to play trumpet. The three novels have been included in
many anthologies of classics of CL and recommended by educators and librarians as a mustread for school children (see Cullinan and Person 2005; Lundin 2004; Edinger 2001). White
won the Laura Ingalls Wilder Medal (the Children’s Literature Legacy Award) in 1970, a
major award in CL. Of the three novels, Charlotte, one of the five Newbery Honor Books in
1953,3 has been the most popular in the source culture, being placed first among the ten best
American children’s books when Publishers Weekly polled teachers, librarians, authors, and
publishers in 1976 (Elledge 1984: 299).
1

Classics are well-known works with high literary standards (Collins Dictionary online. https://rb.gy/qmlcir
[accessed 25 February 2021]). They are often discussed by critics and included in anthologies and textbooks for
academic study (Lundin 2004; Abrams and Harpham 2012: 41). For children’s literature, the recommendations
from librarians and educators hold the key to the valorization of particular books (Lundin 2004).
2 American CL in the nineteenth century was suffused with moral lessons. The beginning of the twentieth century,
however, witnessed a shift to fantasy writing. White’s Stuart (1945) and Charlotte (1952) ushered in a new
chapter of CL by bringing reality to fantasy. They further laid a foundation for the era of “New Realism” that
dominated American CL in the 1960s when some unconventionally inappropriate topics (death and drugs) figured
in children’s books (Agosta 1995: 169).
3 It is second to the Newbery Medal Winner Book, the most prestigious American award in CL.

3

The three chosen Chinese translations were self-published online by Xiao Mao. They stand
out from other printed translations of the novels (see Section 5.2.2) in three ways. First,
unique in Xiao Mao’s case is interactions between him and online readers in his translations.
Such multidimensional communications mold the translated products and their dissemination
and reception, demonstrating that online translation can be participatory. The translatorreader interactions also occur in other cases of online translation, but they often involve only
the production stage (Fan 2015; Yu 2019) or the reception stage (Ziemann 2018). Second, the
translations under study are among the first Chinese online literary translations in the early
2000s, from which we could reflect on the evolution of online translation. As will be
illustrated in Chapter 2, most studies in this field delve into the recent cases in the Web 2.0
scenario (such as translation crowdsourcing and online collaborative translation), with scant
attention paid to its earlier forms in Web 1.0 when the Internet and associated technologies
were still in their infancy. The translation mode enabled by such earlier means of
communication differs significantly in their degree of interaction and instantaneity from later
cases of online translation (see Section 4.5). The case of Xiao Mao could complement
existing research and enrich the field of online translation. Finally, the three translations,
Xiao Mao’s first translation project, are a turning point in his professional career. The
prevalence of these translations not only draws numerous online readers’ attention and makes
Xiao Mao well-known in cyberspace but also attracts some publishers to commission him to
translate for printed publications, thereby paving the way for his identity shifted from a nonprofessional to a freelance translator (see Section 2.2.4).

During his translation of White’s novels, Xiao Mao was a non-professional translator without
any translation training and experience (see his profile in Section 2.2.4). He was editor of
New Threads (新語絲, 1994), 4 the first Chinese electronic magazine devoted to Chinese
literature. The monthly magazine was published by New Threads Chinese Cultural Society

Xin Yusi (literally “new spinners of words”) is named after the famous Republican-period journal Yusi (1924)
founded by renowned writers, such as Lu Xun, Zhou Zuoren, and others.
4
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(新語絲中國文化社), an online community dedicated to Chinese culture, to which Xiao
Mao’s translations were primarily attributed. This community has been active since 1994 and
was registered in the US by Fang Zhouzi in 1997. Most of its earlier members (editors,
contributors, and readers) were overseas Chinese living in the US, bilinguals with higher
education (see Section 4.3.1). They used the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list for
communication. 5 Because Xiao Mao was a novice translator and there were insufficient
online resources in Mainland China in 2000, he encountered some translation problems and
occasionally emailed members in the New Threads online community for help. After his
translations were completed, he shared them with these readers, some of whom then
published the translations on their websites, facilitating the dissemination. The wide
circulation of the translations (see Chapter 5), a barometer of their popularity, has triggered
many online discussions over the past two decades. Xiao Mao also actively communicated
with readers in Xianxian Shuhua (閑閒書話, hereafter Shuhua), a discussion forum affiliated
with the Tianya online community (天涯社區),6 by sharing his translation experiences and
responding to readers’ doubts and criticisms. The direct dialogue between the translator and
his readers might influence reader reception of the translations under discussion (see Chapter
6). Multifarious translator-reader interactions run through the production, dissemination, and
reception of the three translations. This thesis seeks to identify the multiple actors and
unravel their engagements at different stages of Xiao Mao’s translations.
1.3 Research Questions and Aims
I will first review current studies on Xiao Mao’s three translations. To my knowledge, there
is no research into his Stuart and Swan. Only four Chinese academic journal articles (Tan
2013; Zhou and Shao 2014; Wu and Zhang 2015; Fan 2019) compared his Charlotte with
other printed Chinese versions; one two-page article (Deng 2019) specifically devoted to his
translation from the perspective of reception aesthetics. The scarcity of literature on Xiao
Mao’s translations may be attributed to their ephemeral online medium and the “lesser
The Chinese name of this mailing list is “新语丝之友”, which means “friends of the members of the New
Threads online community”. “XYS-FRIENDS” (XYS is the acronym of Pinyin xin yu si [新语丝]) is used by this
community on its bilingual website. It is adopted in this thesis.
6 It is among the most popular online communities in Mainland China. It hosts discussion forums, blogs,
microblogs, and other services (see Section 3.4).
5
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known translator” (Flynn 2011).7 Online literary translations are often deemed less worthy of
scholarly inquiry than printed ones. Moreover, despite much research into translator (Dam
and Zethsen 2009; Delisle and Woodsworth 2012; Bai 2016) and the call to establish
“Translator Studies” (Hu 2004; Chesterman 2009; Kaindl et al. 2021), flimsy studies focus
on a non-professional translator. This thesis hopes to offer an under-explored yet novel
object of study to the fields of online translation and Translator Studies.

I will elaborate on the two articles that briefly discuss the interaction between Xiao Mao and
readers in his Charlotte. Both of the two studies compared it with two other printed versions
by Kang Xin (康馨) and Ren Rongrong (任溶溶). Zhou and Shao observed that Xiao Mao’s
version is distinguished by an amateur’s profuse passion and his Internet-mediated
communication with readers (2014: 151).8 Wu and Zhang remarked that Xiao Mao’s version
evinces his affection for the original and his respect for readers by allowing them to
participate in translating (2015: 92). Although the two articles noted the new kind of
translator-reader interaction in Xiao Mao’s translation, they did not elaborate on the
dynamics, nor did they investigate who the readers were. This thesis serves to bridge these
gaps by detailing the interactive dynamics between Xiao Mao and his readers and
ascertaining the profile of and contribution from each reader in the production of his three
translations. My first research question is: what role did readers in the New Threads online
community play in the production of Xiao Mao’s online translation of White’s three novels?
Specifically, who took part in translating apart from Xiao Mao? What did they do? How did
they interact with him? I attempt to profile the multiple actors, uncover their exchanges with
the translator in the translation process, and identify how such interactions influence the final
translated texts. By revealing the voices of online readers, I intend to underscore the
“multiple translatorship” (see Section 4.3) in the production of the translations under study.

As mentioned, Xiao Mao first uploaded his translations to the New Threads online
community for feedback, but they were later distributed on various social media. My second
research question is: which actors contributed to the dissemination of Xiao Mao’s online
translations? This question aims to explore not only the channels whereby they were
disseminated in cyberspace but also the reasons for their wide dissemination. The
transmission of Xiao Mao’s translations was intricately intertwined with their reception.
Lesser known translators operate below the horizon of academic visibility, as opposed to “more visible
translators” who have gained recognition within the discipline through scholarly study (Flynn 2011: 59-60).
8 I rendered all the translations from Chinese to English in this thesis unless otherwise specified.
7
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Facilitated by Internet-based communication tools, one striking feature of the reception of
these translations is the direct exchange between the translator and his readers in the
discussion forum, Shuhua. My third research question is: how were Xiao Mao’s online
translations received among readers in Shuhua? Specifically, who read them? What
feedback was received? How did Xiao Mao respond? By collecting and analyzing forum
posts from the translator and readers, I endeavor to analyze the role of translator-reader and
reader-reader interactions in translation reception. Taken as a whole, this thesis is meant to
lay bare the plurality of actors and their interactions engaged in the production,
dissemination, and reception of Xiao Mao’s translations.
1.4 Methodology
This thesis adopts a mixed research methodology combining qualitative with quantitative
methods. The overall epistemological and methodological inspiration is from ANT that could
account for the roles of both humans and non-humans and disentangle their
multidimensional interactions in the production, dissemination, and reception of Xiao Mao’s
translations. As a method, ANT mainly develops through the works of Michel Callon, Bruno
Latour, and John Law in the 1980s and starts with the study of the processes underlying
scientific and technological innovations. Its main methodological guideline is to “follow the
actors” (Latour 2005); the key concept “actor” distinctly embraces both human and nonhuman elements (Law 1992: 381; Latour 1996: 369). This incorporation of non-human
elements reconceptualizes the actors or agents engaged in translations, as contrasted with
most sociological studies under the Bourdieusian framework that focus only on human actors
or agents. Despite a growing interest in ANT among translation scholars (Buzelin 2006,
2007a, 2014; Jones 2009; Bogic 2010; Haddadian-Moghaddam 2012; Abdallah 2012, 2014;
Eardley-Weaver 2013; Risku and Windhager 2013; O’Hagan 2017; Hou and Lou 2017;
Kung 2017, 2021a; Solum 2017, 2018; Huss 2019; Wang 2019; Xing et al. 2019; van
Rooyen 2019; Li 2019; Y. Zhang 2019; Luo 2020; Stalling and Schleifer 2020), few studies,
if any, use it to investigate the dynamics between non-professional translators and their
readers in online communities. The adoption of ANT in the thesis could offer new insights
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into its application to translation research. An elaborate discussion of ANT and a review of
its application to TS will be provided in Chapter 3.

Specifically, in the translation production, a triangulation method is used to cross-check three
datasets: paratexts (prefaces, postscripts, and notes) of these translations, mailing-list
archives documenting Xiao Mao’s correspondence with readers in the New Threads online
community, and my separate interviews with the translator and two readers. The combination
of these materials could illuminate the translator’s problem-solving process and the multiple
actors involved. In the translation dissemination, I will cull the statistics from literary
websites and social media (blogs, discussion forums, social networking sites) to quantify the
popularity of Xiao Mao’s translations. This dissemination serves as a prologue to the
reception, which zooms in on the discussion forum, Shuhua, to dig into translator-reader
encounters. Forum posts from the translator and his online readers in Shuhua constitute the
data in the translation reception. Admittedly, they only contain the views of a small subset of
“voiced” readers who are willing to share and post and thus may give a limited
representation of the wider audience. That said, these naturally occurring archived data are
valuable in researching some readers’ reception of the translations. The details about data
collection will be given in Chapter 3.
1.5 Structure and Outline
The thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 positions this study within existing research
into online translation and pinpoints the uniqueness and significance of the case of Xiao Mao.
I will first review the literature on online non-professional literary translation concerning its
definition and features, production, dissemination, and reception. I will then survey the
technological and social environment in Mainland China in the early 2000s by highlighting
the similar evolution of Internet literature and online literary translation. Against this
backdrop, I will introduce Xiao Mao’s activities in the New Threads online community as
editor of its electronic magazine New Threads and a novice translator who sought occasional
help from community members in his translation. Finally, I will delimit his translation as
8

online non-professional literary translation.

Chapter 3 presents the rationale for adopting mixed methodology in this thesis before
elaborating on the specific methods for each part. ANT will be used to uncover the multiple
actors in the making, dissemination, and reception of these online translations. I will first
introduce its methodological principles and related crucial concepts, and then elucidate their
explanatory power in this study. Practically, I will triangulate data in translation production,
collect the reposts and discussions of Xiao Mao’s translations in cyberspace in translation
dissemination, and describe the procedure of culling forum posts from Shuhua in translation
reception.

Chapter 4 focuses on the production of Xiao Mao’s translations. Drawing on ANT and the
theoretical concept of situated cognition, I will first delve into the collective and distributed
problem-solving process between the translator and readers in the New Threads online
community through meticulous analysis of their question-and-answer in the mailing-list
archives. I will proceed to illustrate three actors in the process: 1) the translator’s complex
perception of his translations and translation/translator in general; 2) the profiles of New
Threads readers and their voices in Xiao Mao’s final translated texts; and 3) the role of the
XYS-FRIENDS mailing list as a problem-solving tool and an inscription of the actors’
communications. This chapter concludes by theorizing Xiao Mao’s translation process as
interactive production, with a discussion of its implications for TS.

Chapter 5 investigates how and why Xiao Mao’s translations have been disseminated in
cyberspace by analyzing various human and non-human actors, in line with ANT. After
reviewing several distinctive features of online dissemination, I will analyze the distribution
channels by presenting a few representative reposts of these translations on literary websites,
blogs, discussion forums, and social networking sites. I will then analyze the reasons for
translation dissemination by elucidating three sets of actors: book reviewers, active
retranslations, and Xiao Mao. They are entangled in a complex network that facilitates the
movements of the translations from the translator to readers. Finally, this chapter labels the
dissemination mode as interactive dissemination.
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Chapter 6 probes into the reception of Xiao Mao’s translations and his interaction with his
readers in the discussion forum, Shuhua. I will first delimit a few concepts pertaining to
reception studies, especially expounding Fish’s (1980) concept of interpretive communities
for researching discussion forums. After contextualizing the research into a broader reading
context of twenty-first century China, I will proceed to justify the integration of content
analysis (macro-level analysis of “what they say”) and conversation analysis (micro-level
analysis of “how they say it”) to analyze forum posts. Through quantitative and qualitative
analysis, I will locate the recurrent themes emerging from readers’ forum posts and expatiate
on four of them: multiple translations comparison, translation of children’s literature, digital
copyright and printed publication, and translator’s persona. The reception mode of Xiao
Mao’s translations is finally labeled as interactive reception. Taken together, his translation
mode is theorized as interactive translation.

Lastly, in Chapter 7, I will summarize the research findings, discuss the significance and
implications, identify the limitations, and propose the directions for future research.
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2.

AN OVERVIEW OF ONLINE TRANSLATION

This chapter offers an overview of online translation before introducing Xiao Mao and his
translation. After outlining the evolution of the Internet and Internet-based communication
tools, I will summarize the variegated forms of online translation and justify my choice of
“online non-professional translation” as the top-level concept in this thesis, followed by a
review of its relevant literature. To contextualize Xiao Mao’s translation, I will then chart the
development of Chinese Internet literature and online literary translation, with an emphasis
on New Threads Chinese Cultural Society, an online community where Xiao Mao
communicated with his readers in his translation. Finally, I will pinpoint its uniqueness,
categorizing it as online non-professional literary translation.
2.1 Online Translation
This section seeks to identify the gaps in existing research into online translation, setting the
stage for Xiao Mao’s translation. Before doing that, I will brief the history of the Internet and
the effects of communication tools on translation practice.
2.1.1 Internet and Internet-based Communication Tools
Flew summarizes three key phases of the Internet: the first breakthrough was packet
switching enabling the connection between two computers in the 1960s; the next major
development was the establishment of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) whereby networks could be linked in the 1970s and 1980s; and the third innovation
was the creation of the World Wide Web (WWW) in the 1990s that finally achieved peopleto-people connection (2008: 4-7). From then on, the Internet has undergone radical
transformations from static Web 1.0 to more interactive Web 2.0 to present-day Web 3.0.

Web 1.0 is the initial phase of the WWW in the 1990s when users could only access
“relatively static web pages” (Green 2010: 4), barely interacting with the interfaces, let alone
producing and distributing their own creation. Communication in this era was email-based;
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translators used mailing lists, newsgroups, and discussion forums to interconnect with one
another (Gaspari 2015: 579-580).

The Web entered its second phase Web 2.0 at the turn of this century facilitated by advanced
technologies. The term “Web 2.0”, coined by DiNucci (1999), was popularized by O’Reilly
(2005). It describes a multitude of Internet services and technological tools that enable users
to interact and collaborate with one another more efficiently (O’Reilly 2005). Under such
circumstances, user-generated content (UGC) has gained currency. It refers to any form of
online content such as “blogs, wikis, discussion forums, posts, chats, tweets, podcasting,
digital images, video, audio files, advertisements and other forms of media that was created
by users of an online system or service” (Moens et al. 2014: 7). In other words, grassroots
online users become active producers of content shared across various platforms, rather than
passive consumers of information on static web pages. Web 2.0 is also identified with social
networking sites (SNSs) (Flew 2008: 17) that furnish users with instantaneous means for
social connection and content sharing (see Section 5.1.2.3), as exemplified by Facebook and
Twitter. The popularity of these SNSs gradually eclipses the earlier communication tools like
mailing lists and newsgroups. In short, the interactive nature of Web 2.0 sets a high value on
user participation and interaction. Against this backdrop, many novel online collaborative
translation practices (see Section 2.1.2) are emerging.

The most recent development of the Web is the move towards Web 3.0, the convergence of
Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web (Wahlster and Dengel 2006: 2). 9 It means that Internet
technologies could read and understand UGCs, thereby offering users a more personalized
and interactive experience in accordance with their preferences and browsing habits. Web 3.0
could thus achieve connectivity at the content level.

Having outlined the evolution of the Internet, two dimensions need to be observed to better
9

The Semantic Web was proposed by Berners-Lee and his colleagues (2001) who conceive that computers could
process and understand data endowed with “well-defined meaning”, and thus they could better cooperate with
people.
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understand its role, namely the technological and social aspects. As Williams notes, “a
technology is always, in a full sense, social” (1981: 227). It is necessary to situate media
technologies in particular social contexts interwoven with economic, cultural, political forces.
The Internet is both a new medium for networked communication and a virtual platform on
which a wide array of social activities unfolds. Internet-based communication tools advance
towards being increasingly interactive between users and technology, empowering them to
conduct multidimensional interactions with one another, be it one-to-one, one-to-many, or
many-to-many. Online translation as a social practice is shaped by both Internet-based
technology and its social environment. It is therefore imperative to embed a specific online
translation activity in its socio-technical contexts.

In summary, the Internet and associated communication technologies have undergone a sea
change in the past decades, facilitating the emergence and prosperity of new modes of online
translation, to which the discussion now turns.
2.1.2 Literature Review
As a new and evolving phenomenon, online translation is variously denoted. In this
subsection, I will first justify the choice of “online non-professional translation” as the toplevel concept in this thesis and then review the literature on online literary translation by
non-professional translators.

Online translation encompasses wide-ranging translation activities through the Internet and
related technological tools.10 A plethora of terms is deployed to name it from different angles,
such as translation crowdsourcing (DePalma and Kelly 2008; McDonough Dolmaya 2011;
Sutherlin 2013; Flanagan 2016; Jiménez-Crespo 2017a), online collaborative translation
(Jiménez-Crespo 2017a; Yu 2019; Yang 2020; Zwischenberger 2021), community translation
(O’Hagan 2011; Drugan 2011), user-generated translation (UGT) (Perrino 2009; O’Hagan
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In this review, I exclude research into online translation by machine (like Google Translate) and online
computer-aided translation for they are beyond my research focus.
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2009), non-professional translation (Pérez-González and Susam-Saraeva 2012; Antonini and
Bucaria 2015; Antonini et al. 2017), volunteer translation (Pym 2011a; Olohan 2014), and
amateur translation (Pérez-González 2007; O’Hagan 2008; Dwyer 2012; Izwaini 2014;
Stenberg 2018; Li 2020). 11 These diverse terms signify the prosperity and conceptual
uncertainties of the young field of online translation. Some scholars use them
interchangeably, arguing that they share common denominators such as voluntary
participation, some form of collaboration, and the formation of online communities
(O’Hagan 2011: 14), while others note that each term has a different focus or perspective. In
his pathbreaking monograph on online translation, Jiménez-Crespo highlights the distinction
between the top-down and solicited translation crowdsourcing by companies or
organizations and the bottom-up or self-organized online collaborative translation by
Internet crowds themselves (2017a: 25). By the same token, Fernández Costales
differentiates between translation crowdsourcing and community translation by holding that
the former is solicited by companies whereas the latter is conducted by fans and for fans
(2012: 7-8). Likewise, UGT is also self-organized since it is “based on free user participation
in digital media spaces where Translation is undertaken by unspecified self-selected
individuals” (O’Hagan 2009: 97).12 Unlike solicited translation crowdsourcing by companies
and organizations, online collaborative translation, community translation, and UGT refer to
unsolicited and self-organized online translation by Internet crowds, which could be labeled
as non-professionals, amateurs, or volunteers.

In this thesis, I prefer the meta-concept “online non-professional translation”. The primary
reason is that non-professional interpreting and translation (NPIT) is a newly established
sub-branch of TS, as indicated by five international conferences (2012, 2014, 2016, 2018,
and 2021), two essay collections edited by Antonini and her colleagues (2015, 2017),13 and
three special issues in The Translator (2012), European Journal of Applied Linguistics
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Some of the terms also occur in the pre-Internet era, such as non-professional, volunteer, and amateur
translation. However, all the listed literature is about translation in online environment.
12 The capitalized “Translation” refers to translation and localization in O’Hagan’s article.
13 The first volume (2015) contains NPIT in cyberspace, such as translation crowdsourcing, Wikipedia translation,
and fansubbing. The second volume (2017) covers the translation in healthcare, community and public services,
and language brokering activities by children.
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(2016), and Translation and Interpreting Studies (2020) on this topic. 14 Although nonprofessionals lack a clear definition due to their versatility, they generally refer to people
who have no formal training and work without remuneration (Pérez-González and SusamSaraeva 2012: 151; Antonini and Bucaria 2015: 7). The remuneration explicitly denotes that
professionals translate for a living while non-professionals often do not.15

The other reason for favoring online non-professional translation is that other terms have
infelicities. Compared with neutral non-professional translation, amateur translation has a
subtly negative connotation, being “belittling” and pointing to the quality issue (Perrino 2009:
63). 16 I also agree with Perrino’s view that collaborative translation is “vague and
tautological” (ibid.). Collaboration is an underlying nature of many translation practices
since time immemorial, like Septuagint Bible translation in the third century B. C. and
Buddhist sutra translation in the second century A. D. Several scholars demonstrate that
collaborative translation was a standard mode in China from the seventeenth to the early
twentieth century (Hung 2006: 148), and in Medieval and Renaissance Europe (Bistué2013).
Collaborative translation has been just made more visible and prominent since the advent of
the Internet. Although O’Hagan reiterates that community translation is tied to online
translation communities in the context of Web 2.0 (2011: 12), it is still easily confused with
the established field of community translation/interpreting, which denotes the translation
activity for minority languages or in public service contexts (Drugan 2011: 127). Indeed, one
of the principles for nomenclature is not to coincide with the well-accepted term in a field for
avoiding terminological obfuscation. UGT, specifically referring to translation practices
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Orrego-Carmona and Lee also edit a collection Non-professional Subtitling (2017). In their view, compared
with other terms (e.g., fansubbing, volunteer translation, and collaborative translation), non-professional
subtitling could be used as “a hypernym, without philanthropic, technological, organizational or legal aspects”
(ibid.: 4).
15 Notably, there is no clear-cut demarcation line between professional and non-professional translation because
there are many borderline cases. For example, professional translators could also be motivated to translate for free,
and non-professionals, recruited by companies or organizations, may abide by a specific code of conduct and
receive a certain amount of payment. Borodo aptly comments that the boundary between professional and nonprofessional translation is increasingly permeable and porous (2020: 192).
16 Amateur has two layers of meaning: “one who engages in a pursuit, study, science, or sport as a pastime rather
than as a profession” and “one lacking in experience and competence in an art or science” (Merriam-Webster
Dictionary online. https://rb.gy/i5besa [accessed 23 February 2021]. Its derogative undertones are foregrounded
in Keen’s (2007) book-length study of the destructive power wrought by amateurs to our civilizations.
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enabled by Web 2.0 services and tools (Perrino 2009: 6), is unsuitable for translation
activities in the era of Web 1.0. Similarly, online social translation, the most recent term,
focuses explicitly on translation taking place through social media and other Web 2.0
technologies (McDonough Dolmaya and Sánchez Ramos 2019). It is also associated with
“political-activist translation” and other translations for NGOs or minority groups
(Zwischenberger 2021: 5). In a word, online non-professional translation stands out from
other meta-concepts related to online translation for its appropriateness and explanatory
power and is thus adopted in this thesis.

Non-professional translators actively engaged in diverse fields, such as subtitling
(fansubbing) (Dí
az Cintas and Muñoz Sánchez 2006; Pérez-González 2007; O’Hagan 2008;
Dwyer 2012), translation of video games (translation hacking) (O’Hagan 2009; Muñoz
Sánchez 2009; O’Hagan and Mangiron 2013), comic/manga translation (scanlation)
(O’Hagan 2008; Lee 2009; Madeley 2015), Wikipedia translation (Désilets 2007;
Shuttleworth 2017; Jones 2018), news translation (Salzberg 2008; Harding 2012; Fan 2015),
and literary translation (Chan 2010; Huang and Mu 2015; Saadat 2017; Stenberg 2018;
Shafirova et al. 2020). Obviously, most research has been attentive to multimedia genres
(anime, films, TV series, online courses, video games, comics, and news), with few
excursions into literary texts. This imbalance is partly explained by the argument that
multimodal texts are easier to translate than long literary works by non-professionals in the
context of collaborative translation (Cao 2015: 81). Since this thesis focuses on online
literary translation by non-professionals, I will now turn to review its relevant literature,
comprising its definition and features, production, dissemination, and reception; the latter
three align with my analysis of Xiao Mao’s online translations from Chapter 4 to Chapter 6.

Regarding the definition of online translated literature, Zhang argues that it includes both
“webified translated literature” (printed works that have been scanned or copied and then
published online) and “instantaneous translated literature” (works that have been translated
and disseminated through the Internet both by machine or human alone or their combination)
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(2002: 16). Zha, however, contends that only the latter that has been directly translated and
published through the Internet should be counted as online translated literature (2002: 10). I
agree with his view because the “webified” or digitized translated works are more like the
replication of printed translations on the web without possessing the distinguishing features
of online texts (see Chapter 5), and only “instantaneous translated literature” is born-digital
translated literature, in line with the term “born-digital literature” (Murray 2018). Digital
texts per se are unstable and malleable, inviting the possibility of numerous modifications.
These features of the digital medium impinge on the production, dissemination, and
reception of online translated texts.

Specifically, Li observes that the characteristics of online literary translation are “interaction,
casualness, freedom, personalization” (2008: 26). She adds other features, including mass
participation, prominent translator’s subjectivity, and new ways of translating like online
collaborative translation and translation crowdsourcing (2016: 119-120). Some of them such
as interaction, translator’s subjectivity, and innovative translation modes are also epitomized
by Xiao Mao’s translations and will be elaborated in Chapter 4. Li also remarks that online
literary translation often focuses on popular fiction (ibid.: 120). Indeed, fans and volunteers
out of their interest prefer translating popular novels, such as the Harry Potter novels (Zhang
2007; Lü 2008; Chan 2010; Li 2013) and A Song of Ice and Fire series (Saadat 2017).
However, this thesis will show a non-professional translator’s passion for children’s classics
(see Section 2.2.4).

Second, among the scant studies on the production of online literary translation, Saadat
(2017) briefly delineates the macro-level translation procedure of an online collaborative
translation project, which involves a group of Iranian volunteer translators led by a project
manager to render A Song of Ice and Fire series, as an alternative to state-sanctioned
bowdlerized translations. Since her focus is on how these volunteer translations challenge the
hegemony of the dominant discourse, the author does not detail the dynamics among
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multiple “translaborators” in the process.17 In their recent study of an English fan translation
of a Russian fanfiction novel based on a Canadian-American animated cartoon by four
translators, Shafirova and her colleagues (2020) examine the adaptation of the ST’s cultural
aspects to identify transcultural meaning-making during translators’ discussions. However,
the later phases – translation, editing, and proofreading – remain untouched. The two studies
attend to macro-level translation procedure or non-interlingual transfer phase, rather than
micro-level translators’ problem-solving and decision-making process in producing
translations, aspects of the cognitive translation process (see Chapter 4).

It is worthy to review three studies on the translation process of online non-literary
translation in Yeeyan, the largest online translation community in Mainland China. Fan
(2015) uncovers the genesis of a news translation by a volunteer translator. By employing the
framework of genetic criticism, she reveals how readers’ online comments influence the
revision and final appearance of this translation, arguing that they should be integrated into
the “work cycle” to improve translation quality. This article is insightful in identifying
multiple subjectivities or “the fluidity of authorship” (ibid.: 215) in the production of online
translation. In Yu’s (2019) study of the online collaborative translation of an English essay
by four translators, she describes a cyclical production procedure embedded within a linear
translation process and ascertains the participants’ various roles in the shared practice.
Drawing on four online collaborative translation projects of English essays about health and
business, Yang (2020) explores the patterns of peer communication and its role in facilitating
participants’ mutual learning and knowledge exchange in the translation production. These
three studies demonstrate scholars’ heightened interest in the translation process of online
translation with a unitary focus on Yeeyan while ignoring other online communities. Their
objects of study are short news or essays rather than long literary works. This thesis will
demonstrate that online literary translation could also unfold in online non-translation
communities (see Chapter 4).
17

This article appears in a special issue in Translation and Translanguaging in Multilingual Contexts (2017). Its
theme is about “translaboration” (the blending of translation and collaboration), coined by Alfer (2017), the
initiator of this issue.
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Third, concerning the dissemination of online translations, Gong holds that the dissemination
at the stage of translation production is characterized by “convergence”, with multiple
translators converging on the Internet to communicate with one another, and that the
dissemination in the phase of publication, which is often in sync with the translation process,
has the features of “installment” and “spiral” as translators upload their translations by
installments for readers’ timely feedback, and this process is circular (2012: 24). Gong’s
article is innovative in examining online translation circulation and its traits at different
stages. However, his examples are drawn from technical translation, whose transmission
pattern may not be the same as that of literary translation; the dissemination mode also
requires to be tackled on a case-by-case basis. Grounded on empirical data, this thesis tries to
uncover the dissemination mode of literary translations (see Chapter 5). Furthermore, a
cluster of studies explores the circulation channels for English online translation of Chinese
Internet literature, such as the Internet, social media, word-of-mouth recommendations, and
transmedia adaptations (Peng and Hu 2019; Liu 2019). These factors will be further
scrutinized and enriched in Chapter 5.

Finally, compared with little research into the production and dissemination of online literary
translation, there is a sizable body of literature on its reception, covering readers’ diverse
roles and online translation criticism. Using Chinese online translation of Harry Potter
novels, some scholars investigate the multiple roles of ordinary readers as critics and
translators (Zhang 2007; Chan 2010: 119-142; Li 2013: 140-141), and as book distributors
who voluntarily engage in circulating translations (Chan 2010: 140-141). The multiple roles
performed by readers will be also examined in this thesis (see Chapters 4-6). Zhang claims
that in this digital era readers could intervene in selecting translation materials and strategies,
and in evaluating and revising translations through online channels such as blogs, forums,
and weblogs, thus engendering “interactive translation” (2012:16). This statement is
inspirational in recognizing ordinary readers’ potential and dynamics in online translation,
but the author did not elaborate on the innovative concept “interactive translation” in her
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one-page article. This thesis will illustrate translator-reader interaction in different phases of
online translation, striving to unfold the theoretical potential of “interactive translation”.

Much has been written on online translation criticism in terms of its characteristics and
categorizations. A few scholars argue that the interaction among translators, readers, and
publishers is one feature of translation criticism published online (Chan 2009: 15; Wang
2015: 74; Huang and Mu 2015: 81). Chan (2009) elucidates that translator-reader
interactions through blogs and websites contribute to the popularity of two Chinese printed
translations of Murakami’s works. Wang (2015) briefly mentions the dynamics between
readers and the Chinese translator of The Blue Nowhere in a discussion forum after it has
been published. Huang and Mu (2015) examine the engagements among translators, readers,
publishers, editors in the online community Yeeyan in the crowdsourcing translation of Steve
Jobs into Chinese. The texts examined in these articles are printed translations; online texts
are rarely considered by them.

Several scholars also try to categorize online translation criticism, with the four taxonomies
by Xu and Gao (2006) as a case in point. The first group is “guided discussion” article posted
on online bookstores and the platforms of publishers; the second is “focused discussion”
article on discussion forums devoted to certain topics; the third is “personal criticism” on
readers’ web pages; and the last is “scattered criticism” on post-bars and chat rooms (ibid.:
216-218). Nevertheless, Xu and Gao exclude the scattered criticism from their discussion for
it is “short and dispersed”, “lacks reason and objectivity”, and “valueless” (ibid.: 217-218).
These naturally occurring data are valuable because they mirror some ordinary readers’ true
responses, thus constituting indispensable data sources for researching translation reception.
Readers’ posts in a discussion forum will be used to gauge their reception of Xiao Mao’s
translations (see Chapter 6).

This review points to the copious research output in the burgeoning field of online translation.
Nevertheless, most studies focus on the cases in the Web 2.0 era such as translation
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crowdsourcing and online collaborative translation, with less attention paid to the earlier
forms of online translation in Web 1.0 when the Internet and digital technologies were still in
their infancy. Indeed, digital technologies powered by Web 2.0 make crowd-participated
online translation activities more visible, but it is necessary to see their evolution pattern by
dating back to the initial cases. Only in this way can we grasp the value of online translation
and capitalize on its potential for TS. Besides, compared with voluminous research into
multimedia texts, flimsy studies dwell on literary texts. Among extant literature on online
literary translations by non-professionals, the most discussed example is the fan translation
of the Harry Potter novels, and other objects of enquiry are less scrutinized. Finally, little ink
has been spilled on the most striking feature of online translation, namely interaction
between translators and readers at different stages of translation. This thesis serves to fill this
gap by probing into translator-reader dynamics in Xiao Mao’s translations, one of the first
Chinese online literary translations at the turn of this century. Before focusing on the case, I
will contextualize the topic into its social and technological background in China at that time.
2.2. Online Translation in China
This section begins with Internet use in China in the early 2000s when Xiao Mao conducted
his online translations. I will proceed to discuss the evolution of Internet literature and online
literary translation in China, with an emphasis on Xiao Mao’s translation and its connection
with New Threads, the forerunner of Chinese Internet literature.
2.2.1 Internet in China
According to Lu and his colleagues, the Internet in China has roughly undergone two stages
of development: the first phase spanned from 1987 to 1993 during which Internet use was
predominantly restricted to email services among a few research institutes; the second stage
started from 1994 when China joined the global Internet bandwagon by officially
implementing TCP/IP connections to the present (2002: 207). In the early 2000s when Xiao
Mao did his translations, the Internet and computers were limited to a few people for workrelated use. In December 2000, the 22.5 million Internet surfers made up only 0.17% of
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China’s total population. According to the state-run China Internet Network Information
Center (CNNIC),18 the major complaints from Internet users were low speed and high cost.
In December 2000, 60.27% surfed the Internet at home, 43.92% in the office, 20.55% at
Internet café, and 19.7% at school; the main occupations of the netizens were the IT industry
(11.94%), finance and trade (11.20%), and research and education (10.75%).19

Internet users in the earlier periods have higher literacy than those in present day. According
to CNNIC, the percentage of Internet users with a college degree (junior college and
university bachelor) and above was higher than that of those who possessed a high school
education or less from June 1998 to December 2007. The largest proportion of the netizen
population was those with a bachelor’s degree from June 1998 to December 2001. However,
as the years went by, there was a gradual decrease in the number of netizens with a college
degree or above; meanwhile, the number of junior high school students was rising. As of
December 2020, only 19.8% of Internet surfers received college education or higher, and a
half (40.3%) were junior high school students among the rest of the users (80.2%) (CNNIC).
A diachronic comparison with Chinese netizens’ makeup demonstrates their well-educated
background in the earlier periods, thereby paving the way for their online literary creations
and translations, to which the discussion now turns.
2.2.2 Internet Literature and Online Literary Translation
Internet literature refers to works originally composed on computer and published,
disseminated, and read through the Internet (Ouyang 2008: 4). The development of Internet
literature in China parallels that of online literary translation. Li notes that Chinese Internet
literature contributes to the dissemination and reception of online translated literature since
they share the same distribution platforms, readership, or even authorship (2013: 126) while
the latter brings the former with new genres, subjects, and artistic techniques, as exemplified
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CNNIC issued the first annual Statistical Report on Internet Development in China in 1997, including the
number of Internet users, their demographics, the number of networked computers, and bandwidth amount. Since
1998, it has released semi-annual reports with the most authoritative and comprehensive information on Internet
use in Mainland China.
19 Respondents could choose more than one item.
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by the popularity of fantasy genres (ibid.: 131-132).20

The earliest Chinese Internet literature comes from the literary works by overseas Chinese
students published in electronic journals and magazines, the first electronic magazine
containing literary writings being China News Digest (華夏文摘) launched in 1991. Its
contributors include Tu Ya (圖雅) and Fang Zhouzi, the first generation of online writers.
Later in 1994, Fang Zhouzi established New Threads (新語絲), the first Chinese electronic
magazine devoted to Chinese literature, history, philosophy, and arts (see Section 2.2.3).

Influenced by overseas Internet literature and with the arrival of the Internet in 1994, Internet
literature in China emerged in the late 1990s, as signaled by the immense success of the first
Chinese online novel, First Close Contact (第一次的親密接觸), by a Taiwanese student Pizi
Cai (痞子蔡) in 1998. Meanwhile, several young writers in Mainland China who posted their
works on BBSs became well-known in online communities,21 such as Li Xunhuan (李尋歡),
Ning Caishen (甯財神), Xing Yusen (邢育森), Yu Baimei (俞白眉), and Anni Baobei (安妮
寶貝), known as the “Five Dark Horses” in the history of Internet literature (Ouyang 2008:
32). Chen summarizes their shared features: they first had access to the Internet as
undergraduates; most of them did not show much interest in writing until they began to
publish literary works online; and they acknowledged that readers’ encouragement was the
biggest driving force in their writings (2012: 541). Earlier online literature is created by
enthusiasts and grassroots netizens for pleasure-seeking and public sharing. This develops in
sync with online literary translation in its inception, which is for fun and sharing by nonprofessional translators (see below).

Chinese Internet literature, however, has gradually become commercialized since the dawn
of the millennium. For example, Qidian (起點), one of the largest Chinese Internet literature
20

The prevalence of fantasy novels in China is closely interrelated with the translation of the Harry Potter novels
and Lord of Rings in the early 2000s. The mania for fantasy is a trend in the reading contexts of twenty-first
century China (see Section 6.1.2).
21 According to Hockx, BBS debuted on servers at universities in Mainland China in 1995. Most Internet writings
were first distributed through BBS (2015: 31).
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websites, began to contract a flurry of experienced online authors who could receive regular
remuneration in 2003, ushering in a “freemium business model” (see Zhao 2017).22 This shift
from free sharing to profit-making mode was criticized at that time, especially by Chen Cun
(陳村), a Chinese print-based writer who later moved to Internet writing. He bemoaned that
Internet literature was already past its heyday because its freedom, casualness, and nonutilitarian nature were contaminated by the increasingly commercialized pressure (see Hockx
2015: 67-69). Despite such harsh remarks, the commercialization has become an inevitable
trend; the current Internet literature is highly industrialized with a sophisticated IP
(Intellectual Property) business model that monetizes content through transmedia adaptations
(TV, films, animations, and games).

In analogy with the trajectory of Chinese Internet literature from non-monetary to the
commercialized path, online literary translation has evolved similarly from free translations
by non-professionals to paid crowdsourcing translations initiated by companies or publishers
(see Figure 1). In the late 1990s and early 2000s, non-professionals shared their translations
free of charge in the mailing lists, on personal websites and discussion forums (such as the
case of Xiao Mao, see Section 2.2.4). In the mid- and late-2000s, publishers started to
republish some popular and high-quality online translations in print, such as Pan Pa’s (潘帕)
The House on Mango Street (a children’s novel by Sandra Cisneros) published in 2006, and
Tang Wei’s (湯偉) Where I’m Calling from: New and Selected Stories (a collection of short
stories by Raymond Carver) published in 2009. 23 Perhaps thanks to the buzz of fan
translation of Harry Potter novels in the mid-2000s, a host of newspapers reported the
emerging phenomenon of online translation, with the new type of translators being labeled as
“Internet translators” and “grassroots translators” (see Table 1). 24 From the early 2010s

Readers could read initial chapters for free and pay to access the following chapters. Readers’ payment is one
of the income sources for contracted authors.
23 These translations of short stories were first shared on Douban by Tang Wei, or Xiao’er (小二, his screen name).
His translation was reported by Life Week in 2008 (see Table 1). He was then approached by People’s Literature
Publisher, which intended to republish his online translations in print.
24 This overview is about Chinese online translation of printed English literary works. From the mid-2010s
onwards, some commercial websites (such as Wuxiaworld and Webnovels) began to translate Chinese Internet
literature into English. These phenomena have been well researched (Liu 2019; Wu and Gu 2019; Li 2019; Li
2021).
22
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onwards, many companies and publishers commenced crowdsourcing their translation
projects to Internet crowds and got them published in book form once they were completed,
such as the translations of George W. Bush’s memoir Decision Points in 2010 and Steve Jobs’
biography Steve Jobs in 2011. These recent examples of translation crowdsourcing have been
well documented (Huang and Mu 2015; Ling 2015; Li and Zhou 2015). However, the earlier
online translations shared by non-professionals have been primarily overlooked. This thesis
seeks to bridge this gap by examining Xiao Mao’s translation, one of the first Chinese online
literary translations in the early 2000s (see Section 2.2.4).

Figure 1 Evolution of Online Literary Translation in Mainland China

Freely shared online
translations

• in the late 1990s
and early 2000s

Republication of
online translations in
print

• in the mid- and
late-2000s

Translation
crowdsourcing

•in the early
2010s

Of interest is that interaction is the omnipresent feature of the production, dissemination, and
criticism of Chinese Internet literature as noted by Ouyang Youquan (2008). He argues that
Internet literature is “interactive literature” compared with “silent” printed literature because
1) readers’ instantaneous comments on literary works could occasionally change the author’s
writing, and 2) readers could directly collaborate with the author in the creation (ibid.: 116117). Skains (2010) and Feng (2012) also demonstrate author-reader interaction in literary
production. Hockx, in his monograph on Internet literature, bluntly argues that “a direct
interaction between author and reader constitutes the main distinction between web literature
and printed literature in China” (2015: 32). By the same token, it stands to reason that
translator-reader interaction is the hallmark of online literary translation, occurring in its
production, circulation, and reception. Such assumption will be corroborated in the case of
Xiao Mao (see Section 2.2.4).
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Time
2006-08-13

2007-07-26

2008-01-28

2009-05-12
2010-11-24

2010-11-25

Table 1 Press Coverage on Online Literary Translation
Title
Source
Main Contents
Mango Back to Home: On The House on City Zine [ 城 市 畫 Interview with Pan Pa, including his translation process of The
House on Mango Street and its print republication.25
Mango Street and its Translator Pan Pa [一粒 報]
芒果回故鄉——關於《芒果街上的小屋》以
及譯者潘帕]
Uncovering the Non-Official Translators of Youth Weekly [青年 Detail the collaborative translation process of Harry Potter and
Harry Potter VII, 30% are High School 週末]
The Deathly Hallows by about 60 volunteers.26
Students
[揭秘《哈 7》民間翻譯“部隊” 高中生占 3
成]
Internet Translators [互聯網翻譯家]
Life Week [ 三 聯 生 Report the online translation of Harry Potter novels, Tang Wei’s
translation of short stories by Raymond Carver, and the online
活週刊]
translation community Yeeyan (Chen 2008).
Grassroots Translation Goes Online [“草根翻 China Youth Daily Report the online translation community Yeeyan.27
[中國青年報]
譯” 網上在行動]
Grassroots Translators: From Unregulated to Beijing Daily [北京 Report the features of grassroots translators (e.g., overseas
experience, science education, and highly motivated), and stress
Officially Recognized [草根譯者從“野蠻生 日報]
the need to train and guide them to become professionals. To
長”到“登堂入室”]
quote Li Jingduan, editor-in-chief of Yi Lin, “Grassroots
translation brings hope to the sluggish field of literary
translation”.28
Grassroots Translators Become Buzz in Beijing News [新京 Report that grassroots translators translate out of pure interest
Foreign Translated Literature: Willing to 報]
and that their translations could redress the recession of the field
of literary translation.29
Translate without Money [“草根譯者”走紅外
國文學譯界:不給錢也願意做]
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https://rb.gy/nccoig (accessed 23 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/sdapmx (accessed 23 February 2021).
27 https://rb.gy/ckchkb (accessed 23 February 2021).
28 https://rb.gy/ufduaw (accessed 23 February 2021).
29 https://rb.gy/9aozqh (accessed 23 February 2021).
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2010-11-30

Publishers Increasingly Favor Grassroots IFeng [鳳凰網]
Translators [小說出版日益青睞草根譯者]

2011-07-27

Grassroots Translators are Recruited by
Publishers: Too Early to Replace Academic
Translators [草根譯者被“招安” 業內：取代
學院派為時尚早]

2011-12-20

From Decision Points to Steve Jobs: Online
Translation Crowdsourcing by Publishers [從
《抉擇時刻》到《約伯斯傳》 出版業翻譯
嘗試“互聯網眾包”]
Special Interview with Tang Wei, including his translating of Carver’s
Blossoming Grassroots Translation [草根翻譯 Shenzhen
Zone Daily [深圳特 short stories. To quote his words, “I am not a master of
風生水起]
translation ( 翻 譯 家 ), but I try to become a hard-working
區報]
translator (譯者)”.33

2012-04-11

Analyze the merits of grassroots translators (e.g., possessing
genre knowledge and strong interest) in translating genre novels.
To quote one manager of Yeeyan, “Translation is a skill to
master language and recreate. Many translators in Chinese
history are excellent writers; few people in foreign countries take
literary translation as a profession. Those with specialized
knowledge and experience are advantageous in translating
information in fields such as commerce and technology”.30
Youth Daily [ 青 年 Report the implications of online literary translations for
changing the translation landscape. While acknowledging the
報]
strengths of grassroots translators in translating genre novels, the
journalist noted that they may not be qualified to translate
serious literature.31
China
Business Report the translation crowdsourcing projects of Decision Points
News
and Steve Jobs, and analyze their advantages in harnessing
collective wisdom and improving translation efficiency.32
[第一財經日報]
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https://rb.gy/eedtxl (accessed 23 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/1dauti (accessed 23 February 2021).
32 https://rb.gy/hzwrxr (accessed 23 February 2021).
33 https://rb.gy/yngmqm (accessed 23 February 2021).
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Additionally, unlike Internet literature in European countries or in the US that capitalizes on
hypertext and multimedia, the majority of online writings in Mainland China are not
experimental in that they barely utilize the new technological possibilities of the electronic
medium. In her book-length study of Chinese online poetry, Inwood also observes that most
Chinese Internet users are more likely to conduct community-based interaction concerning
poems through the Internet than to produce technologically experimental poetry (2014: 77).
This may result from the strict regulation of the Internet in Mainland China where it is more
difficult to establish a personal web domain than in other countries (Hockx 2015: 191). For
this reason, Internet users often publish their works through conventional media (e.g., BBSs
and discussion forums). Similarly, with few hyperlinks and multimedia elements, earlier
online literary translations were like replications of printed translations on computer. The
special affordances of the electronic medium remained to be leveraged.

To summarize, Internet literature and online literary translation have undergone a similar
development from free sharing to commercialized undertakings; they also share the
prominent characteristic of interaction at different stages. I will move on to discuss New
Threads Chinese Cultural Society, the forerunner of Chinese Internet literature, especially its
role in Xiao Mao’s online translation.

2.2.3 New Threads Chinese Cultural Society
New Threads Chinese Cultural Society (hereafter New Threads Society) has been active
since 1994 and was registered in the US by Fang Zhouzi in 1997. As declared on its official
website, its purpose is to

promote Chinese culture to the general public. The means of such promotion include,
but are [sic] not limited to, publishing newsletters or literary magazines on the
Internet and establishing and maintaining an electronic library of Chinese classics
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(1997, original in English).34

The magazine is New Threads, the first Chinese electronic magazine dedicated to Chinese
culture, ranging from literature, arts, philosophy, history, to popular science. First published
in February 1994, it had 328 issues and 56 special issues (as of 2 February 2021), of which
two special issues in 1995 and 2002 published Chinese translations. Its editors are the core
members of the New Threads Society, such as Fang Zhouzi, Gu Ping (古平), Hu Zi (虎子),
Yi Hua (一華), Tang Lang (螳螂), and Xiao Mao. They were born in Mainland China except
Hu Zi from Taiwan; they lived in the US except Yi Hua and Xiao Mao in Mainland China
(Fang 2000).35 Fang Zhouzi is the president of the New Threads Society, and Gu Ping is the
vice-president. Fang Zhouzi, Hu Zi, Tang Lang, and Gu Ping actively participated in Xiao
Mao’s online translations (see Chapter 4), and Yi Hua tried to disseminate them to a broader
audience (see Chapter 5).

New Threads members (editors, contributors, and devoted readers) use the XYS-FRIENDS
mailing list for communication and discussing topics in Chinese culture. This mailing list is
restricted in that subscription has to be confirmed by the list owner, Fang Zhouzi. The list is
also unmoderated in that the list owner would not block or modify messages. 36 The
languages used are English and Chinese.

The contributors of New Threads are from various fields, such as the founding father of
Chinese Internet literature Tu Ya, writer Chen Cun, historian Huang Renyu (黃仁宇), and
scholar Zhao Yiheng (趙毅衡). For its readers, Fang Zhouzi (2000) mentioned that those
overseas were mainly students in the fields of science and engineering whereas those in
China were primarily from arts and history fields.37
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https://rb.gy/f1d8pb (accessed 22 February 2021).
See the history of the New Threads Society written by Fang Zhouzi. https://rb.gy/zfbibw (accessed 22 February
2021).
36 https://rb.gy/wgxl21 (accessed 22 February 2021).
37 https://rb.gy/wgxl21 (accessed 22 February 2021).
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Apart from the electronic magazine, the New Threads Society has curated an electronic
library storing all issues of the magazine and digitized Chinese literature since July 1995. 38
The library also archived the emails in the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list from February 1996
to December 2000, which are publicly available one month after their publication. 39 In other
words, the archives chronicle Xiao Mao’s correspondence with New Threads readers during
his translating of Charlotte and Stuart in 2000, thus constituting an indispensable data source
for uncovering his translation process (see Chapter 3).40 I will turn to profile Xiao Mao and
introduce his translation activities in the following section.

2.2.4 Xiao Mao’s Profile
Xiao Mao was born in 1969 in Harbin, a city in the Northeastern region of China. Xiao Mao
is a pen name that sounds similar to little cat “xiao mao” (小貓) as he is a cat lover. He
started writing in junior high school and kept it up as a finance and economics major. After
graduation, he became an accountant in a state-owned enterprise in 1989, but he quit his job
in 2004 to devote himself to writing, editing, and translation.

As Writer and Editor
Most of Xiao Mao’s writings were posted on his Sina blog and Tianya forum,41 covering
essays, proses, book reviews, journals, and short stories. Some of them later were included in
printed books such as The Best Internet Literature in 2002 (2002 年最佳網路文學), The
Selections of Internet Literature in 2005 (2005 年網路文學選), and Chitchat on Books (閒談
書事, 2006).

Xiao Mao has a special column about foreign literature in the newspaper China Book
Business Report (now renamed China Publishing & Media Journal 中國出版傳媒商報), the
38

https://rb.gy/hyvajw (accessed 22 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/wgxl21 (accessed 22 February 2021).
40 As Xiao Mao’s Swan was translated in 2001, the mailing-list archives have no record.
41 Sina blog is one of the largest blogs in Mainland China. See Xiao Mao Sina’s blog https://rb.gy/tnezux and his
Tianya forum https://rb.gy/rejseq (accessed 22 February 2021).
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top media outlet for China’s book publishing industry, in which he published an essay about
early American children’s magazines in 2007. He also penned book reviews for Beijing News
(新京報), an example being a review of the Chinese translation of The House on The Mango
Street in 2006.

In addition to his newspaper writing, Xiao Mao maintains a blog and forum, in which he
documents his book purchases, translation experiences, and casual reflections. For example,
in April 2017, he discussed his translation of Return to Willows, the sequel to a children’s
classic The Wind in the Willows, including how he addressed translation problems with the
aid of online readers (forum, 2017-04-30).42

Xiao Mao’s writing and translation are closely interwoven with his editorial experience.
Editor of New Threads, he edited a special issue on children’s literature in 1999, in which he
wrote six reviews of several children’s classics, Charlotte included. He also composed two
articles to comment on British fairy tales in the nineteenth century and Chinese fairy tales
respectively, in which he expressed his view of the translation of children’s literature:

Translators, even though they may understand the ST correctly, cannot produce good
translations if they are weak in their mother tongues, lack understanding of children’s
mentalities, and fail to draw on the merits of previous translations (1999-12-28
archives).43

He also critiqued others’ translations. For example, he complimented Li Wenjun (李文俊), a
Chinese translator known for his translation of Faulkner, while he criticized Weng Wenda’s
(翁文達) translation of Sienkiewicz’s The Lighthouse Keeper for its bad style.44 His editorial
experience in New Threads allowed him to share his ardor towards literature and translation
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https://rb.gy/2jgxtf (accessed 22 February 2021).
See the articles in the mailing-list archives. https://rb.gy/njme17 (accessed 22 February 2021).
44 See Xiao Mao’s comments in the issue of New Threads in 1999. https://rb.gy/mezoze (accessed 22 February
2021).
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with kindred spirits in this community, some of whom would contribute to his online
translations, as we will see below.

As Translator
Xiao Mao first published translations online and then moved to the traditional publishing
industry after quitting his job as an accountant. His online translations are accessible on his
Sina blog, including his translations of three children’s novels and 12 essays by E. B. White,
Dan Malan’s essay Gustave Doréhis Life and Work, and a series of four children’s picturebooks Catwings by Ursula Guin, and 70 adaptations of foreign folklore and fairy tales (see
the catalog of his online translations in Appendix 1). Of these translations, the most popular
is his translations of three children’s novels by White. In his postscript to Charlotte, he
detailed his translation process. In 1999, he read a book review of Charlotte written by Yan
Feng (嚴鋒),45 a scholar of Chinese literature at Fudan University, in Panorama Monthly (萬
象). The review reminded him of his fondness for Charlotte in childhood. When he later
bought a Chinese translation, he was disappointed to find that it was an abridgment by Ling
Yun (淩雲) (blog, 2000-03-14).46 So, Xiao Mao decided to translate the book himself. For
him, Charlotte was “not merely a fairy tale but a serious masterpiece” that motivated him to
ponder the meaning of life (blog, 2000-03-14).47 In short, his affection towards the ST and a
dearth of complete translations constitute his motives for translating Charlotte.

Xiao Mao’s emotional attachment to the ST recalls fandom and “affective labor” in fan
translation (see Lee 2019). However, his personal incentive, namely translating for himself
(forum, 2007-06-04),48 sets his translation apart from fan translation, which is undertaken by
fans and for fans, often with the intention of making translated products available to a larger
community (Fabbretti 2017: 457). Xiao Mao’s initiative is individual (by himself and for
himself) rather than collective, as in the cases of more common online collaborative
This review is not only the catalyst for Xiao Mao’s translations but also a facilitator of their dissemination (see
Section 5.2.1)
46 See his postscript to Charlotte on his blog. https://rb.gy/fnnpby (accessed 22 February 2021).
47 Ibid.
48 https://rb.gy/hm5xjs (accessed 22 February 2021).
45
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translation, be it a group of fans subtitling their favorite audio-visual materials (Dwyer 2012)
or a community of volunteer translators translating popular novels (Saadat 2017).

Before translating Charlotte, Xiao Mao tried to locate the ST in the New Threads online
community through the mailing list and got it from one of its members Qiqi on 25 February
2000. He drafted the translation with a pen after work at home and then typed it on his office
computer. He would email the community members for help over some translation problems.
He finished in 19 days on 14 March 2000 (blog, 2001-03-11).49 He then shared it in the New
Threads community for comment; some readers later published it on their personal websites,
facilitating its dissemination (see Chapter 5).

After finishing Charlotte, Xiao Mao received Stuart and Swan from Qiqi. He completed his
draft of Stuart in eight days on 25 March 2000 and spent four days revising and proofreading
it. Then he uploaded it to the New Threads community. In his postscript, he thanked
community members Yi Ge, Hu Zi, Tang Lang, and Fang Zhouzi for their help. His
translating of Swan began on 6 December 2000 and went on until 15 January 2001. In his
preface, he credited Yi Ge and Jin Douyun, writing affectionately:

Cruel and dark as the world is, I could access the Internet and befriend many nonutilitarian online users. Without them, I could not have accomplished the translation
of this fairy tale. I would like to give it for free to those who are willing to read (blog,
2001-02-16).50

Xiao Mao’s three online translations have enjoyed phenomenal popularity in cyberspace over
the past two decades, but they could not be published in print for several reasons. He
translated for himself and shared his translations with New Threads readers without the
intention of printed publication at the outset or publishing it publicly other than the New

49
50

See his postscript to Charlotte on his blog. https://rb.gy/fnnpby (accessed 22 February 2021).
See his preface to Swan on his blog. https://rb.gy/3fvdfs (accessed 22 February 2021).
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Threads community (forum, 2007-06-04). 51 Besides, copyright permission could not be
secured.52 The first attempt was made by writer Chen Cun. Yi Hua also attempted to get Xiao
Mao’s Charlotte published by posting excerpts in an issue of New Threads in 2002. He wrote:

Xiao Mao’s Charlotte’s Web, published online two years ago, was well-received and
circulated widely in cyberspace. Many devoted online readers recommended it to
publishers, hoping more Chinese readers could read this famous fairy tale. However,
it failed to be published for want of copyright permission. By reposting some excerpts
[the fourth, 10th, 15th, 21st chapters] of Xiao Mao’s Charlotte’s Web in this special
issue, I wish some publishers could publish it.53

Thanks to the popularity of his three online translations, Xiao Mao was approached by
publishers starting in 2004 when he quit his day job. Since, he has published 60 Chinese
translations (including adaptations) in Mainland China and two translations in Taiwan from
2005 to 2018 (see Appendix 2), mostly children’s books. That works out to about four
translations every year. The bulk of his translations are first translations: his translation of
Zlath the Goat and Other Stories written by Nobel Laureate Isaac Bashevis Singer in 2017 is
its first complete Chinese version; his translations of Tunnel and Deeper were published in
both Mainland China and Taiwan for the first time.

We can track a change in Xiao Mao’s view of translation before and after 2004 through
paratexts. Before 2004, when he published online, he believed that translation was a literal
transfer, without any distortions or even changes to the ST, and that translation should be
differentiated from rewriting (see Section 4.2.3). After 2004, when he was publishing
translations in print, he embraced both literal translation and adaptation/rewriting depending
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https://rb.gy/hm5xjs (accessed 22 February 2021).
Since the copyrights of White’s originals have not expired, Chinese publishers have to purchase the translation
copyright after China joined the Berne Convention in 1992. Shanghai Translation Publishing House acquired the
translation copyrights of Stuart and Swan, and Charlotte in 2000 and 2004, respectively. Without copyright, Xiao
Mao’s translations are illegal.
53 https://rb.gy/teeekm (accessed 22 February 2021).
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on text type. In his adaptations of Anderson’s fairy tales, for instance, he opted for “a middle
way”. He objected to using simple, colloquial, and childish terms that would underestimate
children’s artistic sensibility. He also deleted violent parts out of consideration for children
(forum, 2007-03-14). 54 In another article on translation published in Yi Lin in 2007, he
claimed that adaptation and rewriting were on par with literal translation, especially in the
case of children’s literature because translators sometimes need to “betray” the original to
produce smooth and acceptable translations. In this connection, Xiao Mao’s translation
strategies have shifted from literalism to a more flexible approach upon his transition from
online translation to printed translation.

Through it all, Xiao Mao kept sharing his translation experiences with online readers by
posting paratexts editors found unacceptable on the Tianya forum. For example, he shared
the preface to his translation of Norton’s The Borrowers. He noted that the editor was
dissatisfied with the draft’s quality for inaccuracy and low readability, but that thanks to an
online reader Zang Xiaolin ( 臧 小 林 ) who willingly spent one month revising and
proofreading the draft, it was publishable (forum, 2009-11-01).55 She was credited as the cotranslator in the published edition.

Xiao Mao also continued to value readers’ comments. Claiming that translators should
translate for readers rather than for fame and fortune (forum, 2014-09-01),56 he frequently
perused readers’ online comments on his translations and was receptive to their criticisms. In
his view, it was normal for readers to find faults with translations, and translators should be
grateful for their useful suggestions (forum, 2010-11-24).57 He gave an example of how a
child identified a translation problem without checking the original and informed him via the
blog with the aid of his/her father. He revised his translation according to the child’s
feedback. Another example is his self-retranslation of A Dog of Flanders. In his first
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translation, he admitted that it was a recreation instead of a literal translation (forum, 200901-15). 58 Yet, when some readers expressed disappointment with the 2007 version, he
retranslated it in 2009: “Respecting readers’ opinions, I was determined to literally render the
ST and correct ‘the mistakes’ in the previous translation. I would insert glosses wherever I
modify the ST” (ibid.).

In summary, Xiao Mao’s online translations mostly appeared from 2000 to 2004, before he
quit his job as an accountant. During this time, he was a non-professional translator since he
did not translate the three novels for a living, nor had he received any translation training.
After he resigned and began to publish translations in print, he could be regarded as a
professional translator, a freelancer, because he earned a living by translation and was
subject to professional norms and editorial modifications. Interestingly, he introduces
himself as “translator Xiao Mao” on his WeChat public account, 59 testifying to his
professional identity.

My thesis focuses on Xiao Mao’s online translations of White’s three novels from 2000 to
2001, one of the earliest Chinese online literary translations. They stand out not only from
traditional practices in the pre-Internet age but also from other prevalent online collaborative
translations and crowdsourced translations by non-professionals. Since readers play an
indispensable role in the three translations, I will explore translator-reader interaction in their
production, dissemination, and reception.
2.3 Summary
This chapter first reviewed the development of the Internet and Internet-based
communication tools ranging from mailing lists, newsgroups, discussion forums, blogs, to
SNSs. These media technologies have facilitated the emergence and prosperity of different
forms of online translation. The literature review on online translation suggests that most
58

https://rb.gy/uz72s8 (accessed 22 February 2021).
WeChat is the most widely used instant messaging tool in Mainland China. WeChat users can register a public
account, which enables them to push feeds to subscribers and interact with them.
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research focuses on multimedia genres and translation practices in the Web 2.0 era, with little
attention paid to the earlier forms of online translation at the beginning of the twenty-first
century and translator-reader interaction in online literary translations. This study on the case
of Xiao Mao serves to fill these gaps. To embed this case in the Chinese socio-technical
environment, I charted the similar development of Internet literature and online literary
translation in China, with an emphasis on the New Threads online community to which Xiao
Mao’s translations were primarily attributed. This section ended with an introduction to him
and justifications for delimiting his translations under study as online non-professional
literary translation. I will move to the methodological framework and specific data collection
methods in the following chapter.
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3.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter justifies a mixed research methodology integrating qualitative and quantitative
methods adopted in this thesis. I will first lay out the overarching methodological framework,
ANT, explaining its methodological principles to guide and regulate data collection and
analysis. I will proceed to illustrate the specific data collection methods for the three stages
of Xiao Mao’s translation: 1) cross-checking three datasets to establish data validity and
credibility in the production; 2) gathering data from literary websites and social media to
quantify their dissemination; and 3) collecting posts from the translator and readers in the
discussion forum, Shuhua, to examine reader reception.
3.1 Actor-Network Theory
As an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary field, TS has undergone several turns or
“paradigmatic change[s]” (Snell-Hornby 2010: 366) from the “cultural turn” (Bassnett and
Lefevere 1990), the “sociological turn” (Wolf and Fukari 2007), the “technological turn”
(Cronin 2010), to the “medial turn” (Littau 2011). Breaking the limits of microscopic focus
on linguistic aspects of translation, the cultural approach to TS treats translation as a cultural
transfer while emphasizing its function in the target culture (see Even-Zohar 1990; Toury
2012). However, it often seeks out explanations on a structural level such as system and
ideology, explanations that are sometimes “too general, abstract, and deterministic” to grasp
the complexity of real-life translation events in which actors interact with one another in a
specific social situation (Jansen and Wegener 2013: 10). This has been taken up by the
sociological approach to TS (see Simeoni 1998; Gouanvic 2005; Liang 2010; Hanna 2016),
which conceptualizes translation as an interactive social act and tries to unmask the
dynamics among involved actors. While the Bourdieusian sociological approach usually
deals with human agents and individualistic agency, ANT allows for heterogeneous actors,
both human and non-human elements. Its uniqueness of incorporating non-human elements
aligns with the current emphasis on technology and media in TS. 60 Given this, ANT is
60

ANT is not the only theory that acknowledges non-human elements. Andrew Pickering’s “mangle of practice”
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appropriate to study translator-reader dynamics facilitated by media technologies in the case
of Xiao Mao.

Originating from the study of science in the 1980s, ANT seeks to unravel the processes
underlying scientific and technological innovations (Callon 1986, 1987; Latour 1987, 1996,
1999, 2005; Law 1992, 1994, 1999, 2009). It is “a relational and process-oriented sociology
that treats agents, organizations, and devices as interactive effects” (Law 1992: 389, my
emphases). For one thing, ANT advances “relational materialism” (ibid.) for its fundamental
philosophy is that society consists of materially heterogeneous interactions and associations.
In this sense, ANT earns two other names: “sociology of associations” (Latour 2005) and
“material semiotics” (Law 2009). For another, ANT is “process-oriented”, aiming to examine
society in the making (Callon 1987) and science in action (Latour 1987) by accessing
production sites in line with its ethnomethodological roots. Since ANT serves as the overall
methodological and analytical framework of this thesis, I will introduce its main
methodological principles and kindred concepts.

The primary methodological guideline of ANT is to “follow the actors” and learn from not
only what they do but how and why they do it (Latour 1999, 2005). This tenet requires
researchers to probe into the process from the perspective of the actors involved, respect
them without imposing a priori assumptions on them, and describe their actions and
interactions in their own words. In Callon’s (1986) seminal article in applying ANT to
scientific research, he illustrates three specific methodological principles. The first principle
is “agnosticism”, namely be ignorant. It means that scholars should neither presuppose the
identities and positions of actors nor censor what they say or do. The second principle
“generalized symmetry” refers to that researchers should deploy the same vocabulary to
describe society and nature, human and non-human entities. This is associated with the
crucial concept of “actor”, which is defined as “any thing that does modify a state of affairs

also emphasizes material agency. See its application in TS in Olohan’s article (2011).
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by making a difference” (Latour 2005: 71, italics in original).61 Actors distinctly include both
human and non-human elements, such as “objects, subjects, human beings, machines,
animals, ‘nature’, ideas, organizations, inequalities, scale and sizes, and geographical
arrangements” (Law 2009: 141). Reflecting ANT’s rejection of dichotomy and essentialism,
the principle of generalized symmetry denotes that all elements are endowed with agency,
the ability to act upon another. The last principle “free association” allows for “all the
variations” which affect the associations and alliances formed by actors without locking
them into fixed roles (Callon 1986: 222). Put simply, the identities and roles of actors are not
predetermined categories (as in Bourdieu’s theory), but rather variables subject to constant
changes. Latour’s slogan “follow the actors” and Callon’s three methodological principles
manifest ANT’s ethnomethodological roots, necessitating researchers to reproduce actors’
words and deeds without any presupposition and censorship. These principles will be
employed to guide and regulate the data acquisition and analysis in the thesis.

After introducing ANT’s methodological principles, I will elaborate on its label “actornetwork theory”. As the hyphen between actor and network suggests, the two concepts are
inseparable. An actor is “a patterned network of heterogeneous relations, or an effect
produced by such a network…Hence the term, actor-network – an actor is also, always, a
network” (Law 1992: 384). In other words, an actor is itself a network of previously
associated actors; actor and network are mutually constitutive. Besides, unlike social
networks or technical networks, the network in ANT’s sense is “a tool to help describe
something, not what is being described” (Latour 2005:131). It is a tool to account for
traceable associations, not an entity existing “out there” to be found. By providing a unique
perspective to approach society and describe the associations among heterogeneous actors,
the network throws light on the multiplicity of interactions in the production of scientific
artifacts.

Latour labels the actor without figuration or appearance as “actant”. To avoid any confusion, this thesis deploys
actor to include both human and non-human elements.
61
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While foregrounding the sociological dimension of production, ANT equally emphasizes
textual elements by according due attention to inscriptions (Callon 1986; Law 1986), namely
texts. They specifically refer to durable texts that “allow agency from a distance” (Aaltonen
2013: 388). For example, inscriptions include scientists’ diaries, logbooks, correspondence,
and the drafts of scientific articles (Buzelin 2005:198) that could reveal the production
process. The agency of inscriptions is elucidated by ANT’s principle of generalized
symmetry and its emphasis on materially heterogeneous relations, as mirrored by another
label “material semiotics”. However, such stress on non-human agency is criticized, as
exemplified by Littau’s remark that it is controversial to claim that “nonhuman actors have
agency when it comes to translation” (2016: 909). Agency, however, is not equivalent to
intentionality. ANT does not “extend intentionality to things, or mechanism to humans”
(Callon and Latour 1992: 353-354); rather, it seeks to use “a common vocabulary and a
common ontology” (ibid.: 359) to describe both things and humans. In my opinion, in
contrast to the conceptualization of agency as “the ability to exert power in an intentional
way” (Buzelin 2011: 6),62 agency in ANT’s sense refers to its etymological meaning, “to do”
or “to act”. Therefore, agency does not imply that non-human actors have intentions, but
instead denotes that they, like human actors, could equally act upon others, make others act
(or induce action), or be made to act.

ANT is suitable to account for translation phenomenon, especially translation production.
Buzelin contends that it could complement translation studies that employ the Bourdieusian
approach, enabling us to move further in conducting a “process-oriented type of research”
(2005: 195). In the case of Xiao Mao, ANT contributes to uncovering his interaction with
actors in different phases of his translations. Moreover, ANT captures the roles of computer,
the Internet, the mailing list, and social media in Xiao Mao’s online translations – nonhuman elements often ignored by translation scholars. In short, ANT could help tackle the
three research questions in this thesis by unraveling the heterogeneous subjectivities and
interactional effects in these translations. All we need to do is follow the actors and uphold
relevant methodological principles.

For instance, Tymoczko’s conception of translator’s agency is specifically related to her argument for the
“power turn” in TS, which aims to empower translators to play a role in ideologically charged situations, “either
to promote cultural and political change or to consolidate power” ([2007] 2014: 190). Thus, her notion of agency,
in a much narrower sense, concerns exclusively to the “ethical, political, and ideological agency” of translators
(ibid.: 191-192).
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ANT has drawn a surging interest from translation scholars recently, as evidenced by dozens
of studies that apply it to exploring the interactions among multiple agents in the translation
process (Buzelin 2006, 2007a, 2014; Jones 2009; Bogic 2010; Haddadian-Moghaddam 2012;
Abdallah 2012, 2014; Eardley-Weaver 2013; Risku and Windhager 2013; O’Hagan 2017;
Hou and Lou 2017; Solum 2017, 2018; Wongseree 2017, 2020; Kung 2017, 2021a; Huss
2019; Wang 2019; van Rooyen 2019; Li 2019; Y. Zhang 2019; Luo 2020; Stalling and
Schleifer 2020).63 However, translation scholars have not reached a consensus on whether
ANT is used as a theory or a methodology. A theory “organizes sets of concepts to define and
explain some phenomena” (Saldanha and O’Brien 2014: 13). A methodology offers a set of
principles and steps to guide and regulate data collection and analysis. Some of them regard
ANT as a methodology (Wongseree 2017, 2020; Córdoba Serrano 2019; van Rooyen 2019)
whereas others deem it a theoretical model or framework (Eardley-Weaver 2013; Kung
2021a). Buzelin, the earliest scholar who applies ANT to TS, considers it as both “a research
methodology” relying on ethnography and semiotics and a “research paradigm” at a more
theoretical level to test interpretative hypotheses concerning the nature of the translation
process (2005: 215). She goes on to argue that ANT’s contribution to TS can be
“epistemological, methodological, or theoretical in nature” (Buzelin 2007a: 136), depending
on how it is interpreted and applied. Luo (2020), in her recent monograph on ANT’s
application to a Chinese-English translation project, strives to construct a systematic
theoretical and methodological framework of ANT to go beyond mere descriptions.
Nevertheless, ANT scholars insist that ANT is a method of analysis, not a theory (Latour
1999: 20-21; Callon 1999: 194; Law 2009: 141) since it accentuates description rather than
explanation and abstraction, as influenced by its ethnomethodological roots. As the
perception of ANT as a theory might be suspected of violating its basic philosophy, this
thesis sticks to its proponents’ claim that it is a methodological framework whereby actors
are followed, and their associations are revealed, allowing us to approach translation from a

There are also theoretical discussions on ANT and its comparison with Bourdieu’s theory (see Buzelin 2005,
2007b; Chesterman 2006; Wolf 2007; Inghillieri 2009; Tyulenev 2014).
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process-oriented view. To better analyze these interactions, I will combine ANT with other
pertinent theoretical concepts such as situated cognition and multiple translatorship (see
Chapter 4), materialities of communication (see Chapter 5), and interpretive communities
(see Chapter 6). It is hoped that the descriptive power of ANT could be fully unleashed in
studying online translation.64

Among existing ANT-based translation research, only four studies have examined
translations in cyberspace. O’Hagan (2017) employs ANT to discuss the roles of digital
platforms and translation tools in crowdsourcing translation of Facebook into Polish.
Wongseree (2017) uses ANT to analyze how the interrelationships between fansubbers, nontranslating fans, and digital technologies in Thai fansubbing communities help maintain
collaboration and trust in the production process. Kung (2021b) also combines ANT and
critical theory of technology to examine the relationship between translation and technology
in the online collaborative translation of TED Talks. Another research is by Li (2019) who
adopts ANT as a conceptual framework to study the translation model of Wuxiaworld, the
earliest and largest online community translating Chinese webnovels into English. Yet, her
focus is on the macro-level formation and evolution of the actor-network of Wuxiaworld at
different stages, rather than micro-level translator-reader interactions. Few studies, if any,
apply ANT to investigating the dynamics between translators and their readers in online
literary translation. Additionally, several ANT-based studies emphasize non-human elements,
such as inscriptions (Jones 2009; Abdallah 2012, 2014; Aaltonen 2013; Solum 2018; Luo
2020) and digital media technologies (Risku and Windhager 2013; Littau 2016; O’Hagan
2017; Hou and Luo 2017; Li 2019; van Rooyen 2019; Wongseree 2017, 2020). This thesis
will examine more diverse non-human actors (e.g., the Internet, computer, the mailing list,
social media, and inscriptions) in the production, dissemination, and reception of Xiao Mao’s

A few scholars doubt ANT’s overemphasis on descriptions and anecdotes while overlooking macro-level
conditions and structural factors (Jansen and Wegener 2013: 15). As Howcroft and colleagues aptly summarize,
“ANT has been commended for its ability as a method to describe, but criticized for its lack of ability to explain”
(2004: 355). Though these criticisms are partly justified, it seems to me that it is the considerable descriptive
power of ANT that ultimately enables us to trace the actions and associations of all actors involved in the three
phases of Xiao Mao’s translations (see Chapters 4-6).
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online translations. Despite growing attention paid to ANT by translation scholars, this thesis
could yield new insights into its application to TS.
3.2 Translation Process: Data Triangulation
Regarding data collection for the translation process, a triangulation method is used to
compare three data sources: paratexts, mailing-list archives, and my separate interviews with
the translator and two readers (see Figure 2). The combination of these three textual
materials (inscriptions in ANT’s term) could cast light on the translator’s decision-making
process and the hidden hands involved. They could also be cross-checked and tested against
one another to calibrate subsequent analysis.

Figure 2 Data Triangulation for the Production of Xiao Mao’s Translations
Paratexts

Translation
Process

Interviews with the
translator/readers

P Process

Mailing-list
archives

3.2.1 Paratexts
Xiao Mao mentioned his exchanges with New Threads readers in his prefaces and postscripts
and added endnotes to credit some of them. Paratexts in my thesis explicitly refer to the three
prefaces, three postscripts, and 157 notes in Xiao Mao’s three translations. In other words,
they are peritexts, physically attached to texts; epitexts, such as reviews, interviews, letters,
and diaries (Genette 1997: 4-5), fall outside of the scope. Some people may claim that the
two other datasets, the archived emails between the translator and readers and my interviews
with them, could be incorporated into epitexts, but I argue that some of them do not belong
to this category. The authorial intention is a critical parameter in delimiting epitexts,
including public authorial (e.g., author’s interviews and self-commentary), private authorial
(e.g., correspondence, diaries, and pre-texts), publisher’s (e.g., advertisements and press
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releases), and semiofficial allographic (third party authorized by the author) (ibid.: 345).
Ostensibly, my interviews with the readers should be excluded from epitextual data, coupled
with the archived emails among readers. It is thus reasonable to divorce mailing-list archives
and interviews from paratexts.

Paratext could perform multiple functions, such as serving as a threshold to the text,
commenting on it, and framing reader reception (Genette 1997: 7). These three functions
could be integrated into one, that is, to mediate between the text and readers. Kovala
summarizes two macro-functions of paratext, namely “to inform and to influence the reader”
(1996: 135) and nine micro-functions, comprising “identification, metatextual function,
placing, giving background information, illustration, reference to reader, advertising, and the
artistic and legal/bibliographic functions” (ibid.:134). Paratext, as “thresholds of
interpretation” (Genette 1997), is primarily a means to diminish the distance between texts
and readers.

Much research has been done on paratext in TS, including how it manifests translators’
visibility (Hermans [2007] 2014; Paloposki 2010; McRae 2012), editors’/publishers’
intervention (Yuste Frias 2012; Mälzer 2013; Nergaard 2013), and ideological orientation
(Kovala 1996; Hou 2013); how paratext conditions reception (Watts 2000; Wardle 2012),
serves as documentary sources for historical research (Schulte and Biguenet 1992; Dimitriu
2009), influences image-building (Linn 2003; Lathey [2006] 2014), 65 and exhibits the
relationship between (re)translations (Hermans [2007] 2014; Deane-Cox 2014). It is fair to
say that most of these studies are product-oriented rather than process-oriented. Toledano
Buendía (2013: 150) and Kung (2013: 55) mention only in passing that paratext contains
statements about translator decision-making without giving empirical cases to elaborate. To
address this gap, this thesis uses paratext to uncover the translation process.

These categories partly draw on Batchelor’s (2018) summaries of paratext-related translation research in her
monograph on paratext in TS. She summarizes six key themes: paratexts as documentary sources for historical
research, paratexts as places of translator visibility, paratexts and sociocultural contexts (and consequences) of
translation, paratexts and gender, paratexts and image-formation, and paratexts and agency (ibid.: 31-39).
65
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Researchers, however, must be cautious about paratext by verifying its authenticity, reading
it in context, examining the author’s bias, and weighing it against other datasets (Batchelor
2018: 171). Indeed, it is risky to assume that what translators have stated in paratext is also
true for translations because it is somewhat one-sided stories. Toury even argues that paratext
is likely to be “partial and biased” and leans toward “propaganda and persuasion” (2012: 88).
Assis Rosa also contends that paratext is one of the translator’s means to win readers to
his/her side by allowing them to be aware of possible weaknesses in translation so as to ask
for “forgiveness and goodwill” (2018: 206). To avoid taking paratext at face value, I treat it
with circumspection and cross-reference it with alternate sources.
3.2.2 Mailing-List Archives
The second data source comes from the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list electronic archives,
which document all correspondence between members in the New Threads community from
January 1999 to December 2000 on a monthly basis. Thanks to their public availability,66 I
have identified relevant messages between Xiao Mao and New Threads readers from 7
March 2000 to 27 March 2000, when he translated Charlotte and Stuart. Since his translating
of Swan spanned from 6 December 2000 to 15 January 2001, the archives had no record.
This absence could be complemented by the preceding paratexts, which suggest that Xiao
Mao’s interactions with New Threads readers over this period were few, as evidenced by
only four notes acknowledging the help from three readers.

Mailing-list archives could be considered as a “think-aloud correspondence” (Jansen 2017:
133), a particular variety of a think-aloud protocol (TAP), to explore the translator’s
translation process. As primary artifacts recording Xiao Mao’s communications with his
readers, the archives shed light on his problem-solving process and the multiple hands
involved. What makes the archives even more valuable is that they emerge naturally without
intervention from researchers, proof of their ecological validity, as opposed to other

66

See the contents of the mailing-list archives from 1996 to 2000. https://rb.gy/pntuqc (accessed 29 January
2021).
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researcher-mediated datasets (e.g., eye-tracking and interviews). Moreover, as textual
evidence, the archives are inscriptions in ANT’s parlance, imprinting the interactive
dynamics and “render[ing] more durable the constantly shifting interactions” (Latour 2005:
68). They are instrumental in disclosing the invisible traces left on Xiao Mao’s translations.
This capitalization of mailing-list archives responds to Munday’s suggestion for archives to
be used as an “indispensable resource” (2014: 64) to examine the working practices of
translators and their exchanges with other participants.

Nevertheless, one potential ethical issue may arise in deploying pre-existing Internet
archives for research because it is tricky to delimit whether they are private or public. The
mailing-list archives could be treated as public data for subsequent reasons: they are
accessible to anyone; New Threads members are informed that their online communications
are available for public access one month after their publication by the official web page of
the mailing list;67 and I have gained permission to use them in research from the list owner
Fang Zhouzi via emails. It is thus legitimate to adopt the mailing-list archives as one data
source for subsequent analysis.
3.2.3 Interviews
I interviewed the translator and two readers individually to understand their perceptions of
and motivations for translation. I conducted three online chat interviews with Xiao Mao via
QQ instant messaging, a popular instant chat software in Mainland China.68 The interviews
lasted a total of 134 minutes (see Table 2). They were semi-structured in the sense that I had
prepared several questions and had some leeway to change their order and improvise new
questions. This flexibility empowered Xiao Mao, allowing for “the co-construction of
knowledge” (Saldanha and O’Brien 2014: 173) between him and the researcher.

67

See the introduction to the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list in bilingual versions. https://rb.gy/wgxl21 (accessed 29
January 2021).
68 I planned to interview him in person after online chat interviews, but he declined, saying, “I am not good at
communicating with people [face to face]” (2018-12-04 online interview). Respecting his choice, I pursued
online chat interviews with him.
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Table 2 Three Online Chat Interviews with Xiao Mao
Interview Time

Interview Duration (Minutes)

16 September 2018

25

8 October 2018

33

4 December 2018

76

The first interview on 16 September 2018 was exploratory, in which I tried to establish a
rapport with Xiao Mao and queried his translation motivation, translation process, and online
self-publication.69 I also obtained his consent for using his interviews in my research. The
second interview on 8 October 2018 centered on the dissemination of his translations,
including his initial sharing in the New Threads online community and subsequent wide
distribution on other social media such as the discussion forum, Shuhua. In the last interview
conducted on 4 December 2018, I asked how he acquainted with New Threads readers, why
he solicited help from them, and why he inserted abundant notes in his translations. He also
kindly shared his writing and editing experiences related to children’s literature and his
printed translation practices.

I also attempted to interview participants in Xiao Mao’s translation. On the basis of the
paratexts and archives, I identified seven New Threads readers: Fang Zhouzi, Yi Ge, Jin
Douyun, Ban Shan, Le Ping, Hu Zi, and Mu Zi. I then contacted them via emails from the
mailing list, but four were defunct, and two readers failed to respond.70 Only Fang Zhouzi
replied and agreed to do email interviews. Afterward, I sent the question sheet (see the
bilingual version in Appendix 3) – consisting of one closed question and nine open ones – in
a word file to him. These questions covered his motivation for assisting Xiao Mao to solve
translation problems, his perception of the STs and Xiao Mao’s translations, his role in these
translations, and his views of translation.

69

The interviews with the translator and readers were carried out in Chinese.
One significant reason may be that they do not use the emails anymore after twenty years. This assumption was
confirmed by Yi Ge who told me that he had not used his email of the New Threads community for many years
(interview, 2019-07-09).
70
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Having received no responses from other readers, I endeavored to dig out more information
about them in the New Threads community. The 60th issue of New Threads in 1999
mentioned that new members of the council of the New Threads Society included Yi Ge, in
brackets appended to his real name Wang Yige. 71 By searching the name via Google, I
serendipitously found his profile: he obtained his bachelor’s degree in English from Zhejiang
Normal University in 1983 and his master’s and doctoral degree in linguistics and
comparative literature in the US, respectively.72 Since 1994, he has been a teacher of Chinese
and Chinese culture at New Hampshire University, where he is now a co-director of its
Confucius Institute. Considering this bilingual and bicultural background, I surmised that he
might be Yi Ge in the New Threads community and contacted him via email on his school
website. Fortunately, he replied with positive answers that he indeed participated in Xiao
Mao’s translation. I then inquired whether he would like to be interviewed. With his
permission, I sent the interview question sheet (see the bilingual version in Appendix 4) –
similar to the one for Fang Zhouzi – to him. To my disappointment, I failed to find out the
contacts of other readers. This may pose a challenge for my research; yet such weakness can
be compensated by the above-mentioned paratexts and archives.

Unlike the semi-structured online chat interviews with the translator, the email interviews
with the two readers were structured with pre-set questions. Inflexible as they are, structured
interviews are useful when researchers know in advance the type of information interviewees
could provide (Saldanha and O’Brien 2014: 173). This is true in the case of the two
interviewees because I had already known their contributions to Xiao Mao’s translation from
the mailing-list archives. All I wanted to ascertain was their motivations and perceptions
when they participated in it.

Interviews inform researchers of first-hand and up-close insights into the participants’
thoughts and opinions. We could, therefore, understand the interactive dynamics between the
71

See the news of the New Threads Society. https://rb.gy/aq2z2o (accessed 29 January 2021).
See the profile of Wang Yige on the website of Chengdu University where he gave a lecture in 2018
https://rb.gy/qafxns (accessed 29 January 2021).
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translator and his readers from their points of view (in conformity with ANT’s
methodological guideline “follow the actors”). Compared with face-to-face interviews,
Internet-mediated interviews in this thesis have a handful of advantages. First, they are
participant-friendly in establishing rapid connections with interviewees in an environment at
their convenience (Mann and Stewart 2000: 24-25). Second, it seems that interviewees are
likely to say what they genuinely think in an informal or even anonymous online
environment (ibid.) because they are allowed more freedom to express themselves. Finally,
both email and online chat interviews are self-transcriptions ready for textual analysis.

Interviews, however, have several limitations. The first potential challenge is their
unreliability caused by participants’ uncertain memories. Both Fang Zhouzi and Yi Ge
admitted that they could not remember the translation process clearly. Understandably, after
almost twenty years, they occasionally failed to recall their accurate decisions and feelings;
this uncertainty requires treating what they have stated with circumspection. Furthermore,
researchers need to be wary of what participants say in the interviews because they may
choose what they think is the best answer or “socially desirable stories” (Hine 2015: 117) for
various reasons. Another often-mentioned weakness of Internet-mediated interviews is their
lack of insight into the identity and body language of participants (Kozinets 2010: 46).
Owing to the anonymity or pseudonymity of the online environment, researchers sometimes
cannot ensure that the person chatting is the one we think. This worry is non-existent in my
research since the three interviewees are known to the public in different ways. Xiao Mao
shared his contacts on his blog, including his email, QQ account, QQ chat group with his
friends; his photos were also posted on his Sina blog, Tianya forum, and QQ chat room. Fang
Zhouzi figures prominently in cyberspace, with a detailed profile on Wikipedia and Baidu
Baike (百度百科, a Chinese version of Wikipedia). Wang Yige has been active in delivering
lectures in Mainland China. The identities of publicly known interviewees are likely to be
valid.
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3.3 Translation Dissemination: Data from Social Media
As for translation dissemination, I gathered reposts of Xiao Mao’s translations from literary
websites and social media and then descriptively presented the statistics to quantify the
popularity of these translations. They have been distributed primarily via readers’ sharing
and word-of-mouth recommendations on literary websites and social media (see Section
5.1.2). Social media refer to “Internet-based applications that promote social interaction
between participants”, including discussion forums, blogs, wikis, podcasting, social
networking sites (SNSs), video sharing, and microblogging (Page 2012: 5). On 9 May 2021,
by searching with the three books’ translated titles in Google and Baidu,73 I retrieved many
entries on Xiao Mao’s translations (see Figures 3 and 4), most of which could direct to the
websites or social media that reposted them. 74 (Noteworthy is that different devices may
have different results even using the same search engine, depending on individual search
history and the particular IP address.) I then categorized my search results in literary
websites, blogs, SNSs, and discussion forums in a table (see Appendix 5). The earliest repost
was on 26 June 2002 in the discussion forum, Shuhua; the latest one was on 20 January 2018
on the interest-oriented SNS Douban (豆瓣). These reposts and discussions bespeak the
popularity of Xiao Mao’s translations in cyberspace over the past two decades.

73

Baidu is the largest search engine in Mainland China.
As Xiao Mao’s translations exist in digital format, their accessibility or “discoverability” is vital to their
distribution. In line with ANT, the search engine, an actor that could induce action, exerts its agency by bringing
texts to readers.
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Figure 3 Search Results “夏洛的網” (Charlotte’s Web) in Google (see the Third Entry to
Xiao Mao’s Translation on “Dushu 369” Website)75

Figure 4 Search Results of “夏洛的網” (Charlotte’s Web) in Baidu (see the Second Entry to
Xiao Mao’s Translation on “uuzuowen” Website)76

75

The first two entries are introductions to Charlotte on Wikipedia and Baidu Baike. https://rb.gy/ya4vrp
(accessed 9 May 2021).
76 The first entry is an introduction to Charlotte on Baidu Baike. https://rb.gy/h7gzt0 (accessed 9 May 2021).
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A caveat of using data from social media or any online data is that they are transitory,
contingent on a specific time and space. Some reposts, especially in the earlier years, may
get lost for various reasons; the data I could access now may be inaccessible in the future;77
and new data will be emerging over time. That said, the available reposts and discussions of
Xiao Mao’s translations largely map their movement in cyberspace in the past twenty years.

3.4 Translation Reception: Data from Discussion Forum
This section attends to reader reception of Xiao Mao’s online translations by focusing on the
discussion forum, Shuhua, where he directly communicated with another group of readers
who read and commented on his translations, as opposed to New Threads readers
participating in his translation process. Figure 5 presents the interrelationship between the
production, dissemination, and reception of Xiao Mao’s translations.
Figure 5 Three Stages of Xiao Mao’s Online Translations
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Shuhua is a discussion forum bounded by shared interest in books. It is affiliated with the
Tianya community (天涯社區). Founded in March 1999, this community, distinguished by
the ethos of “openness, inclusiveness, and humanism”, was among the most popular online
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While Wayback Machine, an initiative of Internet Archive (a non-profit digital library), offers access to
archived web pages, but it typically lacks some or all of the original image data. https://archive.org/ (accessed 29
January 2021).
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communities in Mainland China.78 On 29 January 2021, it was ranked the 18th most visited
site in Mainland China, and its average page visitors were about 0.17 billion in that month
(Alexa).79 It hosts discussion forums, blogs, microblogs, photo and music services, of which
Shuhua is a sub-forum for book discussion, a priority for book-lovers (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 Structure of the Tianya Community
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Blog (2004)

Others

Microblog (2010)
Others

Shuhua occurred on 1 March 1999 and is still working. As of 29 January 2021, Shuhua
boasted 0.61 million original posts, 3.53 million responses, and 134,658 members.
Characterized by its intellectual nature, Shuhua is conducive to creating a cohesive
community made up of online bibliophiles. Its active members include authors such as Chen
Cun and Shen Shengyi (沈勝衣), scholar Yan Feng, translator Sun Zhongxu (孫仲旭), and
publisher Yu Xiaoqun (俞曉群).

Xiao Mao has been an active participant in Shuhua by sharing his essays, journals, and
translations, and engaging in discussions with other members. According to his home page,
he registered in the Tianya community on 4 November 2001 and posted his first message on
26 July 2002.80 As of 29 January 2021, he totaled 1,280 posts in Shuhua. In his post dated 28
December 2018, he reviewed his ties with Shuhua over the past two decades to celebrate its
approaching twentieth anniversary. He mentioned that in Shuhua he met many congenial
friends who regularly exchanged ideas and shared books with one another, thereby forming a

78

See the introduction to the Tianya community on its official web page. https://rb.gy/7cs7vi (accessed 29
January 2021)
79 https://rb.gy/8heeoa (accessed 29 January 2021)
80 See Xiao Mao’s home page in the Tianya community. https://rb.gy/1rqcaq (accessed 29 January 2021).
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“literature family” (forum, 2018-12-28).81

In Shuhua, any registered member can start a discussion thread by posting a new message.82
The thread then grows when replies follow the initial or main post (主貼). On 29 January
2021, I retrieved 27 discussion threads by searching with “ 夏 洛 的 網 ” (the Chinese
translation of Charlotte’s Web) in Shuhua. These threads covered various themes revolving
around the book, such as its different Chinese translations, illustrations, translators, copyright,
adapted films, and readers’ reviews. I then identified 21 threads concerning Xiao Mao’s
Charlotte (see Appendix 6), of which 18 involved him (except T11, T14, and T15, T =
thread). As the initial or main poster (樓主, literally “tower master”), 83 he initiated five
discussion threads to share his translation experiences of the three novels (T9 and T21) and
their illustrations (T2, T3, and T17). Although no threads were devoted entirely to Stuart and
Swan, these 21 threads pertaining to Charlotte included scattered discussion of them.

The forum posts in Shuhua could be regarded as archives of “unmoderated focus group”
(Moloney et al. 2003) because they are naturally occurring, proof of their authenticity and
ecological validity. These written archives also easily lend themselves to detailed textual
analysis. Nevertheless, these forum posts represent only a small subset of “voiced” readers,
and thus these data may give a limited representation of the wider audience. The second
weakness is the lack of knowledge of posters’ demographics, and all we know about them is
what they reveal in their comments. That said, these unobtrusive data are valuable in
studying some readers’ reception of Xiao Mao’s translations. In analogy with the electronic
archives discussed earlier, another potential problem concerns the legitimacy of using
archived posts in research. According to Internet research pioneer Walther, “the analysis of
Internet archives is not human subjects research if a researcher does not record the identity of
the message poster and if the researcher can legally and easily access such archives” (2002:
See Xiao Mao’s article. https://rb.gy/k004gp (accessed 29 January 2021).
In discussion forums, conversations are structured into threads, a sequence of posts made in response to the
initial post.
83 “Tower master” is a metaphor for the stratified nature of the discussion forum. The first respondent is called
“first floor”(一楼), and respondents compete to gain attention or “first-mover advantage” (Reagle 2015:151).
81
82
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207, my emphases). The forum posts are publicly available to anyone, not confined to the
members of the forums; hence, I can access them easily and legally. As will be illustrated in
Chapter 6, my research focuses on the contents in this discussion forum without disclosing
any identifying information about their posters. Similar to the preceding mailing-lists
archives, the posts could be used for analysis.

In summary, the data in this thesis are drawn from Internet archives, such as mailing-list
archives and forum posts; the interview data are also elicited via the Internet. They could be
divided into two groups, one is “found” data (Jensen 2011: 49), including paratexts, mailinglist archives, and forum posts; the other is “made” data (ibid.), namely the interviews. If the
found data are accessed legally, and people’s identities are protected, they could be directly
used as texts. However, in terms of the mailing-list archives, the identities of New Threads
readers are vital to data analysis in the translation process. As I have obtained informed
consent from the two readers Fang Zhouzi and Wang Yige, and their identities are also
available in the paratexts, it is justifiable to expose their profiles in the subsequent write-ups.
In contrast, the identities of readers in the forum are protected by the researcher as much as
possible.
3.5 Summary
This chapter expounded the overall methodology and specific methods to address the three
research questions correspondingly. It first suggested that ANT could provide overall
methodological principles to examine the production, dissemination, and reception of the
translations under scrutiny. It then discussed the practical data collection methods for each
phase of Xiao Mao’s translation: triangulated data sources to afford an all-around lens to his
translation process, gathered data from social media to quantify the translation distribution,
and collected forum posts to investigate reader reception of the translations. The
triangulation of datasets to reveal Xiao Mao’s translation process will be illustrated in the
following chapter.
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4. INTERACTIVE PRODUCTION OF XIAO MAO’S TRANSLATIONS

This chapter attempts to unravel multifaceted interactions and negotiations between Xiao
Mao and his readers in the New Threads community in the translation process. In conformity
with ANT and the concept of situated cognition, I will begin with their collective and
distributed problem-solving process in the mailing list through triangulating mailing-list
archives, paratexts, and interviews. I will then elaborate on the roles of the translator, online
readers, and the mailing list. After illustrating Xiao Mao’s complicated perceptions of
translation and translator, I will profile New Threads readers and identify “multiple
translatorship” by revealing their voices in both paratexts and texts. I will finally underline
the function of the mailing list in Xiao Mao’s translation and theorize his translation process
as interactive production, the first component of interactive translation. Notably, in line with
the ANT’s methodological prioritization of description and empirical details, this chapter
mainly offers a detailed account of the production of Xiao Mao’s translations, and thus a
profound understanding of translatorial cognition, agency, and voice.
4.1 Socio-Cognitive Translation Process: Situated Cognition and ANT
Xiao Mao’s cognitive translation process characterized by his interaction with New Threads
readers exemplifies the concept of 4E cognition (embodied, embedded, enacted, and
extended cognition) or situated cognition for short (Risku and Windhager 2013; Risku 2014,
2017; Englund Dimitrova and Ehrensberger-Dow 2016; Newen et al. 2018; Risku and Rogl
2020). Distinct from traditional translation process research (TPR) focusing on what happens
in the “brains” of translators through experimental observations in the lab (see TirkkonenCondit and Jääskeläinen 2000; Alves 2003), the notion of situated cognition investigates
their social interactions with other actors in the field or workplace. It includes three aspects:
embodiment (the roles of the body and sensorimotor activities), embeddedness in the
sociocultural environment, and extension to other individuals (Robbins and Aydede 2009: 3).
This concept could examine “socio-cognitive process in translation” (Risku 2017: 290), a
dynamic process intertwined with different actors, artifacts, and a broader socio-technical
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environment.

The concept of situated cognition shares some conceptual and methodological grounds with
ANT. For one thing, its focus on actors in the field or workplace resonates with ANT’s tenet:
to follow the actors in their authentic workplace by adopting ethnographic methods. For
another, both of them devote attention to the interplay between humans and artifacts (nonhumans) (Risku and Windhager 2013: 33).84 The artifact – the mailing list – is indispensable
in Xiao Mao’s communication with his readers. While sharing some affinities with ANT (the
sociological perspective), the notion of situated cognition provides additional insights into
the translator’s problem-solving and the situatedness of the decision-making process (the
cognitive perspective). In contrast to most ANT-based studies centering on macro-level
publication process while ignoring micro-level textual behaviors (Buzelin 2006, 2007a;
Jones 2009; Bogic 2010; Luo 2020; Kung 2021a), this thesis will integrate ANT and the
concept of situated cognition to examine the production of translations at a textual level. The
combination of the sociological and cognitive lens enables me to uncover the collective and
distributed process of problem-solving (see Section 4.2) and the multiple translatorship
involved (see Section 4.4).

Studies of TPR using the notion of situated cognition have been conducted primarily by
Risku and her colleagues (Risku and Windhager 2013; Risku 2014, 2017; Risku et al. 2013).
They adopted ethnographic methods (interviews and participant observation) to examine the
practices of professional translators. Specifically, Risku and Windhager (2013) combined the
shared methodological principles of situated cognition and ANT, to explore the roles of
artifacts and technologies in coordinating a complex network of translation management in a
translation agency. In another ethnographic study of a freelancer’s translation process in her
workplace, Risku (2014) found that the translator externalizes parts of the process and
transforms mental processing into interaction with embodied action and artifacts. She argues
Artifacts include “the countless material and immaterial objects used as translation and communication tools”,
such as source, target, parallel and reference texts, books, internet communication and research equipment,
translation specific technologies, formal and informal online networks (Risku et al. 2013:163).
84
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that interaction reconfigures cognitive space and that translation process research is
interaction research.

Apart from the studies mentioned above, Kolb (2017) also drew on the concept of situated
cognition, supplemented with studies on “voice” and “multiple translatorhsip” (see Section
4.4.2), to examine five home-based professional literary translators. By analyzing
questionnaires, Translog files, and verbal records, she showed that the translators’ textually
manifested voices are hybridized. Their translations are marked by fingerprints of different
agents (e.g., spouse, friends, and people in virtual translator communities), invisible to
general readers. These studies focus on the translation process of professional translators
while ignoring that of non-professionals. The many forms of non-professional translation
also warrant scholarly research from the perspective of situated cognition, as they sometimes
involve multiple actors and interesting interactive mechanisms. This thesis thus aims to
uncover the production of a non-professional’s online literary translations, focusing on his
problem-solving process with other actors and artifacts.

4.2 Problem-Solving Process in the Mailing List
I analyzed Xiao Mao’s translation process through the three-step model of problem-solving
or uncertainty management in cognitive TS (Angelone 2010; Angelone and Shreve 2011)
(see Table 3). After cataloging the translation problems in the order of the questions (Q =
question) asked by the translator in the mailing list (see Tables 4 and 5),85 I first identified
their “behavioral focus”, namely Xiao Mao’s types of translation problems (problem
recognition), readers’ solutions (solution proposal), and his final option (solution evaluation).

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the mailing-lists archives have no record of Xiao Mao’s correspondence with New
Threads readers during his Swan. I thus focus on his problem-solving process in Charlotte and Stuart.
85
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Table 3 Model Adapted from “Uncertainty Management Classification Parameters”
(Angelone and Shreve 2011:112)
Step

Parameter

Classifications

1

Behavioral focus

problem recognition, solution proposal, and solution evaluation

2

Textual level

lexis, phrase, sentence, and macro-level (above the sentence
level)

3

Translation locus

comprehension and production

Table 4 Questions in the Translation of Charlotte
Textual Level

Questions

Translation Locus

Noun

Q1 names of eight cars

Comprehension/Production

Q4 County Fair

Production

Q5 Queensborough

Comprehension

Q6 St. Vitus

Comprehension

Q11 Cracker-jack

Comprehension

Q12 quarter (money)

Comprehension

Ordinary

Q2 terrific

Production

Noun

Q10 humble

Production

Q7 a cloth cat

Comprehension

Q3 with new radiant action

Production

Q9 near the ground

Production

Q15 stand by for an announcement

Production

Q8 less than nothing …

Production

Q13 feel my age…

Production

Q14 never have I …

Production

Q16 I counted them…

Production

Q17 I have to live, don’t I ?

Production

Q18 this is getting to quite a

Production

Proper Noun

(9)

Phrase (3)

Sentence (9)

meeting.
Q19 Mrs. Arable…

Comprehension

Q20 Heaven knows…

Comprehension

Q21 it’s something for me…

Production
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Table 5 Questions in the Translation of Stuart
Textual Level

Questions

Translation Locus

Proper Noun

Q4 Seventy-Second Street

Comprehension

(8)

Q7 East River

Comprehension

Q13 Lake Hopatcong

Production

Q10 A&P

Comprehension

Q8 Scarf Dance

Comprehension

Q11 Hydrochloride

Comprehension

Q12 six drinks

Comprehension/Production

Q14 Kleenex

Production

Q1 first class mail

Comprehension

Q5 for the love of Pete

Comprehension/Production

Q6 rowing machine

Comprehension

Q2 the temperature of the mouse

Comprehension

Q3 the full text of a nursery rhyme

Comprehension

Q9 a pond in Central Park

Comprehension

Phrase (3)

Others (3)

Second, I identified the “textual level” of the translation problems, such as nouns, phrases,
and sentences. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, most of the problems are related to the
translation of nouns, especially proper nouns, which account for 42.86% in Charlotte and
57.14% in Stuart. This is consistent with the result of cognitive research on novice
translators (e.g., translation students), according to which they often translate at a word or
phrase level (Malmkjær 2006: 92; Angelone 2010: 31). Moreover, all proper nouns are
culture-specific items (CSIs), such as the names of cars, places, diseases, food, and currency,
which often pose challenges to translators, professionals and non-professionals. In his study
of translators’ decision-making through translator-author correspondence, Munday found
that a prominent professional’s main translation challenges are CSIs that require clarification
from the author (2012: 111-113).

Finally, I discussed the “translation locus” of the problems. Angelone lists three types of
translation problems: comprehension, transfer, and production (2010: 18-21). However, the
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latter two overlap since “transfer” refers to “any behavior which involves generating target
language options” (ibid.: 21). “Transfer” can thus be included in the target-based
“production”. Cognitive translation scholars often classify translation problems into
comprehension, production, and occasionally both (Gerloff 1986: 252; Lörscher 1991: 96;
Mondahl 1995: 187). For these reasons, I adopted the categorization “comprehensionproduction” and marked both when Xiao Mao’s question contained more than one translation
problem.86

As Tables 4 and 5 show, the distribution of problem types is different in the two books.
Problems in Charlotte are primarily about production (14 of 21 problems), namely matching
text units with target equivalents (9 of 14 problems) and evaluating existing solutions (5 of
14 problems);87 comprehension (8 of 21 problems) often involves information-seeking and
understanding of the text units (mainly proper nouns). In contrast, almost all of the problems
in Stuart are about comprehension (12 of 14 problems), including information about proper
names and cultural knowledge. Gerloff suggested that competent translators emphasize
production whereas novice translators (e.g., translation students) often have problems with
comprehension (1986: 252). We might reasonably assume that Xiao Mao would have more
comprehension than production problems with inadequate English proficiency and better
Chinese competence. However, the distribution patterns between the two translations show a
more complex picture.

Based on the multiple versions offered by New Threads readers, Xiao Mao sometimes
adopted these versions in his final translations with a note to credit the contributors (Q6, Q11,
and Q12 in Charlotte), or revised them according to the context with the original renditions

Xiao Mao’s problem recognition sometimes contains both comprehension and production, such as “I cannot
locate any information about these cars or places. Who can help me translate them [into Chinese]” (Q1 in
Charlotte).
87 Xiao Mao sought advice on existing versions (from other translations or his own) from New Threads readers
(Q2, Q3, Q9, Q10, and Q13). He asked whether “radiant” could be rendered as “光洁” [bright and clean] or “闪
光” [glitter] in the advertisement phrase “with new radiant action” for soap (Q3). He elicited feedback from
readers on his version of “it means I’m slowing up, feeling my age” (Q13). These uncertainties signify his lack of
both confidence and competence as a non-professional and novice translator.
86
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in his notes (Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q8 in Charlotte). However, he occasionally adopted or adapted
their versions without giving any credit (Q13, Q14, Q15, Q16, Q17, Q18, and Q21 in
Charlotte, see Section 4.3.3). There were also unsolved questions due to irrelevant or the
lack of responses (Q1, Q7, Q19, and Q20 in Charlotte, Q4, Q8, and Q9 in Stuart, see Section
4.2.2). I will illustrate with examples in the following two sections how Xiao Mao negotiated
solutions with his readers, with on the one hand their joint attempts to solve problems, and
on the other hand their failures and conflicts.
4.2.1 Collaboration and Negotiation
Xiao Mao’s problem-solving process is distributed and collective. “Distributed” first means
that he and his readers were geographically dispersed: most New Threads readers lived in the
US (see Section 4.4.1) and Xiao Mao in China; it also denotes that his cognition extended to
other actors, consistent with the situated approach to cognition. “Collective” refers to the
plurality of readers involved in his decision-making process mediated by the mailing list.
Notably, mailing-list communication is “polylogue” (Gruber 2013: 73) because each
message sent through is in the “one-to-many” mode. The mailing list provides a platform to
harness collective wisdom.88

An example of cooperation is the translation of Cracker-jack. A CSI, Cracker-jack has no
equivalents in the target culture, leading to “cultural opacity” (Aixelá 1996: 58). Xiao Mao
wondered what kind of food Cracker-jack was (archives, 2000-03-09). The context in the ST
is as follows: “Fern had a monkey doll in her arms and was eating Cracker-jack” (White
2013: 136). The eight responses from three readers were as follows.

The collective intelligence or “wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki 2004) is a buzzword in the Web 2.0 era, as seen
in studies on translation crowdsourcing and online collaborative translation (Jiménez-Crespo 2017a).
88
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Table 6 Responses to the Question about the Translation of Cracker-Jack
Question (Q)

Cracker-jack

Response (R)

Respondent

R1→Q

Yi Ge

R2→Q

Jin Douyun

R3→Q

Mu Zi

R4→R3

Xiao Mao

R5→R3
R6→R4+ Q

Mu Zi

R7→R6

Xiao Mao

R8→R5

Mu Zi

Yi Ge (R1) proposed the first translation, “玉米花生糖” [corn peanut candy]. Jin Douyun
(R2) gave the dictionary meaning of Cracker-jack from Merriam-Webster: “trademark for a
confection of sweet, glazed popcorn and peanuts”. Mu Zi (R3) replied that Cracker-jack,
produced by Frito-Lay company, was popular on baseball fields, just like hot dogs and
peanuts. After attaching a 233 words long English introduction (appearance, taste, history,
and manufacturing process) (see Table 7), he summarized that it was “Caramel Coated
Popcorn & Peanuts.”

Xiao Mao (R4) then inquired with Mu Zi about Frito-Lay and its Chinese translation. In his
second reply to Mu Zi, Xiao Mao (R5) posted his Chinese translation of the English
explanation of Cracker-jack that Mu Zi had provided, but without rendering Cracker-jack.
Mu Zi (R6) first responded to R4 by stating that Frito-Lay was an American food company.
He then proposed his translation, “琥珀爆米花” [amber popcorn]. Xiao Mao considered this
version appropriate and adopted it. In the postscript and note to his final translation, he
credited Mu Zi. In his note to Cracker-jack, he also supplied his translation of the Crackerjack explanation by Mu Zi (see Table 7). Xiao Mao (R5) first sought advice from Mu Zi on
his translation draft. At Mu Zi’s suggestion in R8, Xiao Mao then revised “美國土人”
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[American Natives], his original translation of “Native Americans”, to “美國印地安人”
[American Indians]; he also changed “西元 800 年前” [800 B. C.], his original translation of
“800 A. D.”, to “西元 800 年” [800 A. D.]. He then shared his final translation in his note.

Table 7 Translations of the Explanation of Cracker-Jack
Response

Title

Respondent

Content

Order
R3

English

Mu Zi

Text

Cracker-jack: A special strain of popping corn was
hybridized by Native Americans as long ago as
800 A. D. Some New England tribes coated the
corn with heated maple syrup in order to preserve
it.

R5

Translation

Xiao Mao

Draft
(in

Cracker-jack: 一種特別的，紅罌粟般顏色的玉
米，由美國土人在西元 800 年前左右雜交而

the

成。某些新英格蘭的部族曾把這種玉米塗上一

mailing

層楓糖漿，製成蜜餞。

list)

[Cracker-jack: special and poppy corn, hybridized
by American Natives in 800 B. C. Some New
England tribes coated the corn with maple syrup
to preserve it]

R8

Revised

Mu Zi

Cracker-jack: 一種特別的，紅罌粟般顏色的玉

Translation

米，由美國印地安人在西元 800 年左右雜交而

(in

成。某些新英格蘭的部族曾把這種玉米塗上一

the

mailing

層楓糖漿，製成蜜餞。

list)

[Cracker-jack: special and poppy corn, hybridized
by American Indians in 800 A. D. Some New
England tribes coated the corn with maple syrup
to preserve it]

Final

Xiao Mao

Cracker-Jack 是用一種特別的，紅罌粟般顏色

Translation

(2000-03-

的玉米加工而成的，這種玉米最早由美國印地

(Note 14)

11)

安人在西元 800 年左右雜交而成。某些新英格
蘭的部族曾把這種玉米塗上一層楓糖漿，製成
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蜜餞。
[Cracker-jack is processed by special and poppy
corn, which is hybridized by American Indians in
800 A. D. Some New England tribes coated the
corn with maple syrup to preserve it]
Baidu

Xing Jue’ er

琥珀爆米花是用一種特別的、紅罌粟般顏色的

Baike’s

(2012-07-

玉米加工而成的，這種玉米最早由美國印地安

entry

19)

人在西元 800 年左右雜交而成，某些新英格蘭
的部族曾把這種玉米塗上一層楓糖漿。89
[Cracker-jack is processed by special and poppy
corn, which is hybridized by American Indians in
800 A. D. Some New England tribe coated the
corn with maple syrup]

The translation of the English explanation to Cracker-jack in Xiao Mao’s note is almost
identical to the profile of “琥珀爆米花” in Baidu Baike (see Table 7).90 According to the
revision history, the entry “琥珀爆米花” was initially created by an online user in 2012 and
then modified three times without changing the main content on 9 March 2021. The direct
“borrowing” from Xiao Mao’s note shows a process of knowledge transfer if we consider the
translation of Cracker-jack as “knowledge produced by translation” (Folaron 2018: 132,
italics in original).91 Its 1,530 hits in Baidu Baike also showcase that it has gained public
attention; non-adjustment of the major content indicates its favorable reception. This is
further confirmed by an online bilingual dictionary Biying (必應), which only retrieved the
result “琥珀爆米花” when I searched the Chinese translation of Cracker-jack.92 Although a
web-based dictionary is based on previous usages, it somewhat speaks of the acceptability of
this translation; otherwise, it would include other preceding renditions. Xiao Mao’s

89

https://rb.gy/xtl5wd (accessed 9 March 2021).
Baidu Baike is a web-based Chinese encyclopedia owned and produced by Baidu, the largest search engine in
Mainland China. In analogy with Wikipedia, Baidu Baike is a user-generated platform by allowing for open edit.
91 D’hulst notes that knowledge transfer encompasses institutional and discursive transfer; the latter includes the
techniques like “borrowing, abstracting, and paraphrase” (2018: 136-139).
92 https://rb.gy/jhthzy (accessed 9 March 2021).
90
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translation of Cracker-jack underwent a double transfer process: it first appeared in
annotation and then found its way to the public through Baidu Baike.

Food-related CSIs are often a source of translation problems (Marco 2019), as in the
translation of Cracker-jack. The final translation “ 琥 珀 爆 米 花 ” reflects Aixelá’s two
translation strategies of CSIs, namely “autonomous creation” (to add non-existent cultural
references) and “extratextual gloss” (to explain the meaning and implications of CSIs outside
the main text) (1996: 62-64), because “琥珀爆米花”, without Chinese equivalents at the
time, was created by Mu Zi and then clarified in Xiao Mao’s note. This vivid version might
help Chinese readers stimulate a seamless imagination of this food item as “琥珀” (amber)
reminds them of the color and appearance of this caramel-coated snack. A search of
“Cracker-jack” in Google and “琥珀爆米花” in Baidu yields many similar pictures (see
Figure 7). Therefore, Xiao Mao’s translation of Cracker-jack, coupled with his appended
note, could promote Chinese readers’ cross-cultural understanding.

Figure 7 Pictures of Cracker-Jack and “琥珀爆米花”93

The translation of Cracker-jack was a collective production. Xiao Mao received two solution
proposals from Yi Ge and Mu Zi, a comprehensive introduction to Cracker-jack by Mu Zi,
and its dictionary meaning by Jin Douyun. Based on the participatory nature of the problem93

http://gg.gg/n0sg9 and http://gg.gg/n0sgg (accessed 9 March 2021).
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solving process, Xiao Mao was able to choose the best solution (in his eyes) from the readers’
proposals. Moreover, his final choice, “琥珀爆米花” proposed by Mu Zi, was later accepted
as a popular translation of Cracker-jack, as evidenced by its entry in Biying and Baidu Baike.
This example not only attests to the collective knowledge of New Threads readers and Xiao
Mao’s adequate evaluation of solutions, but also demonstrates that his cognition was
distributed to different actors through a mailing list.

Although the translation of Cracker-jack may be deemed too simple from today’s perspective
to need much help, we must consider the socio-technical environment at that time and Xiao
Mao’s lack of translation skills. As mentioned in Chapter 2, in the early 2000s, computer and
Internet connection in Mainland China were limited to a few people for work-related use.
Many non-Chinese websites were blocked by the Chinese authorities, who exercise some of
the strictest Internet filtering and censorship in the world (also called the “Chinese Great
Firewall”) (OpenNet Initiative 2005; MacKinnon 2012). In his interview, Xiao Mao also
explained that, in 2000, scarce online English dictionaries were available in Mainland China
(2018-12-04). This made it natural for him to seek help from overseas Chinese in the New
Threads community (their profiles will be detailed in Section 4.4.1). Without translation
training and experience, Xiao Mao could not handle his translation problems himself and
turned to more capable people for help.

In summary, informed by ANT and the notion of situated cognition, I unraveled the united
effort between Xiao Mao and New Threads readers in solving translation problems using the
example of “Cracker-jack”. His cognition extended to several readers who contributed to the
translation through the mailing list. Most of his translation questions were successfully
addressed, but the next section will show some exceptions.

4.2.2 Failures and Conflicts
There are also seven unsolved questions in the mailing list, four (of 21) in Charlotte and
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three (of 14) in Stuart. Q1 in Charlotte about the translation of eight car names did receive
two answers but remain unsettled. Ban Shan suggested that ordinary American readers might
not recognize these cars, whose factories closed many years ago (archives, 2000-03-10). This
reply was adopted in Xiao Mao’s note. In his final translation, he transliterated the names of
the cars. At the end of his long note, he called on car enthusiasts, trying to enlist the help of a
wider audience. This finding echoes Saadat’s research into the online fan translation of A
Song of Ice and Fire series, in which fan-translators directly asked for readers’ contribution
to their uncertain translations in the notes (2017: 363). We could observe the reversed roles
of translators and readers. The translators were no longer omniscient providers of
information or cultural mediators.

There are three other unsolved questions (Q7, Q19, and Q20) in Charlotte. Xiao Mao asked
in Q7 whether “the cloth cat” was the name of a basketball team. However, there were no
responses presumably because of insufficient contexts. The ST is “he lay dreaming that he
was throwing baseballs at a cloth cat and winning a genuine Navojo blanket” (White 2013:
118). “He” refers to a farmworker Levy who had a dream before he went to the “County Fair”
where the pig Wilbur was awarded the first prize. In his translation, Xiao Mao rendered “the
cloth cat” as “布貓隊” [clot cat team], with the original in brackets. In his note, he also gave
the original, stating, “it is perhaps the name of an American basketball team, but [I have] no
more details”. 94 Supplying the ST demonstrates his uncertainty, leaving the judgment to
potential readers. This is also shared by the online fan translation of A Song of Ice and Fire
series where translators occasionally use notes to indicate their doubts about the accuracy of
their translations (Saadat 2017: 363). Q19 and Q20, involving the translation of sentences,
were not answered perhaps due to insufficient contexts or Xiao Mao’s typos.

Three questions (Q4, Q8, and Q9) in Stuart were not addressed. They were about
background information and cultural knowledge of proper names rather than interlingual

Here, Xiao Mao misread “baseball” for “basketball”. His version “布猫队” [clot cat team]” is also a
mistranslation, with an additional meaning “队” [team].
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transfer. Xiao Mao asked if “Seventy-Second Street” in New York (Q4) was a bustling street
and inquired about the author and style of “Scarf Dance” (Q8). He also wanted to know if
Central Park (Q9) had a pond for sailboat races since the protagonist, Stuart, participated in
one. These questions indicate that inadequate knowledge of the source culture is an obstacle
for the translator. It even provokes conflict among readers, as will be shown below.

Gu Ping, vice-president of the New Threads Society, was critical of Xiao Mao’s translations.
He claimed that Xiao Mao was not eligible because he lacked language skills and general
knowledge of the source culture. He thus did not recommend Xiao Mao’s translations,
despite his commendable spirit (archives, 2000-03-11). In response to Gu Ping, Ban Shan,
who had read Charlotte, expressed his support for Xiao Mao:

the story is more universal than American. Things [that] are culture-specific have
been kept as [at] a minimum level compared to many other Western books [that have
been] translated into Chinese. I’m looking forward to seeing a fine translation by Mr.
Xiao (archives, 2000-03-11, original in English).

Jin Douyun also backed Xiao Mao’s translation by calling on New Threads members to help
translate American culture (archives, 2000-03-13) and appealing for the pooling of
knowledge to solve problems.

Xiao Mao responded to Gu Ping’s criticism: “my English could not be worse, and I had no
idea about American culture” (Xiao Mao’s self-perception will be discussed in Section 4.3).
He then indicated his motives for translating Charlotte: one was that no one had offered to
translate it; the other was that he wanted to translate it for himself. He also hoped that New
Threads readers would point out the errors (archives, 2000-03-13). In his postscript to
Charlotte, Xiao Mao recounted Gu Ping’s reservations about his translation skills and
remained candid about his lack of knowledge of English and the source culture.
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The conflict among readers revolves around an essential issue in TS, namely, intercultural
knowledge as a crucial component of translation competence (PACTE 2003: 48). The lack of
it hinders the understanding of ST and the production of acceptable translations, as
evidenced by the empirical observation that students’ scant knowledge of the source culture
has a negative impact on translation performance (Olk 2003; Olalla-Soler 2019). Therefore,
some researchers emphasize the need to integrate intercultural competence into translation
education (Bahumaid 2010; Tomozeiu et al. 2016). Intercultural knowledge could be
acquired in different ways, such as searching for reference materials and asking for help.
Xiao Mao remedied his insufficient intercultural knowledge by seeking assistance from
online readers.

The two preceding sections demonstrate that Xiao Mao’s interactions with readers in the
New Threads community take manifold forms, ranging from direct question-and-answer
discussions, lengthy negotiations, mild disagreement, temporary suspension, to conflict.
Significantly, disagreement over Xiao Mao’s translation skills was as meaningful as
cooperation in problem-solving since they were equally constitutive elements of his
translation process. Buzelin points out that scholars adopting Bourdieu’s theory of fields or a
polysystem framework are likely to reconstruct the translation process by emphasizing
structural and contextual factors while neglecting other important aspects, such as
“negotiations between agents, unpredictable turns of events, and strategies of persuasion (or
changes of strategies) …” (2007b: 51). These aspects are considered by ANT because it is
against reductionism and predetermined assumptions, allowing for unpredictable disputes
and friction in an emerging process. Conflicts sometimes are a touchstone for the stability of
a network. In this case, Gu Ping’s harsh comments allow us to see Xiao Mao’s determination
in his translation and the support of other readers. After a general overview of the problemsolving process, I will specify the roles of the three major actors: the translator, New Threads
readers, and the mailing list. Xiao Mao’s perceptions of translation and translator will be
analyzed in the following section.
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4.3 Xiao Mao’s Complex Perceptions of Translation/Translator
Translation process research aims to understand how translators’ perspectives and intentions
influence their behaviors and how they reflect on their roles in translation (HubscherDavidson 2011: 8). In other words, apart from uncovering his problem-solving process, it is
imperative to deduce Xiao Mao’s self-perceptions during his interaction with other actors.
Capitalizing on his paratexts and his review of Ren Rongrong’s Stuart and Swan in the
mailing-list archives, I will illustrate Xiao Mao’s perceptions of his translations, translation
in general, and his role as a translator.
4.3.1 Role Distance in Prefaces and Postscripts
As a novice and non-professional translator, Xiao Mao displayed a “role distance” (Norberg
2012: 103), 95 namely not identifying strongly with translator’s role, as evidenced by his
humility and self-degradation in his prefaces and postscripts. For example, in his postscript
to Stuart, he bluntly asserted that he had never intended to “become a translator” and was far
from qualified to it.96 Specifically, in his preface and postscript to Charlotte, he reiterated
that his poor English disqualified him from translating this book, and that his translation
riddled with errors was “awful” and “a stain to E. B. White [’s original]”. Claiming that his
translation was unworthy of reading, he then recommended the original or other available
translations to readers. 97 Such role distance may be explicated by the Chinese culture of
modesty and politeness. Modesty is a key virtue of Chinese intellectuals from time
immemorial; it is normal or even desirable for them to downgrade themselves out of
courtesy or respect for others, in accordance with the maxim of “self-denigration and otherelevation” (Gu 1990, 2011). The role distance may also be explained by the conventional
discursive practices of prefatory materials, which tend to adopt “a posture of self-deprecation”
to understate translators’ personal sense of achievement (Hermans 1993: 96). They often
follow a classical “apologetic” model by first eulogizing the greatness of the ST, then listing
Drawing on role theory, Norberg (2012) investigates translators’ role through their comments on translations in
paratexts.
96 https://rb.gy/nbo9fq (accessed 9 March 2021).
97 https://rb.gy/4htu7v and https://rb.gy/fnnpby (accessed 9 March 2021).
95
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translation problems, and finally apologizing for daring to undertake the translation (Ben-Ari
2021: 165). However, the chief reason for Xiao Mao’s role distance is his perception of his
English incompetence hampering his comprehension of the STs and production of acceptable
translations. This role distance also has a strategic edge: by professing translation deficiency,
he might pre-empt potential criticisms and appeal to readers’ understanding and goodwill.

Moreover, Xiao Mao confessed the difficulties in translating the three novels in his prefatory
materials. In his postscript to Stuart, he admitted that the portrayal of farm scene in Charlotte,
which was the specialty of White who owned a farm, had posed huge challenges to him with
little knowledge of farm life. He continued that it was strenuous to transmit White’s distinct
style characterized by simple diction with profound connotations; such style often got lost in
his “awkward” translation. 98 On the one hand, Xiao Mao’s admission of translation
difficulties may prevent prospective attacks from readers by showing his awareness of those
weaknesses. On the other hand, his sharing of translation problems not only possibly projects
an image of a distrustful or underqualified translator, scaring off readers from his translations,
but also displays his role distance because it seems that he affords himself certain
incompetence by not fully identifying with the role of translator (Norberg 2012: 109).
4.3.2 Cultural Mediation in Annotations
In contrast to his role distance in his prefaces and postscripts, Xiao Mao exhibited a keen
awareness of cultural mediation and consideration for readers in his numerous notes. He
might think it incumbent on him to insert notes for readers’ cross-cultural understanding.
This assumption was confirmed in his interviews where he elucidated that his copious
annotations were mainly for readers, “Since there were many differences between Chinese
and Western cultures, Chinese readers probably found it difficult to comprehend some
culture-specific items [in the original]” (2018-12-04). Xiao Mao, self-appointing himself as a
cultural mediator, sought to bridge the gap between Chinese readers and American cultures.

98

https://rb.gy/nbo9fq (accessed 9 March 2021).
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Xiao Mao’s three translations abound with annotations, especially his Swan with 106 notes,
as opposed to the absence of notes in the original and nine notes in Ren’s version. Of the 106
notes, 49 are explanatory to CSIs, including animals, places, food, and musical instruments
(see Table 8), ten indicate the full lyrics mentioned in the original and their background
information, and two detail the historical events of Boston Tea Party and Constitutional
Convention. These encyclopedic notes furnish readers with abundant source-culture
knowledge, reflecting the “explicative and informative” function of notes as a supplement to
the ST (Toledano Buendía 2013: 157).99 The extensive notes remind us of “thick translation”,
which “seeks with its annotations and its accompanying glosses to locate the text in a rich
cultural and linguistic context” (Appiah 2000: 427). By providing cultural and historical
information via glosses, Xiao Mao tried to deepen readers’ understanding of the ST and
source culture alike. These notes also signal his visibility and interpretative, mediating role,
undermining the illusion of the transparency of the translations. Finally, he apologized to
readers in his Charlotte because his inadequate notes might obstruct their comprehension of
American farms in the original. This testifies to his felt duty to introduce background
information to Chinese readers and his self-assigned mission of intercultural exchange. For
the three reasons, Xiao Mao perceived himself as a cultural mediator who took annotations
as compulsory to facilitate Chinese readers’ appreciation of foreign cultures.

Table 8 Categories of Notes in Xiao Mao’s Swan
Category
Culture-specific

items

(e.g.,

animal,

Number
place,

musical

49

instrument, and food)
Introduce the lyrics in the ST

10

Historical background

2

Explain the ST (e.g., pun)

16

Personal comments on the ST

11

Indicate translation difficulties

13

Several notes also manifest Xiao Mao’s comments on the original other than translation-related aspects, such as
his remarks on different kinds of music and his feelings towards the lyrics in the original. These comments
betoken the “discursive performative function” (Toledano Buendía 2013: 157) of notes as commentaries.
99
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Intertextuality with Ren’s translation

5

The copious annotations in Xiao Mao’s translations recall many online non-professional
translations that employ notes to explain cultural references for readers or to convey the
original meaning and authenticity in the most “literal” way. Many fansubbers use footnotes
and headnotes (appearing at the top of the screen) to elaborate on untranslatable or culturally
impenetrable terms in translation. Nornes, informed by Lewis’s “abusive translation” (1985:
41), characterizes such source-oriented subtitling as “abusive subtitling” (1999). The abusive
translation practices aim to search for the “authentic text” (Cubbison 2005) by preserving the
linguistic and cultural specificity of the STs. In her comparison between scanlation (manga
translation) by non-professional translators and that by professionals, Anderson Terpstra
observes that non-professionals regard translation with dense cultural notes as “a more
faithful translation” (2012: 113). The detailed annotation is often a trademark of nonprofessional translations. In contrast, printed translations by professionals are often not
allowed to insert abundant notes for fear of disrupting reading flow. Taken together, Xiao
Mao’s ample notes mirror not only the idiosyncrasy of his non-professional translations and
his visibility but also the specificity of the online medium, which is free from any editorial
modification or translation norm at a particular time, as in the cases of printed translations.

4.3.3 Translation Principles in Mailing-list Archives
Xiao Mao’s self-perception is not only manifested in his paratexts, but also illustrated in his
criticisms of other renditions. The intrusion of “Other” may present his selfhood better. After
finishing his Stuart, he bought Ren’s Stuart and Swan, published in May 2000 by Shanghai
Translation Publishing House. Prior to his translating of Swan, Xiao Mao penned a review to
spot the inadequacies in Ren’s Stuart and shared it in the mailing list on 30 May 2000. Since
Xiao Mao had not received the English original Swan until 6 December 2000, he only
faulted Ren’s “unnatural, inelegant, and flattened” Chinese without conducting textual
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comparison as he did for Ren’s Stuart (archives, 2000-05-31).

Besides his disparagement of Ren’s version, Xiao Mao elucidated his view of translation and
translator in general. First, his guiding translation principle was literal translation advocated
by Lu Xun, the father of modern Chinese literature, who was also a translation theorist; 100 if
this principle was unfeasible, he would resort to explicating the ST in notes (archives, 200006-02). His translation of the book title Stuart Little is a case in point. Stuart Little was a
two-inch-tall mouse-like boy, the second son of the Littles. Arguing that its correct
translation should be “ 斯 圖 亞 特 ·利 特 爾 ”, a transliteration according to the official
publication Handbook of Translation of English Names, Xiao Mao held that his version “小
老鼠斯圖亞特” [the little mouse Stuart] deviated a little bit from the original and that Ren’s
liberal translation “ 精 靈 鼠 小 弟 ” [Intelligent Mouse Little Brother] was “absurd”. 101
Adhering to literalism, Xiao Mao could not tolerate any distortion to the original. Another
example concerns the case when the literal translation is impossible. In Stuart, a
superintendent pondered how to find a substitute for the teacher who had “rhinestones”. Ren
simplified “rhinestones” as “害了什麼病” [have somewhat of disease] (2000: 62). This
inaccurate translation, in Xiao Mao’s account, lacked the ST’s humor because the
superintendent misheard “rhinestones” for “rhinitis”. To recreate such comic effect, Xiao
Mao literally rendered “rhinestones” into “萊茵磚石病” [rhinestones disease] with a note to
explain its original meaning “人造水晶鑽石” [artificial crystal diamond] and the ST’s humor.

Second, Xiao Mao maintained that translation should be differentiated from rewriting
(archives, 2000-05-31), as a corollary of his predilection for literalism. For example, since
Stuart was a mouse, his parents forbade any reference to “mouse” in their family talk by
replacing it in a poem with three rhyming words “louse”, “grouse”, and “souse”. Accordingly,
Ren chose several Chinese rhyming words to reproduce a similar effect. In his review, Xiao
The literal translation in Lu Xun’s eyes is close to word-for-word translation or “stiff translation” as he has
called (see Chan 2004: 184-187).
101 Ren’s translation is consistent with the translation of the American homonymous film adapted from the novel.
First released in the US in 1999, it was introduced into Mainland China in 2000, the same year when Ren’s
translation was published.
100
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Mao dismissed Ren’s translations as “weird”. In response to Fang Zhouzi’s observation that
they were for rhyming, Xiao Mao retorted that they were not translation but rather rewriting.
In his opinion, translation is a literal transfer; it is not rewriting involving any transformation
and creation.102 Abiding by this principle, Xiao Mao rendered the three words literally with a
note to signal their STs and rhymes.

Lastly, Xiao Mao contended that a qualified translator should acquire proficient Chinese
competence (archives, 2000-06-02). In his account, his Stuart contained translation errors
because his poor English had impeded his comprehension of the original, but its style was
congruent with the original’s for his Chinese was better than Ren, whose rewriting lost the
supposed aura and amusement. Put simply, Xiao Mao asserted his confidence as a translator
and the merits of his translation in his comments on other printed translations. Such selfassurance in epitexts stands in marked contrast to his role distance in the peritexts of his
translations.
In brief, Xiao Mao’s self-perceptions are complex. On the one hand, his prefatory materials
suggested his role distance from translator by confessing translation difficulties and
infelicities of his translations. On the other, his extensive notes demonstrated his cultural
mediation. He also developed his view of translation and translator and defended his
translations in his review of other versions and email exchanges with New Threads readers.
After uncovering Xiao Mao’s complicated self-perceptions, I will turn to illustrate the role of
online readers in the translation process in the following section.

4.4 Multiple Translatorship: Readers in the New Threads Community
This section aims to identify the multiplicity of voices in Xiao Mao’s translations, the
profiles of New Threads readers, the extent of their contributions, and their visibility in the
final texts. Thanks to the translator’s open credit,103 the “voices” of these online readers are
Interestingly, Xiao Mao accepted Ren’s translation strategies when he published translations in print. For
example, in his translation of Return to the Willows in 2017, he encountered a similar case where a rat composed
a poem, rhyming “dream” with “stream”. Instead of rendering them literally, he changed “stream” into “风” (feng)
[wind] to rhyme with “梦” (meng) [dream]. https://rb.gy/pthtxo (accessed 9 March 2021). As mentioned in
Section 2.2.4, Xiao Mao’s translation strategies have shifted from literalism to a more flexible approach when he
moved from online translation to printed translation.
103 Xiao Mao’s acknowledgment of involved readers in his translation contrasts with some cases of online
102
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audible in both paratexts and translated texts. “Voice” refers to “the set of textual cues
characterizing a subjective or collective identity in a text” (Taivalkoski-Shilov 2015: 60). It
is a discursive feature, describing actors’ traces left in paratexts and translated texts. It
correlates with key issues in TS such as subjectivity, authority, and agency (TaivalkoskiShilovb 2013; Alvstad 2013; Alvstad et al. 2017; Greenall et al. 2019). Voices could be
“silenced, manipulated or cherished” (Taivalkoski-Shilov 2013: 2). This section strives to
unearth the multiple voices in the translation process, ascertaining whether they are
reproduced, modified, or subdued in the final translations, so as to disentangle the “multiple
translatorship”.

The notion of “multiple translatorship” is coined by Jansen and Wegener, based on
Stillinger’s “multiple authorship” (1991), to denote the plurality of agents engaged in the
various phases of translation (2013: 5). They maintain that while translators are the central
agents of the translation process, other agents such as publishers, editors, proofreaders,
literary agents, and even source authors might influence translation (ibid.). They also argue
that the contributions from actors could, if supported with sufficient evidence, be
distinguished from one another (ibid.: 21). In other words, the concept of multiple
translatorship could prompt us to examine the many “hidden” hands and their respective role
in the translation production. Despite a sole focus on human actors, multiple translatorship
shares with ANT’s emphasis on the interactions among plural actors. Given such affinity, a
few scholars combine them to analyze the translation problem-solving process between two
co-translators via their email correspondence (Jansen 2017) and to reveal the visibility of
actors involved in producing translations (Solum 2017). The concept of multiple
translatorship is also connected with studies on situated cognition, as in Kolb’s (2017)
research into professional translators’ interactions with their immediate environment. In short,
while partly overlapping with ANT and the notion of situated cognition, the concept of
multiple translatorship could provide additional theoretical apparatus to ascertain who the

collaborative translation and translation crowdsourcing where no credit is given to individual contribution,
resulting in the loss of control of the productive process (Dombek 2014: 28; Zwischenberger 2021: 9).
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actors are and what their individual contribution to Xiao Mao’s final translations is,
complementing ANT’s attention to “an integrated whole” (Latour 1990: 111) in which actors’
respective roles are intermingled with one another and can hardly be singled out.

Since Xiao Mao’s interactions with New Threads readers are vital to translation production,
his translations include not merely his voice as a translator, but rather a polyphony of
translatorial voices, demonstrating multiple translatorship. In what follows, I will first profile
readers actively engaged in Xiao Mao’s translation, and proceed to illustrate how he
(un)credited them and miscredited them in his final translations with several examples.

4.4.1 Readers’ Profiles
According to the paratexts and mailing-list archives, I identified seven active readers
involved in Xiao Mao’s translation: Fang Zhouzi, Yi Ge, Jin Douyun, Ban Shan, Le Ping, Hu
Zi, and Mu Zi. I seek to map out their profiles before and around 2000 when Xiao Mao
conducted his translations. However, as shown in Table 9, their profiles are imbalanced
because they are drawn from “found” information in the paratexts, mailing-list archives, and
their articles in New Threads. The profiles of Fang Zhouzi and Yi Ge are more elaborate
because their personal information was available online and was further clarified in their
interviews whereas those of other readers are less detailed due to limited data.

Table 9 Profiles of New Threads Readers
Name
Fang

Zhouzi

Place of Residence
(Fang The US

Doctoral degree in biochemistry;

Shimin)
Yi Ge (Wang Yige)

Profile

Has some translation practice.
Bachelor’s degree in English;

The US

Master’s degree in linguistics;
Doctoral degree in comparative literature.
Jin Douyun

The US

Born in 1969.
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Tang Lang

Mainland China

Doctoral degree in medicine;
Profession: a doctor.

Le Ping

Japan

Proficient in Japanese and English.

Hu Zi (Jerry Wang)

The US

Born in Taiwan; went to the US in 1993.

Mu Zi

The US

Unavailable

As noted previously, Fang Zhouzi was widely known among Internet users in 2000 for his
active participation in online writing and discussion. He remains a celebrity nowadays with a
comprehensive profile in both Wikipedia and Baidu Baike. 104 He obtained his bachelor’s
degree in biology from the University of Science and Technology of China in 1990 and his
doctoral degree in biochemistry from Michigan State University in 1995. Irrespective of his
educational background in science, he devoted himself to Chinese literature and founded the
New Threads Society to promote it. He had some translation practice before 2000, evident in
his translation of Wilson’s “On Human Nature” and Russel’s “Why I Am Not a Christian”
published in New Threads in 1995.105

Of the 35 questions posed by Xiao Mao, Fang Zhouzi answered six, namely the translation
of “terrific”, “first class mail”, “for the love of Pete”, “rowing machine”, the background
information about the place “East River” and one nursery rhyme. He was acknowledged
twice in Stuart for his contribution to “first class mail” and “East River”. Take “first class
mail” as an example. Xiao Mao asked what it was and whether its postage was three cents.
Fang Zhouzi replied that it was the most commonly used mail by Americans, and that its
postage was 3.3 cents at that time, with additional information that the third class was for
bulk mail and the fourth for books (archives, 2000-03-20). His elaborate answers displayed
not only his proficiency in English and Chinese but also his familiarity with American
culture.

104
105

https://rb.gy/rbrc95 and https://rb.gy/vv6bge (accessed 9 March 2021).
https://rb.gy/sdwncqt and https://rb.gy/cy9uch (accessed 9 March 2021).
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In addition to the above assistance, Fang Zhouzi also developed his views of translation and
translation strategies. In response to Xiao Mao’s critique of Ren’s rewriting, Fang Zhouzi
held that it was common to change the original to reproduce a similar rhyming scheme. In
opposition to Xiao Mao’s preference for literal translation, he also noted incisively,
“although the literal translation is a general principle, it cannot be applied universally. In fact,
the downright literalism is impossible” (archives, 2000-05-31).

Yi Ge’s profile is illustrated in Chapter 3. In the early 2000s when Xiao Mao did his
translation, Yi Ge was a teacher of Chinese and Chinese culture at New Hampshire
University after receiving his doctoral degree in comparative literature in the US. He
obtained his bachelor’s degree in English from Zhejiang Normal University in 1983 before
he went to the US to further his study in linguistics and literature in 1988. His training in
English and 12 years’ overseas living experience qualified him to deal with Xiao Mao’s
translation problems effectively and professionally.

Yi Ge was the second most active reader answering 11 of 35 queries posed by Xiao Mao. He
was credited four times for his contribution to the tongue twister, the currency “quarter”, the
event “County Fair”, and nursery rhymes in Charlotte and Stuart, and five times for his
responses regarding the translation of the pun “dumb”, the animal “saw wet owl”, the brand
“Ajax”, and the food “Stuffed Olive” in Swan. He acquainted himself with culture-specific
items in the US. According to Xiao Mao’s note to “Ajax” in Swan, Yi Ge informed him that
this detergent brand was named after a Greek mythological hero to possibly produce a
magical effect.106

When I asked Yi Ge via email why he was willing to help Xiao Mao, he replied, “Despite his
[Xiao Mao’s] limited English, from my perspective, he persisted in translating these three
books. As a colleague, I offered some advice” (2019-07-26). In other words, Yi Ge perceived
himself as a fellow member of the translation profession in the belief that he was entitled to
106

https://rb.gy/4swaol (accessed 9 March 2021).
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give translation suggestions. This equal footing as a fellow translator problematizes the
traditional conception of passive readers. Notwithstanding the absence of translation practice
before 2000, Yi Ge, guided by Yan Fu’s translation standards “Faithfulness, Expressiveness,
and Elegance”, compared the two English versions of Water Margin (水滸傳) by Pearl Buck
and Sidney Shapiro concerning their translation of nicknames, phrases, and paragraphs in his
article (in 10,130 words) published in New Threads in 2003.107 By cataloging mistakes in
Buck’s version and commending Shapiro’s accuracy and liveliness, he acted as a translation
critic. Yi Ge possessed translation competence thanks to his specialized English learning and
American living experience.

Jin Douyun, born in 1969 in Sichuan province (Southwest China), lived in the US when he
participated in Xiao Mao’s translation, evident in his articles published in New Threads from
1997 to 1999. He was the most active reader in the problem-solving process by addressing
16 out of the 35 questions perhaps because of his affection towards the ST and acquaintance
with the translator. He was credited four times in Charlotte and Stuart, and once in Swan for
his help in translating “radiant”, “quarter”, “humble”, the brand “Kleenex”,108 and the animal
“Cygnus Buccinator”. Regarding the translation of lexis, he often gave its dictionary
meaning first (as exemplified by the example of “Cracker-jack” in Section 4.2.1). He was
also helpful in rendering phrases and sentences. For the seven questions (Q13-18 and Q21)
in Stuart, he readily provided his translations, which were adopted by Xiao Mao with minor
revisions in his final text (see Section 4.4.3).

In reaction to Gu Ping’s suspicion over Xiao Mao’s translation competence, Jin Douyun
defended the latter and appealed to others for assistance. Tellingly, when Yi Ge joked that
Xiao Mao viewed the New Threads community as “free consultation companies” (archives,
2000-03-24) and suggested charging him for further queries, Jin Douyun, once again,
showed his empathy for Xiao Mao by surmising that he might have limited time to surf the

107
108

https://rb.gy/yxdnt7 (accessed 9 March 2021).
As will be illustrated in Section 4.4.3, Xiao Mao miscredited Jin Douyun for Yi Ge.
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Internet (archives, 2000-03-24). In short, apart from offering translation help, Jin Douyun
encouraged the translator in times of need.

Tang Lang, a doctor with a doctoral degree in medicine, lived in Mainland China when Xiao
Mao did his online translation, as evidenced by two articles published in New Threads in
1999 and 2000. He was referred to as “an old friend” by Xiao Mao in his postscript to
Charlotte. Tang Lang’s essay “Cat in My Home” was awarded the third prize in the first
Internet literature contest held by Under the Banyan Tree ( 榕 樹 下 ) in 1999. 109 He
distinguished himself by his medical expertise and proficient Chinese writing.

Tang Lang was credited four times for his contribution to “County Fair”, the chemical
“Hydrochloride”, and the disease “St. Vitus’s Dance”, and for his information about the body
temperature of mice. For the translation of “St. Vitus’s Dance”, Xiao Mao first received a
thorough English introduction to it (definition, symptoms, diagnosis, and causes) from an
online reader Yu Hui (宇慧), and then requested Tang Lang to translate it into Chinese. The
translation was kept at Xiao Mao’s note to “St. Vitus’s Dance”.

Hu Zi, born in Taiwan, went to the US in 1993 and lived there at least until 2000, evident in
his articles published in New Threads from 1997 to 2000. He answered six questions about
the translation of the store name “A&P”, the place “Lake Hopatcong”, “Kleenex”,
“Hydrochloride”, six drinks, and the tongue twister; he was recognized four times for his
contribution to “quarter”, “A&P”, 11 drinks, and the tongue twister. For instance, in response
to Xiao Mao’s requests three times to translate a lengthy tongue twister, Hu Zi was the first
to offer his version (see Section 4.4.2). Xiao Mao’s active persuasion of readers to engage in
his translation blurs the line between him and them, raising the question of the stake of
translatorship.

109

See the awards list. https://rb.gy/6txtel (accessed 22 February 2021). This essay was first published in Soim
magazine by Xiao Mao and was then recommended to participate in the contest.
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Ban Shan published his translation of an article about Shakespeare in the supplement of
New Threads in 1999 with the address “sent from the US”. He dealt with three queries about
the translation of the place “Queensborough”, car names, and the tongue twister and was
acknowledged accordingly. Furthermore, when Xiao Mao was confronted with Gu Ping’s
doubts, Ban Shan was the first to support him in the belief that he would bring out a fine
translation of Charlotte (archives, 2000-03-11).

Le Ping was adept in both English and Japanese. His three articles in New Threads indicated
that he went to Japan in 1983 and lived there at least until 1999. He translated the preface to
the Japanese translation of Jin Yong’s novel The Book and The Sword (書劍恩仇錄) into
Chinese and published it in the supplement of New Threads in 1999.110 His responses in the
mailing list were unavailable, but he was credited for his rendering of the tongue twister (see
Section 4.4.2).

Information about Mu Zi is wanting since he has not published any articles in New Threads.
He lived in the US at that time, as suggested by his mailing-list exchanges. He addressed
only one question about “Cracker-jack” and was acknowledged accordingly.

These seven New Threads readers shared some features. First, they possessed bilingual and
bicultural competence that qualified them to help Xiao Mao’s translation. Yi Ge was an
English major; Le Ping mastered Japanese, English, and Chinese. Most of them received
higher education: Yi Ge, Fang Zhouzi, and Tang Lang held doctoral degrees in comparative
literature, biochemistry, and medicine, respectively. Since the majority of them, except Le
Ping and Tang Lang, had been in the US for several years, they were well-informed about
American culture. Their bilingual competence and American living experience gave them
unique advantages as translators. Xiao Mao acknowledged in his interview that they were
“the best teachers” because they were proficient in both Chinese and English (2018-12-04).
Fang Zhouzi also stated in his interview, “many people in the mailing list were more
110
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proficient in English and more knowledgeable about the US than Xiao Mao, and thus they
offered some help [to him]” (2019-04-22). 111 Their bilingual and bicultural competence
enabled them to come forward to contribute to Xiao Mao’s translations, blurring the
boundary between them and the translator.112 Put differently, these readers exercised their
translatorship through offering their renditions to tackle Xiao Mao’s translation problems.

Second, New Threads readers willingly dealt with Xiao Mao’s translation problems; such
altruistic motivation embodies the spirit of participation and mutual help driven by
participatory culture (Jenkins 2006). In his interview, Fang Zhouzi complimented that Xiao
Mao’s translating was for himself rather than for printed publication in the view that a
translator’s affection towards the ST was a prerequisite for good translations. To his mind,
Charlotte was among the best fairy tales, appealing to both children and adults (2019-04-22).
In this regard, Fang Zhouzi’s perceived high quality of the ST and appreciation for Xiao
Mao’s passion were catalysts for his contribution. The attachment towards the ST and
acquaintance with Xiao Mao also motivated Jin Douyun to participate in the translation. Yi
Ge addressed Xiao Mao’s translation problems because he deemed himself a fellow member
of the translation profession. In other words, he felt competent for help. While the specific
motivations varied, all of them were non-utilitarian. Besides, Fang Zhouzi said in his
interview that New Threads members not only discussed common topics but also aided one
another through the mailing list (2019-04-22). We may reasonably assume that New Threads
readers dedicated their bilingual and bicultural competence to Xiao Mao’s translation partly
out of their obligation or commitment to the community. Their altruistic incentive reflects the
ethos of sharing and mutual help in the New Threads online community and that of
cyberculture in general in the early 2000s.
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Despite the lack of accurate statistics, most earlier users of the mailing list were higher education students.
This was corroborated by Ouyang’s profiling of overseas online writers (including those of New Threads) in the
1990s (2008: 29).
112 Apart from bilingual and bicultural competence, New Threads readers also contributed their professional and
personal knowledge to Xiao Mao’s translation. Tang Lang offered medical knowledge. Yi Ge, as a father, was
ready to provide the full text of one nursery rhyme asked by Xiao Mao. This capitalization of different expertise
fully demonstrates collective wisdom.
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Finally, New Threads readers were openly acknowledged in the prefaces, postscripts, and
notes of Xiao Mao’s translations. Remarkably, the notes displayed the visibility of online
readers, in stark contrast to those usually marked by translators’ footprints (Paloposki 2010;
Toledano Buendí
a 2013). As such, we can hear different voices in the texts and
concomitantly identify multiple translatorship. Comparatively speaking, Xiao Mao’s
translatorship was somewhat dwarfed by that of multiple readers engaged in his translation
through his credit to them. As opposed to other studies concerning multiple translaorship that
foreground the roles of publishers, editors, source authors, directors, and performers
(Nergaard 2013; Mälzer 2013; Dalvai 2013; Görtschacher 2013), this thesis accentuates
readers’ subjectivities. Their voices will expatiate with examples in the following sections.

4.4.2 Credited Voices in the Paratexts
Xiao Mao acknowledged the contributions from New Threads readers in paratexts and
occasionally listed their multiple versions in his notes; he adopted or adapted some of their
versions in his final translations. The translations thus became hybrid through his
incorporation of plural voices.

I will give the extensively discussed tongue twister as an example to illustrate the manifest
voices of New Threads readers. It is a lengthy passage with 102 words centering on
“something” and “nothing”, presenting a difficulty for Chinese translation (see Table 10).
Xiao Mao queried the tongue twister four times. His first mail was about its two sentences,
“pigs means less than nothing to me” and “but if nothing is nothing, then nothing has nothing
that is less than it is” (archives, 2000-03-09 09:21:40). Yi Ge proposed a Chinese version of
them and explained their logic behind (archives, 2000-03-08 22:16:08).113 A day later, Xiao
Mao sent the full passage of this tongue twister and asked for its translation (archives, 200003-10 09:37:38). Due to the absence of response, he mailed again to request assistance,
stating, “my English is so poor that I cannot accurately translate the tongue twister” (archives,
113

At that time, Yi Ge was in the US. There were time differences.
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2000-03-10 11:59:38). Hu Zi then offered his translation by rendering “nothing” into a
colloquial word “遜” [inferior], often adopted by youth in Taiwan in his account, although he
admitted that it was somewhat awkward in the context (see Table 10). While holding that Hu
Zi’s translation was accurate, Xiao Mao had reservations about the word “遜” and then
solicited help from Yi Ge and Jin Douyun (archives, 2000-03-10 13:51:39). Having received
no reply, he adopted Yi Ge’s previous version, translated the rest, and shared his rendition in
the mailing list (archives, 2000-03-10 16:23:04) (see Table 10). In a lapse of two days, Brant
provided his version (archives, 2000-03-12 19:08:08), which was included in Xiao Mao’s
note, coupled with the versions by Le Ping and Chun Jiang. 114 Interestingly, while
acknowledging Hu Zi’s contribution, Xiao Mao did not list his version in the note.

Table 10 Different Versions of the Tongue Twister
ST

[The lamb said to Wilbur] “…pigs mean less than nothing to me.”

(White

[Wilbur replied to the lamb] “what do you mean, less than nothing？” replied

2013: 28)

Wilbur. “I don’t think there is any such thing as less than nothing. Nothing is
absolutely the limit of nothingness. It’s the lowest you can go. It’s the end of
the line. How can something be less than nothing? If there were something
that was less than nothing, then nothing would not be nothing, it would be
something – even though it’s just a very little bit of something. But if nothing
is nothing, then nothing has nothing that is less than it is.”

Xiao Mao
(in
mailing
list)

“對我來說，豬比什麼都不是還不是。”

the “‘比什麼都不是還不是’是什麼意思？”威伯反駁道，“我認為根本就沒有
‘比什麼都不是還不是’的東西。‘什麼都不是’，是表示沒有這一意思的極
限，它已經極限到底了，你不可能有比這個詞更低一級的詞了。怎麼可
能還有‘比什麼都不是還不是’的東西呢？如果真的有‘比什麼都不是還不
是’的東西，那麼‘什麼都不是’就不表示‘什麼都不是’了，它將表示著某
種‘是’——即使是很小的那麼一丁點兒的東西也還是表示‘是’嘛。但是如
果‘什麼都不是’真的是‘什麼都不是’的話，那麼就沒有什麼東西會比‘比
什麼都不是’還不是了。”
[“for me, pigs mean less than nothing.”
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“what do you mean, less than nothing?” retorted Wilbur, “I don’t think there is
a thing that is less than nothing. ‘Nothing’ is the limit of nothingness. It is the
end of the line. You cannot have a word lower than it. How can something be
less than nothing? If there were something less than nothing, then nothing
would not be nothing, and it would be something – even though it’s just a bit
of something. But if nothing is nothing, then nothing has nothing less than it
is.”]
Xiao Mao
(in

“照我看，豬比啥都不是還不是。”

the “什麼叫比啥都不是還不是？”威伯回答。“我不認為有什麼東西會比啥都

final
translation)

不是還不是。‘啥都不是’已經到了頂了，那絕對是天地的頂端，世界的
盡頭了。怎麼可能還會有比啥都不是還不是的東西呢？要是你說得對，
那‘啥都不是’就該是點啥，哪怕只是那麼一丁點兒。但是如果‘啥都不是’
就是‘啥都不是’，那麼你就找不到會比啥都不是還不是的東西。
[“for me, pigs mean less than nothing.”
“what do you mean, less than nothing?” replied Wilbur, “I don’t think there is
a thing that is less than nothing. ‘Nothing’ is the limit. It is the end of the
world. How can something be less than nothing? If you are right, then nothing
would be something – even though it’s just a bit of something. But if nothing
is nothing, then you cannot find nothing less than nothing.”]

Le Ping

“什麼叫比啥都不是還不是。”威伯答道：“既然啥都不是了，怎麼會有比

(in

the 它還不是的？‘啥都不是’絕對絕對就是‘不是’到了頂了，那是天地的底
mailing list
端、世界的盡頭。怎麼還會有比‘啥都不是’還不是的呢？要是你說得
and note)
對，那‘啥都不是’就該是點啥，哪怕只是那麼一丁點。要是‘啥都不是’就
是‘啥都不是’，那麼你說的就不對。”
[“what do you mean, less than nothing?” replied Wilbur, “If it is nothing, how
can it be less than nothing? ‘Nothing’ is the limit. It is the end of the world.
How can something be less than nothing? If you are right, then nothing would
be something – even though it’s just a bit of something. But if nothing is
nothing, then you are wrong”]

As shown in Table 10, unlike his draft in the mailing list (based on Yi Ge’s version), Xiao
Mao’s final version was adapted from Le Ping’s translation by making it smoother and more
succinct, with his original version in the note. By also including the two renditions by Brant
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and Chun Jiang, the note circulates three different voices intermingled with the translator’s
voice, a testament to multiple translatorship. The varying translations are like “a translational
variorum” (Stenberg 2018: 590), offering cumulative, simultaneous, and complementary
significations of the original. Regardless of the limitation of an individual translation,
potential readers may achieve a multifarious understanding of the original through reading
those variants side by side.

Another example concerns the translation of “County Fair”. Xiao Mao wondered how to
render it into Chinese in Q4 in Charlotte (archives, 2000-03-07). Yi Ge explained that it was
an annual fair for entertainment and trade. In agreement with such clarification, Xiao Mao
inquired again about the translation of “County Fair” because he was frustrated with his
oversimplified versions “集會” [gathering] and “市集” [fair]. Jin Douyun then answered that
it could be literally translated as “郡市集” [county fair] or “郡露天集會” [county open
gathering]. Tang Lang also offered his version “趕集” [go to a fair] by adding a verb before
the noun. Xiao Mao’s final translation is “郡農業展覽會” [county agricultural exhibition]
with the ST in brackets. Although he did not adopt readers’ proposed versions, he listed Yi
Ge’s explanation and the renditions by Jin Douyun and Tang Lang in the note. This example
demonstrates not only Xiao Mao’s translatorial agency, that is, he came up with his version
on the basis of collective wisdom, but also his willingness to credit readers’ hidden
contribution to his translation. The annotation opens a new space for him to engage with
other alternatives and incorporate multiple voices.

Notably, that the translations were published on the same platform as the queries were posed
may affect the way Xiao Mao acknowledged input received from them. He first shared his
three translations in the New Threads online community for comment. He also articulated in
his note in Swan, “[my translation] contains some mistranslations because I have a limited
level of English. I’d like to ask my friends to give me some feedback against my appended
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original”.115 The “friends” here are likely to refer to New Threads readers. Xiao Mao’s keen
awareness of the potential readership may prompt him to credit contributors.

In summary, in most cases, Xiao Mao acknowledged New Threads readers in his paratexts.
Detailed annotations manifested readers’ contribution and polyphonic layering of voices,
bespeaking multiple translatorship. However, the following section will show a few cases of
uncredited and miscredited voices in the final texts.

4.4.3 Uncredited and Miscredited Voices in the Paratexts
Cross-checking paratexts against mailing-list archives suggest that there were uncredited
voices in the final texts, evident in the seven questions Q13-18 and Q21 in Charlotte. Q13 is
about the translation of “it [languishing] means I’m slowing up, feeling my age” (White
2013: 146). Xiao Mao asked whether his version “就是說我的行動正在變得遲緩，只能
（靜靜地）回味我的一生” [That is to say, my movement is becoming slow, and I can only
(quietly) reflect on my life] was accurate (archives, 2000-03-10).116 Jin Douyun rendered the
latter part “feeling my age” as “歲月不饒人” [time and tide wait for no man]. Xiao Mao
adopted this version in his final text “歲月已經不饒人了” by adding one adverb “已經”
[already] and one tense auxiliary “了” [past tense marker, no actual meaning]. Yet, he did not
acknowledge Jin Douyun.

For Q14-18 and Q21, Xiao Mao phrased them in the structure “how to translate…” without
offering his own draft in the mailing list. Only Jin Dounyun readily proposed his renditions,
on which Xiao Mao’s final translations were based with minor revisions (see Table 11). He,
unlike his usual practice, did not gloss to credit Jin Douyun. The translation of “this is
getting to be quite a meeting” (White 2013: 86) is a case in point. Jin Douyun supplied two
versions “這會是越開越有趣了” [this meeting is getting more and more interesting] and
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“這會是越開越有架子了” [this meeting is becoming really something], the latter of which
was more colloquial in his account. Xiao Mao’s final translation was “這個會越開越有意思
了” [this meeting is getting more and more interesting], bearing resemblance to Jin Douyun’s
first option by replacing “ 有趣” [interesting] with its synonymy “ 意思” and adding a
Chinese quantifier “個” [one]. Their similarities are made more remarkable in comparison
with two other versions, “這個會可大了” [the meeting is big] (Kang 1979: 82) and “這倒有
點像開大會了” [this is like a big meeting] (Ren 2004: 86). In a similar vein, Xiao Mao
slightly revised Jin Douyun’s version for the five remaining questions (see Table 11).
Without any cues in annotations, we are unlikely to discern Jin Douyun’s voice and
translatorship. Only the mailing-list archives could uncover his contributions. As an essential
primary source, the archives thus indeed become an “indispensable resource” (Munday 2014:
64) in examining the translator’s exchanges with other participants in the translation process.

Table 11 Comparison between Jin Douyun’s Version and Xiao Mao’s
Q14

ST

Never have I seen such leaving, and everything well-ripened and
seasoned with the passage of time and the heat of the day (White
2013: 148).

Jin Douyun

我從沒看到過這麼好的剩菜飯，白天的熱度和大段時間恰好
使得這些東西熟得正好，夠香。
[I have never seen such good leavings, which are ripened by the
heat of the day and the passage of time. How savory!]

Xiao Mao

我從沒見過這麼好的剩飯，白天的火熱和這麼長時間的烘烤
恰好使得這些東西變得格外的夠味。
[I have never seen such good leavings, which are seasoned and
baked by the heat of the day and the passage of time.]

Q15

Q16

ST

stand by for an announcement (White 2013: 148).

Jin Douyun

請靜等通知。[Please wait for the announcement.]

Xiao Mao

請大家靜等通告！[Please wait for the announcement!]

ST

I counted them. I got started counting, so I kept on – just to keep
my mind occupied (White 2013: 148).

Jin Douyun

我細數過了他們的，先是一個一個地數，然後就一直數了下
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去，正好打發時間。
[I carefully counted them. I counted them one by one and kept on
counting. This could kill the time.]
Xiao Mao

我數過的。我先是一個一個地數著，然後就一直數到完——
這正好可以消磨時間。
[I counted them. I counted them one by one and kept on
counting – just for killing the time.]

Q17

ST

I have to live, don’t I? (White 2013: 148).

Jin Douyun

我也得活，是不是？
[I have to live, don’t I? ]

Xiao Mao

我總得吃飯吧，是不是？
[I have to eat, don’t I?]

Q18

ST

this is getting to be quite a meeting (White 2013: 148).

Jin Douyun

這會是越開越有趣了。/這會是越開越有架子了。
[This meeting is getting more and more interesting/this meeting
is becoming really something.]

Xiao Mao

這個會越開越有意思了
[This meeting is getting more and more interesting.]

Q21

ST

It’s something for me, for a change (White 2013: 148).

Jin Douyun

這回不同，這是給我自己編的。
[This time is different. It is made for me.]

Xiao Mao

這次不同，這次是為我自己造的。
[This time is different. It is made for me.]

Another interesting example is miscredited voices of New Threads readers by Xiao Mao,
illustrated by Q14 in Stuart. It relates to the translation of “Kleenex” and “nose drops”, two
different items, as in “And here are some nose drops, and I have plenty of Kleenex” (White
2013: 51). However, Xiao Mao’s question “Is there a kind of nose drops named Kleenex?
How to translate nose drops [into Chinese]? Thanks for the response!” (archives, 2000-03-23)
suggests that he misidentified Kleenex as a brand of nose drops. Yi Ge explained that
Kleenex was a famous brand for facial tissues and rendered “nose drops” into “滴鼻淨”
[intranasal clean] (archives, 2000-03-24). In his final translation, Xiao Mao adopted Yi Ge’s
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version “滴鼻淨” and transliterated “Kleenex” into “克裡內克絲” (kelineikesi) with a note
to acknowledge Jin Douyun. Here, Xiao Mao miscredited Jin Douyun for Yi Ge, an act
resulting in a displacement of readers’ contributions and further their discursive presence in
the paratexts. While, understandably, Xiao Mao at times failed to recall who helped him, his
notes did not do justice to the hidden hands in the mailing list. These non-manifest voices
could only be uncovered by recourse to the mailing-list archives. This example further
demonstrates that if we want to single out the contributions from each actor, we have to draw
on multiple datasets and test them against one another for a more accurate description and
analysis.

In summary, this section first profiled New Threads readers and then unravelled their
multiple translatorship in the translation process through revealing their (un)credited and
miscredited voices by Xiao Mao. Through data triangulation, this study teased out the
contributions from New Threads readers and unearthed some hidden and misplaced voices.
In so doing, this study argued that Xiao Mao’s translation process is characterized by the
polyphony of voices and multiple translatorship. Following ANT and the notion of situated
cognition, this thesis fully reproduced the immediate environment of Xiao Mao’s cognition
and problem-solving process, including his exchanges with his online readers in the then
socio-technical milieu. The situated approach to cognition blurs the line between the
cognitive and the social by embedding the translation process in a localized social network
intermingled with other actors, artifacts, and a broader socio-technical environment. The role
of the artifact (non-human actor), the mailing list, will be discussed in the next section.

4.5 XYS-FRIENDS Mailing List
Both ANT and the concept of situated cognition capture the technological elements in Xiao
Mao’s translation, namely the role of the mailing list. Cronin also observes that it is neither
possible nor desirable to discuss contemporary translation without considering the
relationship “between translators and things, between translation and the technosphere”
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(2003: 23). The function of the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list in Xiao Mao’s translation is
worthy of discussion.

First, the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list is initially a communication tool among New Threads
members. As its official website declares, it facilitates the communication between editors,
contributors, and devoted readers for topics in Chinese literature.117 In his interview, Xiao
Mao also stated that the mailing list was a channel whereby like-minded people could
exchange with one another about literature and arts, and thus he could feel a sense of
belonging (2018-12-04). Since he was sick of his accounting job in the early 2000s, the
mailing list was such a medium for him to escape from his repressed worldly life and gain a
sense of connectedness in the New Threads online community. Furthermore, the mailing list,
an obsolete electronic communication tool, is symptomatic of a specific socio-technical
situation in the turn-of-the-century China when the Internet and related media technologies
were still in their infancy and other more interactive social media were not yet available. The
translation mode enabled by such earlier means of communication differs significantly in
their degree of interaction and instantaneity from later Chinese fan translation of Harry
Potter novels via instant messaging tool QQ (Chen 2008) and translation crowdsourcing in
the online translation community Yeeyan via Titanpad combining collaborative editing with
instant chat (Yu 2019).

Second, the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list is a vital problem-solving resource for Xiao Mao by
providing a platform for brainstorming among him and his readers to find the best solution.
Through this mailing list, he acquired the three originals from one of New Threads members,
addressed his translation problems with the assistance of New Threads readers, and finally
disseminated his translated texts. The mailing list was therefore decisive before/during/after
his translations. This chapter illustrates its role in his translation process; as will be discussed
in the next chapter, it is via this channel that his translations have been circulated onto other
media and reach more online readers. The function of mailing lists for translation has been
117
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noted by several scholars. Wakabayashi (2002) and Alcina-Caudet (2003) emphasize the
importance of mailing lists for students’ professionalization and translation pedagogy,
respectively. Plassard (2007) specifically reveals how mailing lists of professional translators
could offer resources for them, complementing other problem-solving strategies. The case of
Xiao Mao demonstrates that a mailing list can be a problem-solving tool for nonprofessionals, building connections in the networking process of translation.

The mailing list’s role in Xiao Mao’s problem-solving process is further confirmed in my
interviews with him and two readers. Fang Zhouzi held that the mailing list had “given some
help” (2019-04-22) because many community members were more proficient in English and
more cognizant of American culture than Xiao Mao. Yi Ge stated that this mailing list was
quite useful for Xiao Mao because he could “receive help at any time from it” (2019-07-26).
In his interview, Xiao Mao also reiterated the indispensable roles of the mailing list and New
Threads readers in his translation. For him, the Internet in the early 2000s, in its heyday, was
characterized by sharing and non-utilitarianism. However, inadequate online English
dictionaries and limited access to the Internet made it difficult for Xiao Mao to conduct his
translations (2018-10-08). As a result, he resorted to the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list
whereby he could gain free and beneficial assistance from numerous community members.
He continued that if there were Wikipedia at that time, he would not ask New Threads
readers (2018-12-04). In other words, the mailing list is a convenient and quick tool for
solving translation problems, as Wikipedia would be. However, unlike Wikipedia, the
mailing list is a more socialized and humanized tool because it connects with online readers.

Lastly, by inscribing Xiao Mao’s interactions with New Threads readers, the mailing list
stores invaluable archives. For researchers, it is a “black box” (Callon 1991: 153), in ANT’s
parlance, enclosing the translator’s decision-making process and his collaboration and
negotiation with other actors. In her research into the role of mailing lists in addressing the
translation problems of professional translators, Plassard argues that archived emails are
convenient alternatives to TAPs (2007: 655). Indeed, similar to TAPs, mailing-list archives
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allow us to uncover Xiao Mao’s cognitive translation process and ascertain varying degrees
of each reader’s contribution. As demonstrated above, without these mailing-list archives, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to pinpoint the non-manifest and misplaced voices in paratexts.
By recourse to mailing-list archives and their comparison with paratexts and interviews, we
can therefore reproduce a holistic story of Xiao Mao’s translation process.

In summary, in line with ANT and the notion of situated cognition, this study analyzes the
diverse roles of the mailing list as a communication tool, a problem-solving resource, and an
inscription of actors’ communications. It is a constitutive element of Xiao Mao’s cognitive
translation process by mediating between him and New Threads readers in problem-solving.
Although the roles of human actors (the translator and his readers) and non-human actor (the
mailing list) are separately discussed, we should note their intricate interdependency and
interplay in the translation process. Taken together, the combination of ANT and its related
concepts of situated cognition and multiple translatorship renders the highly intertwined
socio-cognitive network involved both human and non-human agency visible.

4.6 Interactive Production
Based on the above analysis, I label the translation mode of Xiao Mao’s translations as
interactive production. It is a dynamic translation process characterized by his online
exchanges with New Threads readers through a mailing list. Its implications are threefold.

First, following the notion of situated cognition, I argue that interactive production
recognizes the role of social interaction in a cognitive translation process. New Threads
readers participated in the process of understanding the STs and proposing translations, thus
influencing the translator’s decision-making process. Consistent with Risku’s (2014)
argument that social interaction reconfigures cognitive space, interaction in the case of Xiao
Mao transformed a solitary problem-solving process into a collective effort with a
constellation of participants, mediated by an electronic communication tool. While Risku
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(2014) uncovers the interaction loops of a freelancer consisting of cognition, action, use of
artifacts, and environmental organization, this thesis shows that such an interaction includes
the translator’s exchanges with a group of online readers. Kolb (2017) briefly mentions the
role of “virtual translator communities” in her research into the social interaction between
five professional translators and their immediate environment (including agents from
personal spheres such as spouses and friends). This thesis differs from her study in two ways.
For one thing, Kolb does not detail the interactive dynamics. For another, the translators in
her study are freelancers, some of whom seek help from their peers in online communities.
In contrast, this study focuses on a non-professional translator and his interactions with an
online community of non-translators. This makes the translation process more complex and
engaging. In a word, interactive production deepens our understanding of translator
cognition in its dynamics with a multitude of online readers, artifacts, and socio-technical
environments.

Second, aligning with the relational philosophy of ANT, interactive production reconfigures
the roles of the translator and readers. Xiao Mao’s translation process entails a group of
actors, and his translations are also imprinted with collective and hybrid voices. This thesis
uncovers the “networking” character of the translator (Buzelin 2007b: 54),118 the fact that he
is a node in a network in relation to other actors, thereby averting the “individualizing” bias
in analyzing the object of study. Xiao Mao’s interactions with his readers through the mailing
list permit us to recognize that readers exercise their translatorship by providing their
interpretations and versions; their multiple translatorship is manifest by Xiao Mao’s open
credit in the paratexts. The subjectivity of the translator is intertwined with the subjectivities
of the readers. We see the translator moving away as a “monadic subject” to a “plurisubjectivity of interaction” (Cronin 2013:102). The translator is far from a solitary subject.
Instead, he is enmeshed in a multiplicity of interactions with other actors. Interactive
production acknowledges the multiple translatorship involved in translation.
Here, Buzelin refers to the networking character of “translating agent”. Translating agent, in her view, includes
agents other than the officially designated translator involved in the translation process (2005: 214).
118
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Finally, interactive production facilitates the construction and transfer of knowledge.
Through various interactions ranging from discussions, negotiations, to conflicts, Xiao Mao
and his readers jointly constructed meaning and produced the final translations. Their
participatory sense-making shows that the dominant mode of knowledge construction in this
technologized world is “dialogue, or more simply discussion – interactive exchange between
a multiplicity of agents” (Pym 2011b: 7). The translation of the culture-specific item
Cracker-jack illustrates that knowledge was created and circulated through interactions and
negotiations among multiple actors. Tellingly, interactive production was mediated by a
mailing list, an indispensable artifact through which Xiao Mao and his readers participated
across spatial and temporal boundaries. Since Cronin contends that subjectivity is
constructed and sustained in and through objects (2003: 9), the mailing list, rather than
serving as a mere tool, played a facilitating role in extending the translator’s cognition.

In summary, informed by ANT and the theoretical concepts of situated cognition and
multiple translatorship, interactive production, characterized by translator-reader dynamics in
the translation process, unleashes the role of social interaction in cognitive translation studies,
recasts the conceptions of translator and reader, and facilitates the construction and transfer
of knowledge.
4.7 Summary
This chapter unearthed translator-reader interactions in the translation process by
triangulating paratexts, mailing-list archives, and interviews. I found that Xiao Mao’s
problem-solving process was primarily a collaborative endeavor between him and New
Threads readers with occasional conflicts and failures. I then analyzed the roles of the
translator, online readers, and the mailing list. I revealed Xiao Mao’s complex perceptions of
translation and translator: he alienated himself from translator’s role by confessing
translation difficulties and infelicities of his translations in his prefaces and postscripts; yet
he demonstrated his duty as a cultural mediator in his extensive notes and developed his
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view of translation and translator in the mailing-list archives. By unveiling the (un)credited
and miscredited voices of New Threads readers through comparison between paratexts and
mailing-list archives, I argued that multiple translatorship figures in the translation process.
Besides the assistance of online readers, the non-human actor – the XYS-FRIENDS mailing
list – was instrumental in mediating their communications. I finally theorized Xiao Mao’s
translation process as interactive production marked by his online engagements with his
readers, with a discussion of its implications for TS. Having detailed the production of Xiao
Mao’s translations, I will move to discuss their dissemination in the next chapter.
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5. INTERACTIVE DISSEMINATION OF XIAO MAO’S TRANSLATIONS

This chapter investigates how and why Xiao Mao’s translations have been disseminated in
cyberspace in the past two decades. Drawing on ANT, it seeks to identify the heterogeneous
actors (humans and non-humans) in the distribution. After reviewing some features of online
dissemination, I will first present the reposts of Xiao Mao’s translations on literary websites
and social media with some representative examples. I will then deal with why the
translations have been incessantly shared in online spheres by analyzing the roles of three
actors. I will finally label the dissemination mode as interactive dissemination, the second
component of interactive translation.
5.1 Dissemination Channels: Internet and Social Media
Consistent with ANT’s emphasis on non-human agency, this section aims to examine the role
of digital media technologies (the most important non-human actor) in disseminating Xiao
Mao’s translations. I will first review a few prominent characteristics of online transmission,
then delineate the movement path of these translations on literary websites and social media,
and finally argue that the dissemination channel is constituted by a participatory peer-to-peer
(P2P) online distribution network.
5.1.1 Features of Online Dissemination
Informed by Media Studies and Internet Studies, I summarize several distinctive features of
online dissemination compared with traditional modes of mass media (radio, television, film,
and print). The first striking trait is viral; proliferation and propagation are proper words to
describe the online transmission of texts. This feature is determined by digital media
technologies. Any digital media object is a numerical representation, subject to “algorithmic
manipulation”, and thus becomes “programmable” (Manovich 2001: 27). Numerical
representation means that information is no longer transmitted through physical “atoms”
(e.g., newspapers, magazines, and books), but rather through a string of “bits”, which has no
size and weight and could travel at the speed of light (Negroponte 1995: 11-14). This shift
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from atom to bits not only ensures the speed of online transmission but also renders texts
more transferrable. Digital texts hence could be instantly shared and transmitted among
individuals through networks and easily multiplied into an infinite number of copies.

Nonetheless, multiplication does not mean the same copy of a specific text because online
texts are “malleable”: they could be modified, reformatted, and republished with relative
ease (Folaron 2018: 130). Compared with printed ones, online texts are fluid and unstable,
inviting the possibility of endless modification by numerous users. Online dissemination thus
runs the risk of having untraceable authorship, analogous to the distribution of medieval
manuscripts via sharing and repeated copying among individuals (Marotti 1995: 135;
Standage 2013: 38). Indeed, due to the fluidity of online texts and the openness of
cyberspace, recipients could alter, annotate, reframe, and recirculate them as much as they
like. For example, the names of about 60 volunteers of a Chinese online fan translation of
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows were obliterated, and the newly framed translation
was then republished online, vying for the commissioned translations (Xu 2007). Online
texts share the instability and malleability of medieval manuscripts; both of their
dissemination mode is thus less author-centered than that of printed texts (Marotti 1995: 135).
In this connection, readers assume much more agency (see below).

The third characteristic of online distribution is interactivity. It refers to not only the
interaction among users but also their interactivity with the media.119 Contrary to the oneway broadcasting pattern of mass media, the underlying dynamics of digital media are “twoway and conversational” (Standage 2013: 3). Online dissemination blurs the line between
senders and receivers since the latter could become the former easily. Thanks to the open
nature of cyberspace and its loose gatekeeping mechanism, any self-willed online user could
become senders or distributors, emblematic of pluri-subjectivities and de-centeredness of
online transmission. The Internet thus affords a horizontal and participatory P2P distribution

Following Jucker, I use “interaction” to denote that users interact with producers or other recipients and
“interactivity” to that users interact with the medium (2003: 139).
119
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network (see Section 5.1.2), in which Internet users themselves act as distributors, as
exemplified by the prevalent P2P file-sharing.120 Besides, as opposed to the mass media that
“push” things at people, digital media enable people (or their computers) to “pull” at
themselves (Negroponte 1995: 84). Given this, readers have more freedom and agency to
choose which texts to read and circulate.

Online dissemination also distinguishes itself by its free nature, although some commercial
websites might charge for reading texts. Any online user with Internet access could read
online translations and even keep a copy by downloading them. The low-cost distribution
could be explicated by the liberal, sharing, and open ethos of the Internet and cyberculture; it
also pertains to the copyright of online translations. They are often published without
copyright permission (such as the case of Xiao Mao). While they could be freely and virally
spread in cyberspace, online translations barely circulate beyond it. In her study of Davis’s
online fan translations of Schulz’s fiction from Polish to English, Ziemann (2016) showcases
that the lack of copyright permission blocks their circulation in the official publishing system
and international academia. Indeed, copyright is a double-edged sword in the dissemination
of online translations (the role of copyright in the reception of Xiao Mao’s translations will
be examined in Section 6.2.2.3).

Finally, online texts are more ephemeral than printed texts. Watts claims that “it is only in
circulation that a text assumes its significance…” (2000: 42-43); this is all the more true for
online texts as transmission is a prime way to prolong their life. Or in the parlance of Jenkins
and his colleagues, “if it [online content] doesn’t spread, it’s dead” (2013: 1). While it is
much easier and quicker to disseminate content via links, online dissemination is plagued by
ethereality because the links may not sustain. For example, it is impossible to access any
online translations of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows made around 2007 that garnered
much attention then. Several factors could explain its short life-span: copyright infringement,
120

P2P file sharing is a sharing tool, through which an individual could obtain a file from other individuals
(Aigrain 2012: 30). It was first developed by the system Napster to share MP3 music files among individuals in
1999.
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the publication of official printed translations, or the vulnerability of online medium.

In brief, powered by digital media technologies, online dissemination is quick, viral,
interactive, free, but it is also malleable and evanescent. These features could be reflected in
the distribution of Xiao Mao’s translations.
5.1.2 Reposts on Literary Websites and Social Media
Xiao Mao’s translations have been hyped up primarily because of readers’ word-of-mouth
recommendations and sharing on literary websites and social media. Word-of-mouth has
become a “powerful communication tool and social networking channel for spreading
awareness of a product or service”, and it is rather efficacious by creating a sense of
“grassroots legitimacy” as the message is initiated by a member of one’s own (Yecies et al.
2016: 116). Readers’ reposts and discussions of Xiao Mao’s translations on literary websites
and social media are the principal and effective means to lengthen their life; these means
stand in stark contrast to those (e.g., reprints, library collections, and availability in online
bookshops) of the circulation of printed translations. Contrary to one-to-many mass media,
social media characterized by peer participation and interaction initiate a multidimensional
P2P distribution model (including one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many), allowing
any online reader to publish and distribute content to potentially large-scale audiences. Given
their social and “spreadable” nature (Jenkins et al. 2013), social media are pivotal in
disseminating online texts.

Notably, the material properties of each medium could reconfigure texts and shape their
dissemination and reception. This view resonates with the concept “materialities of
communication” (Gumbrecht and Pfeiffer 1944) seeking to investigate “how different
media – different ‘materialities’ – of communication would affect the meaning that they
carried” (Gumbrecht 2004: 11). This is also in line with ANT’s attention to non-human
elements. As we will see below, Xiao Mao’s translations exist in dissimilar forms on
different interfaces framed by media technologies, and these “materialities” might impact
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their transmission and reception. When Armstrong decodes the information design of
translated books in the sixteenth century through “newer material-textual approaches”, she
observes that little attention has been paid to “the forms of translation as expressed on the
page” (2015: 78, italics in original). In a similar vein, to date, scant research has given due
consideration to the variegated forms of online translated texts; this gap will be filled in this
section by examining Xiao Mao’s translations on reading/literary websites, blogs, discussion
forums, and social networking sites.

5.1.2.1 Literary Websites

Established by literary institutes, associations, companies, or individuals, literary websites
are “network nodes” that store, collect, publish, and distribute literary works (Luo 2018: 20).
These websites are essential in promoting the development of Internet literature and online
translated literature. Some of them are elaborately designed for online reading by embedding
hyperlinks in texts to provide readers different narrative paths. Xiao Mao mentioned in his
interview that his translations were initially shared in the XYS-FRIENDS mailing list and
were later distributed on personal web pages and BBSs (interviews, 2018-10-08). This
subsection looks at literary websites, one of the earliest dissemination channels; discussion
forums will be discussed in Section 5.1.2.4. Of the many literary websites reposting Xiao
Mao’s three translations (see Appendix 5), two influential ones, “Literature View” [文學視
界] and “Red Mud Village” [紅泥巴村] will be analyzed.

A personal website established by Yu Hui (real name is Qin Yuhui), “Literature View” was
among the first literary websites publishing Xiao Mao’s translations in the early 2000s.121 Yu
Hui, a then scholar of Chinese literature at Shenyang University, was one of New Threads
readers who had helped Xiao Mao’s translation of “St. Vitus’s Dance” in Charlotte (see
Section 4.4.1). She set up “Literature View” to share high-quality Chinese literature, being
121

The exact time when the website initially reposted the translations cannot be detected, but Xiao Mao
mentioned in Shuhua that they were shared on it as early as 7 August 2002. https://rb.gy/ml71yb (accessed 6
February 2021).
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categorized into several columns, such as “Classic Works” and “Children’s World”.122 She
was perspicacious in selecting literary works and articles, setting her website apart from
other all-embracing ones. Its popularity made it among the top 50 literary websites,
according to NetEase (網易) ranking in 2000.123

Yu Hui shared Xiao Mao’s three translations in the special issue of “E. B. White’s Works”
under the column of “Children’s World” (see Figure 8), stating:

This website hosts [the translations of] White’s three fairy tales. I am deeply indebted
to the translator Mr. Xiao Mao. I felt his enthusiasm in his translations, which touched
my heart more strongly than the humanism evinced in the STs did.124

Figure 8 Repost of the Contents of Xiao Mao’s Charlotte on “Literature View” 125

See Yu Hu’s article in New Threads dated 18 May 2000. https://rb.gy/bnhacl (accessed 6 February 2021).
Ibid. NetEase is a Chinese Internet technology company.
124 https://rb.gy/swjc3f (accessed 6 February 2021).
125 Ibid.
122
123
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Yu Hui’s ardent recommendation has been likely to ignite potential readers’ interest in the
translations. She specifically commented on Xiao Mao’s Charlotte:

Charlotte’s Web is a classic fairy tale. Xiao Mao’s version was published [online] in
March 2000. After comparing it with Kang Xin’s version, published in 1979 by
People’s Literature Publisher, I find that they differ slightly in wording and sentence,
but they are equally good. I wish to extend my respect and gratitude to Mr. Xiao
Mao.126

We can sense Yu Hui’s implicit recommendation of Xiao Mao’s translation and her latent
argument that online translation could rival printed one. In fact, the mere repost of his three
translations on her personal website is a sign of endorsement. The influential website
“Literature View” might inform more online readers of these translations, conducive to their
dissemination. By browsing readers’ web comments, I find that two readers in Shuhua read
Xiao Mao’s translations on this website.127

As shown in Figure 8, the translated text is neatly displayed on the website chapter by
chapter, with the translator’s preface and postscript, an introduction to White, bilingual lists
of names of characters, and his translation of extracted reviews on the ST’s back cover. The
hyperlinked text, without a pre-arranged reading path, offers a more interactive reading
experience for readers than printed texts do. However, this website barely affords direct
exchanges among readers, which could be achieved by social media (see the following three
subsections).

Another example is “Red Mud Village”, a reading website dedicated to children’s literature.
It was established by A Jia (阿甲), a leading promoter of children’s reading and a translator
of English picture books. He co-authored 101 Books Mesmerizing Children (讓孩子著迷的

126
127

https://rb.gy/lvjn49 (accessed 6 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/6zqb4z (accessed 6 February 2021).
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101 本書, 2003) with Luobu Tanzhang (蘿蔔探長) and published its e-version on his
website. Acclaimed as a must-read for parents and teachers, this guide recommends about
101 children’s books to children of different ages. It also advises how to choose various
versions of each translated book. It provides three Chinese versions of Charlotte by Xiao
Mao, Kang Xin, and Ren Rongrong, particularly indicating the high quality of Xiao Mao’s
version, with a hyperlink directed to it.128 Readers could then just click on the link to read the
translation; such convenient dissemination via links could augment its circulation. Unluckily,
the hyperlink directed to the translation is invalid on 6 February 2021,129 and thus its material
form is unavailable. This invalidity testifies to the vulnerable feature of online transmission.
5.1.2.2 Blogs

Weblogs or blogs, a kind of online diary, are personal websites on which users post entries
stored in reverse-chronological order, beneath which other users could leave comments
(Fuchs 2008: 130). Though blogs evolve from traditional personal web pages, they possess a
unique comment feature, allowing for a greater number of interactions, as opposed to more
static literary websites.

As early as 2004, a blogger posted the English original Charlotte on his blog and reposted
Xiao Mao’s translation via a hyperlink (see Figure 9), invalid as of 6 February 2021. 130
Notwithstanding his pronounced preference for Kang’s version for its succinctness and high
quality, the blogger recognized that Xiao Mao’s was also beautiful and recommendable. By
sharing 14 favorable comments on the ST, ranging from the seminal book review on The
New Yorker Times by Eudora Welty (1952) to anonymous online reviews, he tried to spread
Charlotte to more people.

128

https://rb.gy/funzbj (accessed 6 February 2021).
Wayback Machine could retrieve the archived web pages. It directed to Xiao Mao’s translation on Yu Hui’s
website. https://rb.gy/ojmdhs (accessed 6 February 2021).
130 https://rb.gy/hqirxi (accessed 6 February 2021). According to Wayback Machine, the hyperlink directed to
Xiao Mao’s translation on the literary website “Lütudi”. https://rb.gy/xf9lzz (accessed 6 February 2021).
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Figure 9 Repost of Xiao Mao’s Charlotte on Blog

Notably, Xiao Mao responded in the blog’s comment section that he translated Stuart and
Swan, apart from Charlotte. This self-mentioning could inform readers of his three
translations as a whole. Nevertheless, after itemizing the translation mistakes of his
Charlotte detected by an online reader, Xiao Mao suggested the original or Kang’s version to
potential readers. Even so, two readers (out of 14) verbalized their fondness for Xiao Mao’s
translation. Another reader expressed his willingness to “poach” it to share with more readers.
In this connection, Xiao Mao’s translation has been distributed primarily because of sharing
among online readers.

Two more readers reposted Xiao Mao’s Charlotte on their blogs in plain text, without any
embedding hyperlinks. 131 The translation is visualized on-screen as if it were typed on
lineated paper. As contrasted with the well-designed interface on the website “Literature
Review”, such plain text on the blogs affords less interactivity. Yet, they permit readers to
leave comments for bloggers and communicate with others, thereby fostering a social
network among them. Besides, for personal blogs, bloggers’ reposts demonstrate their
individual preferences and grassroots democracy, contributing to text transmission.
131

https://rb.gy/vv4lvr; https://rb.gy/gz6wud (accessed 6 February 2021).
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5.1.2.3 Social Networking Site

Compared with blogs, social networking sites (SNSs) afford a higher level of interaction.
They are web-based services that enable individuals to create personal profiles and interact
with others with profiles by requesting “friendship” or joining membership in groups
(Ackland 2013: 7). Users’ profiles and their social networks are two distinguishing features
of SNSs. Typical examples of SNSs are relationship-oriented Facebook and WeChat, and
interest-oriented Linkedin and Douban. Launched on 6 March 2005, Douban is among the
most popular interest-oriented SNSs in Mainland China by connecting people to fan objects
such as books, music, movies, and TV programs. Registered users could publish short
comments (the maximum word is 140 Chinese characters) or long reviews (no word limit),
give ratings on a five-star scale, and join a discussion board dedicated to each fan object.
Individual user data are then aggregated to form a total score on a ten-point scale.132

Douban is a major SNS devoted to the discussion of Charlotte. As the entry of Douban
features only printed translation, we have to resort to that of the printed translations of
Charlotte to locate readers’ comments on Xiao Mao’s online translation. As of 6 February
2021, the discussion board dedicated to Ren’s Charlotte had 11,663 short comments, 520
long reviews,133 of which the most discussed review is “A Good Book but a Disappointing
Translation”.134 It was first posted on Shuhua on 25 May 2004 and reposted on Douban on 11
February 2006. The poster stated that users of Douban were not tied by interpersonal
networks (as in Shuhua, in his view) and thus might express their views more objectively.

Through the textual comparison between the ST and its three versions by Ren, Kang, and
Xiao Mao, the poster criticized Ren’s version for its stiff language and insufficient
132

The individual rating of the five-star scale is converted into a total score of the 10-point scale.
As will be mentioned in Section 5.2.2, Ren’s translation is the most popular with 11 editions in the Chinese
market. Each edition has an individual entry on Douban. The number of reviews and comments is the
accumulation of all 11 editions.
134 https://rb.gy/zfxnk8 (accessed 6 February 2021).
133
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understanding of the original while complimenting Kang’s version for its conciseness and
rhythm. He argued that Xiao Mao’s version could not match Kang’s, but it had a distinct
“taste” as if the translator was telling his innermost story. As of 9 February 2021, this review
has spawn 172 posts from 116 online readers spanning from 11 February 2006 to 9 February
2021. The reply might be still ongoing. Reader’s discussions cover wide-ranging topics,
including readability and target readers of variant versions, preferences for a specific
rendition, translators’ identities, and features of children’s literature. 57 out of 116 readers
explicitly assess translation quality. Of the 57 readers (see Table 12), 12 valorize Kang’s
version for its terseness and elegance, ten favor Ren’s version for its readability and plain
language, and four like Xiao Mao’s version for its lively style. In contrast, five dislike
Kang’s version for its archaic expressions and abstruse diction for children, 23 disprove of
Ren’s version for its vulgar, rigid language and unnatural sentence structure, and three frown
upon Xiao Mao’s for its literalism and translationese. Other readers refrain from making a
simple judgment but instead utter that different renditions target different readerships: the
versions by Kang and Xiao Mao are for adults while Ren’s is more suitable for children.
Those intense and ongoing discussions among multitudinous online readers attest to their
incessant interest in this book and its Chinese translations and might kindle the desires of
new potential readers. The dissatisfaction with Ren’s printed version and the unavailability
of Kang’s version in the Chinese market might shift readers’ attention to Xiao Mao’s
translation (see Section 5.3.2).

Table 12 Readers’ Preferences over the Three Translations on Douban
Positive135

Negative

N

%

N

%

Reader comments on Kang’s version

12

21.1

5

8.8

Reader comments on Ren’s version

10

17.5

23

40.3

Reader comments on Xiao Mao’s

4

7

3

5.3

version

Positive and negative here are exemplified by readers’ evaluative languages, such as “good”, “beautiful”, and
“awkward”.
135
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Besides the discussion of Charlotte, one reader shared his reading experience of Xiao Mao’s
Swan, with the full translation attached via a link on Douban on 23 October 2007;136 yet, it
was invalid as of 9 February 2021.137 In his account, “Xiao Mao’s version has never been
published [in print]; only [the entry for] Ren Rongrong’s version is available on Douban. I
have not compared them, but Xiao Mao’s version is close to perfection”. Another reader
copied Xiao Mao’s Stuart on his interface of Douban on 20 January 2018.138 It is in plain text
without any hyperlink navigability and still accessible.

In summary, as an interest-oriented SNS aggregating fans of White’s three works, Douban
provides a platform on which they could discuss different translations and give an overall
rating score. Albeit without featuring entry for Xiao Mao’s translations, the discussion board
dedicated to other printed translations includes readers’ comments on his translations, and
those favorable reviews might promote their circulation (Section 5.3.2 will analyze the
complicated dynamics between Xiao Mao’s online translations and other printed ones).

5.1.2.4 Discussion Forum

The discussion forum is the most interactive form of social media where people conduct
conversations in the form of threaded posts. One of the earliest and most powerful social
media for distributing Xiao Mao’s translations is Shuhua, a discussion forum of books
affiliated with the Tianya online community. Xiao Mao and some readers first shared the
illustrations of the originals on the forum. The earliest thread was initiated by a reader on 26
July 2002,139 with 6,429 hits and 42 responses as of 10 February 2021. The initiator had the
illustrations of Charlotte and Swan scanned by Xiao Mao, but he did not find a way to
upload them to the forum. He wrote:
136

https://rb.gy/kx8bmu (accessed 9 February 2021).
According to Wayback Machine, the link directed to Xiao Mao’s translation on the website “Literature View”.
https://rb.gy/p2ouwt (accessed 9 February 2021).
138 https://rb.gy/x4bqxb (accessed 9 February 2021).
139 https://rb.gy/ivmmfn (accessed 10 February 2021).
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Under the recommendation of The New York Times and Yan Feng’s book review,
Charlotte’s Web has gained its reputation. Xiao Mao’s determination in translating the
book is also attributed to Yan Feng’s review. Some people rumor that he dislikes Xiao
Mao’s translation, but, indisputably, it has been widely circulated and immensely
popular in cyberspace. Recently, Ye Sha (葉莎), a hostess in Shanghai, read aloud
Kang Xin’s Charlotte’s Web in her reading program. One of my friends read aloud
Xiao Mao’s translation along with Ye Sha’s reading, comparing the two translations in
terms of readability. It is found that each has its own merits, and Xiao Mao’s version
is better concerning word choice and sentence structure.

This quote bespeaks the wide dissemination of Xiao Mao’s Charlotte in cyberspace as early
as 2002.

In the comment section, Xiao Mao responded via a link to his scanned illustrations of
Charlotte and Swan (2002-07-26). However, some readers failed to download them via the
link. Xiao Mao hence initiated a new thread to share the links to his scanned illustrations on
2 August 2002, but they were still inaccessible to readers.140 Five days later, he started a
second thread to distribute his scanned illustrations via emails; if this method was unfeasible,
he would try other means, so he reported. 141 Luckily, nine of 12 readers accessed the
illustrations and thanked Xiao Mao in their replies. Two years later, one reader commented
that he could still download them, complimenting, “such nice fairy tales; such nice
illustrations; and such a nice person” (2004-08-06). Xiao Mao goes to great lengths to share
his scanned illustrations of Charlotte and Swan to members in Shuhua; such sharing could
publicize his translations and enhance his visibility in this community as well.

In Shuhua, Xiao Mao’s persona and online visibility are central to the circulation of his

140
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https://rb.gy/ls5pfr (accessed 10 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/ml71yb (accessed 10 February 2021).
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translations. 142 Since the online identity (avatar plus alias) reveals little about a person,
reputation is earned based on “history of actions” including behaviors and the impression left
on others (Risku and Dickinson 2009: 54). Xiao Mao established a favorable image by
sharing the STs’ illustrations and communicating with readers. After he detailed the
differences between the black-and-white illustrated edition of Charlotte and its colored one
in his thread initiated on 6 September 2004, one reader deemed him “an expert of Charlotte”
(2004-09-06).143 Xiao Mao even became a synonym of Charlotte in Shuhua, as evidenced by
a writing parody activity in July 2005. In a parody entitled “夏洛的網” [Charlotte’s Web], a
member in Shuhua fabricated a translation of Charlotte with readers’ comments by
simulating Xiao Mao’s writing.144 As the parody contained some iconic symbols about him,
such as translator of Charlotte and ailurophile, many commentators correctly guessed that
Xiao Mao was the person who was mimicked. This example attests to the symbiosis of
Charlotte and Xiao Mao. In a word, he enjoys high visibility in Shuhua, and Shuhua, an
influential online community, is instrumental in circulating his translations, particularly in
the early and mid-2000s.

Xiao Mao’s translations, especially Charlotte, have been actively reposted and discussed on
literary websites and diverse social media, ranging from blogs, SNSs, to discussion forums.
Noteworthy is that these translations exist in various forms molded by different media
technologies. While they barely allow for any social interactions, literary websites are
specially designed for online reading by embedding hyperlinks in texts and displaying them
neatly. The online translations on these websites are literally hypertexts. In contrast, blogs,
SNSs, and discussion forums often reposted the translations via a link or in plain text without
any hyperlink navigability. In other words, the websites afford more interactivity between
readers and texts and are suitable for individual reading, while social media sustain more
interactions among readers, offering platforms for them to exchange comments on the
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As will be demonstrated in Chapter 6, his persona is also crucial to the reception of his translations.
https://rb.gy/qnxjhh (accessed 10 February 2021).
144 https://rb.gy/q00jl (accessed 10 February 2021).
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translations and produce word-of-mouth recommendations.

The mobility of Xiao Mao’s translations in cyberspace epitomizes a decentralized and
participatory P2P online distribution network, in which online readers acted as distributors
by cumulatively deciding and controlling which texts to circulate through sharing and
recommendation. This fully demonstrates their agency and the democratizing potential of
online transmission. The simple acts of reposting and sharing are powerful means to
disseminate the translations by sparking off one another’s enthusiasm and generating a
rippling effect in online communities. The craze, once being fueled, soon snowballs and
becomes unparalleled. Such democratized and participatory online dissemination channel
differs from the traditional channels of print works, in which the marketing campaigns copromoted by publishers, booksellers, and other agents play a more substantial role (Squires
2007). Indeed, online readers, empowered by digital media technologies, become voluntary
distributors – major actors in the online dissemination network.

Apart from the dominant human actors, the Internet, literary websites, and social media are
indispensable non-human actors in the participatory P2P online distribution network.
Following ANT, some scholars have stressed the role of media technologies (Risku and
Windhager 2013; Littau 2016; O’Hagan 2017; Hou and Luo 2017; Wongseree 2017, 2020;
van Rooyen 2019; Li 2019) in translation. Littau even suggests that TS has undergone a
“medial turn” (2011: 261), as evidenced by plentiful publications on multifarious forms of
media translation (e.g., audiovisual translation, film adaptation, and news translation), and
thus proposes to write “a media history of translation” (ibid.). As the oft-cited dictum “the
medium is the message” (McLuhan 2003), the medium that shapes the content is equally
important, if not more so, as its content. This is especially true for online texts. With their
distinctive affordances, different media technologies could frame the same online text
differently, condition its spread, and provide varying degrees of reader interaction. By
outlining the circulation of Xiao Mao’s translations from 2000 to the present, we could grasp
the vicissitudes of the Chinese mediasphere from relatively static electronic media (e.g.,
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websites) to more interactive social media (e.g., blogs and SNSs). This evolution of media
technologies has impacted the dissemination of Xiao Mao’s translations by affording more
translator-reader and reader-reader interactions.145 Such a diachronic review of the mobility
of the online translations on social media unravels the material process underpinning the
circulation, facilitating the writing of “a media history of translation” (Littau 2011: 261).

In summary, the reposts of Xiao Mao’s translations on literary websites and social media
exemplify a participatory P2P online distribution network, in which human and non-human
agency are interdependent and intertwined. Behind every repost of these translations is the
combined efforts of online readers and media technologies. ANT, by its principle of
generalized symmetry (Callon 1986), allows us to acknowledge that both human and nonhuman actors could share an equal chance of acting in building networks, without
foregrounding or downplaying either of them. More actors in the dissemination network will
be explored in the next section.
5.2 Multiple Actors in Dissemination
After exploring the dissemination channels of Xiao Mao’s translations, I will uncover the
reasons for their wide circulation in cyberspace by analyzing three actors: book reviewers,
active retranslations (non-human actors), and Xiao Mao.
5.2.1 Book Reviewers
Aside from online comments by ordinary readers, book reviews by leading professionals and
scholars are undoubtedly powerful actors in publicizing books. Some influential book
reviewers could act as “opinion leaders”. The “two-step flow” proposed by sociologist Paul
Lazarsfeld (1944) indicates that mass-mediated messages would first reach individuals with
above-average prominence in their community – opinion leaders (first step), who would then
spread the messages to other people in their immediate surroundings (second step) (Schrøder
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This development is not necessarily linear as media technologies could co-exist with one another.
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2009: 65). Given this, in book distribution, publishers often commission prestigious
professionals and scholars to write reviews and participate in promotion activities (e.g., press
conference and reading events), so as to foster a climate of opinions impacting ordinary
readers’ purchase decisions and their understanding of works. I will take Yan Feng’s book
review of Charlotte as an example because it is not only the motor behind Xiao Mao’s
translation but also a paramount actor in its dissemination. Yan’s symbolic and cultural
capital as a reputed scholar of Chinese literature at Fudan University adds more weight to his
review.146

In his review entitled “A Good Book”, originally published on Panorama Monthly in May
1999, Yan first recounted his reading experience of Charlotte in junior high school and then
introduced its plot at length. He continued that this book mesmerized him so much that he
recommended it to his every acquaintance like a preaching priest. For him, Charlotte was
more than a children’s book, but rather a book about “life’s meaning”. He grants supreme
accolade to it:

it is nothing less than a precious book. I think two kinds of people should exist in an
ideal world: one who has read Charlotte’s Web, and the other who is about to read it.
Sometimes, I am quite blissed when I feel my beating heart at midnight because I am
alive, and being alive means that I could read Charlotte’s Web once again. The other
way around is also true: reading it means that I am alive (1999: 8).

This excerpt has frequently been quoted by fans of Charlotte in cyberspace and appeared on
the back cover of the 2005 re-editioned Ren’s Charlotte. The full review was incorporated
into the 2008 edition of Ren’s Charlotte as an “introduction”. The allographic introduction
serves the function of endorsement and consecration (Genette 1997: 267) by putting a stamp
of academic and professional recognition on the work (not necessarily Ren’s translation, to
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Chan demonstrates how academic recognition and recommendation serve as a facilitating, though not the
decisive, factor in influencing general reader reception of modernist British fiction in China (2010: 110-116).
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be enunciated).

Yan’s commendatory and heartfelt review has enthralled many readers and sparked their
interest in Charlotte. On 9 March 2006, Yan, using the ID of his real name, reposted his book
review on Douban. It is the second most discussed long review on the discussion board of
Ren’s Charlotte.147 As of 10 February 2021, it had 74 responses by 67 readers during 15
years from March 2006 to February 2021. The reply and discussion might still be ongoing.
While most commentators just shared their reading experience in their posts, six
commentators frankly stated that they had read Charlotte because of this review, and three
were intrigued to read the book after reading the review. The first commentator articulated,
“The registration identity is Yan Feng! His good book review absolutely accounts for readers’
regained interest in Charlotte” (2006-03-09). One commentator extolled this review on 9
March 2006 and read the online version of Charlotte the next day. Albeit without specifying
the translator, we could make an educated guess that the version might be Xiao Mao’s.
Another commentator on the discussion board of Ren’s Charlotte explicitly announced that
the book review motivated him to read Xiao Mao’s Charlotte (2008-05-14).148 These online
comments bespeak the power of Yan’s review in kindling readers’ interest in Charlotte and
its translations.

In the chosen 21 discussion threads in Shuhua, four readers also acknowledged that Yan’s
review triggered their reading of Charlotte. To quote the lengthiest post:

The first book by E. B. White I read was Charlotte’s Web. After reading Yan Feng’s
review on Panorama Monthly, I sought opinions about the book from one of my
American colleagues, who told me that it was on her school reading list. Later, I
bought and read three fairy tales and one prose anthology by White (2004-05-25).149
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https://rb.gy/evlzde (accessed 10 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/sz4es4 (accessed 10 February 2021).
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This post showcases a chain reaction as this reader read White’s trilogy plus one prose
anthology because of Yan’s review of Charlotte. The trilogy is bundled together: the
popularity of one book might contribute to the other two. On Yan’s recommendation, more
Chinese readers are informed of Charlotte and motivated to read it and White’s other works.

Notably, Yan devoted himself to the promotion of Charlotte, as exemplified by his active
participation in its reading events. On 25 January 2018, he was invited to read Charlotte with
book fans (mainly parents and children) in a book shop by Zhang Hong (張弘), the translator
of A Charlotte’s Web Picture Book.150 In this two-hour sharing, Yan declared his appreciation
of Kang Xin’s version in junior high school, but he also acknowledged the merits of the
versions by Ren Rongrong and Xiao Mao. After reciting his translation of the climax when
Charlotte bade her farewell to Wilbur before her death, Yan argued that the book was not
merely a fairy tale, but rather a literary classic containing many eternal themes, such as love
and friendship, and the appreciation of life. Half a year later, Yan was again invited to share
his reading experience of Charlotte to celebrate the release of the new edition of Ren’s
Charlotte with Pinyin on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of Shanghai Translation
Publishing House. He mentioned that this fantasy was still a must-read for children in this
century because it astutely handled the tension between reality and fantasy. Furthermore, in
Yan’s eyes, Charlotte was a textbook for writing by exemplifying how to portray characters,
describe scenes, and write dialogues in a simple yet lively manner.151 Such an educational
function would lure parents into recommending the book to their children.

In summary, Yan’s book review and his active participation in the publicity of Charlotte
illustrate the role of “opinion leaders” in disseminating translations. Not only is he a
scholarly critic, but he is also a bilingual special reader in opposition to monolingual general
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See the news about the reading activity and the two-hour video. https://rb.gy/1uq69e (accessed 10 February
2021).
151 See the report about the activity in Pengpai News entitled “在科学时代该给孩子什么样的童话” [What Kind
of Fairy Tale Should We Give to Children in an Age of Science? ] on 15 August 2018. https://rb.gy/xcbs6a
(accessed 9 February 2021).
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reader (Chan 2010),152 evident in his translation of an extended part of the ST in his review,
despite no mention of translation per se. His academic endorsement could augment the
dissemination of Charlotte and its Chinese translations.
5.2.2 Active Retranslations
The dissemination and reception (see Chapter 6) of a translation barely stand alone, but
rather engage in complicated exchanges with other printed (re)translations. Retranslations
share the reputation of the STs and in turn strengthen their STs’ classical status. 153 Some
retranslations compete for readership. In Pym’s terms, they are “active retranslations”
marked by opposition, often sharing “the same cultural location or generation”, as contrasted
with “passive retranslations” separated diachronically by a temporal gap or synchronically
by geopolitical or dialectical differences (1998: 82).
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In ANT’s parlance, active

retranslations are “competing actors” (Luo 2020: 129) that rival for readership and exert
influence on one another. This section embeds Xiao Mao’s translations in a broader network
of retranslations and examines how the dynamics promote or hinder their transmission.

According to existing statistics, there are eight printed Chinese translations of Charlotte
spanning from 1979 to 2004, with six published in Mainland China, and two in Taiwan (see
Table 13). Four Chinese translations of Stuart and Swan are available, with three in
Mainland China and one in Taiwan (see Tables 14 and 15). The number of retranslations
could partly shed light on the popularity of a certain work in the receiving community (Chan
2010: 107; Erkul Yağcı 2019). In this case, Charlotte is the most popular among Chinese
readers, as also proved by the number of reposts on social media (see Section 5.1.2).
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In his monograph on reader and reception, Chan differentiates between two kinds of target readers in
translation research: one is general reader, often monolingual, who does not read books for a living; the other is
professional reader (e.g., critics and book historians), mostly bilingual, who offers specialized advice (Chan 2010:
117). The different reader types will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
153 Retranslations partly signal the canonicity of works as classics are usually considered worthy of retranslation,
and the act of retranslation could in turn raise the work’s status as a classic (Koskinen and Paloposki 2015: 27).
154 This distinction is not clear-cut and relative, as Deane-Cox argues that rivalry can also occur diachronically
especially when the reprints of older translations compete with new ones (2014: 17, 41).
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Table 13 Chinese Translations of Charlotte
Year
1979

Translated Title

Translator

夏洛的網 [Charlotte’s Web]155

Publisher
People’s

Kang Xin

Literature

Publisher
1982

Chun Xin and Heilongjiang

神奇的網 [Magical Web]

Liu Shui
1983

1990

神豬妙網

People’s

Publisher

[Magical Pig and Chen Qingyu

Taiwan

Chiu

Ko

Web]156

Publisher

小 豬 和 朋 友 們 的 故 事 [The Li Huixin

China Peace Publishing

Stories of a Little Pig and his

House

Friends]
1991

March

凱洛蒂之網 [Charlotte’s Web]

Jia Zengfa and Hebei

夏洛的網 [Charlotte’s Web]

Education

Li Dehu

Publisher

Xiao Mao

Online

2000
August

夏綠特織網（世界經典童話全 Zhou Yi

2000

集）

Tomorrow Publisher

[Charlotte Weaving Web (The
Anthology of World’s Classic
Fairy Tales)]
2003

夏綠蒂的網 [Charlotte’s Web]

Huang Kefan

Taiwan Linking Publisher

2004

夏洛的網 [Charlotte’s Web]

Ren Rongrong

Shanghai

Translation

Publishing House

Table 14 Chinese Translations of Stuart
Translated Title
Translator

Year
1984

1996

小 老 鼠 斯 圖 亞 特 [Little Mouse Chen

Shanxi

Publisher
Juvenile

and

Stuart]

Danyan

Children’s Publisher

小不點蕭司特 [Little Stuart]

Wen

Taiwan Linking Publisher

Tingshu
March 小 老 鼠 斯 圖 亞 特 [Little Mouse Xiao Mao

Online

It was republished by Shanbian Publisher (山边社) in 1985 with a new name “蛛网奇缘” [Magical Web] in
Hong Kong.
156 It was republished in Mainland China by Beijing Economic College Publisher in 1992.
155
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2000

Stuart]

May

精靈鼠小弟·吹小號的天鵝 [Smart Ren

Shanghai

2000

Mouse Little Brother and Swan Rongrong

Publishing House

Translation

Playing the Trumpet]

Table 15 Chinese Translations of Swan
Year
1997

Translated Title

Translator

天鵝的喇叭 [The Trumpet of the Swan]

Publisher

Chen

Taiwan

Ciyun

Publisher

Linking

May

精 靈 鼠 小 弟 ·吹 小 號 的 天 鵝 [Smart Ren

Shanghai

2000

Mouse Little Brother and Swan Playing Rongrong

Publishing House

Translation

the Trumpet]
August 啞 天 鵝 的 銅 號 （《 世 界 經 典 童 話 全 Huang Li
2000

Tomorrow Publisher

集》）[Bronze Trumpet of Dumb Swan
(The Anthology of World’s Classic Fairy
Tales)]

2001

天鵝的喇叭 [The Trumpet of the Swan]

Xiao Mao

Online

After an overview of the translations of the three novels, I will analyze them one by one. The
most influential translations of Charlotte in Mainland China are by Kang Xin, Xiao Mao,
and Ren Rongrong. 157 The impact could be measured by accessibility and academic
attention.158 As a “unified identification number”, their literally translated title – “夏洛的網”
[Charlotte’s Web] – is conducive to readers’ search and identification, as opposed to other
freely translated titles (“神奇的網” [Magical Web] and “神豬妙網” [Magical Pig and Web]).
Kang’s version, published in 1979 by People’s Literature Publisher, is the first Chinese
translation of Charlotte. It has never been republished singly for lacking copyright
permission.159 The copyright was not secured until 2003 by Shanghai Translation Publishing

157

I will discuss only the book-length translations of the three works while disregarding the translations dispersed
in anthologies; the latter are less important given their limited impact. Due to different dialectical environments,
the versions published in Taiwan and Hong Kong, the passive retranslations, are excluded from the discussion as
well.
158 Scholars have often compared the three translations (Tan 2013; Zhou and Shao 2014; Wu and Zhang 2015;
Fan 2019).
159 In 1984, it was reissued by the same publisher, together with Kang’s translation of The Wheel on the School. It
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House, the largest Chinese publisher specialized in translation. The publisher then
commissioned Ren Rongrong (1923-), one of the most renowned Chinese translators of
children’s literature, to undertake the retranslation, which came out in 2004 with two editions.
It has been re-editioned at least nine times from 2005 to 2019. Owing to the absence of the
copyright of Kang’s version and the online medium of Xiao Mao’s version, Ren’s translation
becomes the most popular in the Chinese book market.

Many online readers are critical of the translation quality of Ren’s Charlotte.160 As of 10
January 2021, the discussion board dedicated to “Ren’s Charlotte” on Douban had 520 long
reviews and 11,663 short comments.161 114 readers assess the translation quality, of which 27
like it for its “lively language”, “beautiful language”, and “accuracy and terseness”, 97
dislike it for its “plain language”, “literalism”, “mistranslations”, “emotionlessness”, and
“unsatisfactory translation of names”. In contrast, of 37 readers who mention that they read
Xiao Mao’s version, 12 favor it for its “detailed notes”, “poetic language”, the translator’s
ardor for the translation, and his true and strong emotions in the paratexts; two disfavor it for
his copious notes disrupting the reading flow.162 In detailing his reading experience of both
Xiao Mao’s translation and Ren’s, one reader shows his fondness for the former brimmed
with “passion and effort” and is deeply touched by its poetical reproduction of the scene of
Charlotte’s death. However, such a feeling disappears when he read Ren’s translation: the
fantastic account turns into an insipid description, and thus he recommends Xiao Mao’s
translation to monolingual readers (2010-03-22).163

Aside from discussions on Douban, Amazon, one of the biggest online book-selling websites
in the world, hosts voluminous customer reviews. Market researchers have shown that
consumers are likely to consult online customer reviews regularly to assist with purchasing
was also collected in an anthology The Library of the World’s Classic Fairy Tales (Volume 8) in 1989. However, it
has never been republished or reprinted after 1992 when China joined the Berne Convention.
160 The popularity of Ren’s translations does not have a necessarily direct connection with quality translation. The
popularity is largely due to its market accessibility (the only copyrighted version).
161 https://rb.gy/to7yyv (accessed 10 February 2021).
162 We should note a reporting bias of online comments, that is, polarized views (either positive or negative) are
often reported.
163 https://rb.gy/jknamq (accessed 10 February 2021).
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decisions (Bailey 2005) because they deem word-of-mouth communications more credible
than information offered by marketers (Bickhart and Schindler 2001). The customer reviews
therefore have a bearing on potential readers’ choices and text circulation. As of 10 February
2021, out of 2,368 customer reviews on Ren’s translation retrieved from Amazon China, 77
of them concern translation, of which 36 are negative.164 Take the lengthiest review as an
example, it is detailed and later screenshotted to be reposted on three blogs.165 The review
castigates Ren’s version while applauding Xiao Mao’s as follows:

Xiao Mao’s Charlotte’s Web is commendable by reproducing the lively animals.
While this fluent translation [Ren’s] might be translated by an expert, the
unsympathetic translator incredibly calls these lovely animals “牲口” [beast] and uses
“它” [it] incessantly. This is its Achilles’ heel. In my view, translation is far from easy,
especially for this classic novel. Apart from the translation of text and the
modification of sentences, it is more important to be compassionate towards the
author and the characters in the book. I received this book [Ren’s translation] on 1
December [2006]. Having read part of Xiao Mao’s online translation, I decided to buy
a printed one to read to my child. Yet, [given the translation quality of Ren’s version],
I would turn to Xiao Mao’s version (2006-12-05).166

This reader’s dissatisfaction with Ren’s version turns him to Xiao Mao’s version. He
disparages Ren’s translation of the “animals” into “牲口” [beast] and his usage of “it” to
replace “him” and “he” in the original, a critique shared by other readers.167 The ST belongs
to the “talking animals” genre, and all animals are anthropomorphic: they can think and talk
to one another. White equates them to human beings by using “he/she” to refer to them rather
than “it”. In his translation, Xiao Mao sticks to the original’s personal pronouns in the belief
that animals do not have much difference from human, as suggested in his postscript to
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https://rb.gy/m7mxep (accessed 10 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/be4oyx ; https://rb.gy/nmywi3 ; https://rb.gy/xlcoup (accessed 10 February 2021).
166 https://rb.gy/e3x3oz (accessed 10 February 2021).
167 See some readers’ criticism on Douban. https://rb.gy/ue895w (accessed 10 February 2021).
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Charlotte. In light of this, his translation is faithful to the ST and White’s love of animals,
whereas Ren’s translation seems to be unsympathetic to the author and the animals in the
novel.

Besides the criticisms of the translation quality of Ren’s Charlotte, readers are discontent
with its illustration. The three STs have top-quality illustrations corresponding to the text as a
multimodal whole. Agosta (1995) analyzes in detail how the illustrations of the three novels
complement the texts, contributing to the books’ success. As discussed earlier, Xiao Mao
tried his best to share the illustrations of Charlotte and Swan with online readers in the
discussion forum, an act that enhances his reputation and facilitates the distribution of his
translations. In contrast, the color and poor printing quality of illustrations in Ren’s
translation disappoint many readers (those of his Stuart and Swan vex more readers, as
elaborated below). In Xiao Mao’s thread comparing the black-and-white illustrated Charlotte
and colored one in Shuhua in 2004,168 four readers voiced their displeasure with the pink
color illustrations in Ren’s version for their bad printing quality and violating reading
habits.169 Based on what has been discussed, we could infer that some readers’ complaints
about the illustrations might negatively affect the dissemination and reception of Ren’s
Charlotte.

Notably, since Xiao Mao’s Charlotte came out four years before Ren’s, coupled with the
limited circulation of other non-copyrighted translations, it might become the only choice for
monolingual Chinese readers from 2000 to 2004. Tu rightly commented that the Chinese
copyright of Charlotte had been in the air for many years and that fans therefore could only
read Xiao Mao’s translation (2004-02-09).170 Like other non-copyrighted translations by nonprofessionals, his Charlotte fills the gap in the receiving community before the publication
of the officially licensed translation.
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https://rb.gy/qnxjhh (accessed 6 February 2021).
Of the 11 editions of Ren’s translation, the second edition published in 2004 is in pink.
170 See his interview posted on Shuhua. https://rb.gy/kcrybr (accessed 6 February 2021).
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I will now move to the two Chinese translations of Stuart in Mainland China. Without
securing copyright permission, Chen Danyan’s translation published in 1984 has never been
republished and hardly available. Ren’s copyrighted translation of Stuart (with Swan)
published in 2000 by Shanghai Translation Publishing House is the most popular in the
Chinese market, with at least 11 editions from 2004 to 2019. The illustration of the first
edition is not from the original but instead by a Chinese illustrator Wang Jian (王儉). Its
sketchy and comical style (sometimes incongruous with the plot) cannot be comparable with
the original’s elaborate pen-and-ink illustrations that are fit accompaniments to the text (see
Figure 10). As of 10 February 2021, the discussion board dedicated to “Ren’s Stuart” on
Douban had 26 long reviews and 279 short comments.171 Of the 18 readers pronouncedly
assessing the translation quality, 15 criticize Ren’s version for its “bad translation quality”
and “inaccurate translation”; three like it for its “fluency”. One reader groans about the
“ancient style of illustrations”. Most readers on Douban are dissatisfied with the translation
quality and the illustrations of Ren’s Stuart.

Figure 10 Comparison between the ST’s illustration and Ren’s

(White 1945: 63)

(Ren 2000: 47)

Douban features six editions of Ren’s translation. The number is the accumulation of these editions.
https://rb.gy/ojaued (accessed 6 February 2021).
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Two Chinese translations of Swan were published in Mainland China in 2000. In comparison
with the limited circulation of Huang Li’s version due to its inclusion in an anthology, Ren’s
copyrighted translation has been re-editioned about 11 times from 2004 to 2019. The cover
of the first edition shows that the illustration is from the original. However, its black brush
illustration differs substantially from the original’s gray wash drawing (see Figure 11). As of
10 February 2021, the discussion board of “Ren’s Swan” on Douban had 28 long reviews
and 390 short comments.172 Of 26 readers evaluating the translation quality, one deems it
“impeccable”, and 25 feel disappointed about it (“bad”, “weird”, “poor quality”, “too
simple”, and “ungrammatical”). One reader complains about the “ugly illustrations”. In
contrast, of six readers articulating that they read Xiao Mao’s version, three laud it for the
translator’s seriousness, detailed notes, and “nearly perfect” quality; two argue that it is more
fluent than Ren’s; and one lambasts its quality. Like his Charlotte and Stuart, Ren’s Swan
has also come under fire due to its translation quality and illustrations.

Figure 11 Comparison between the First Illustration of the ST and Ren’s translation

(White 1970: 1)

(Ren 2000: 99)

One final word, compared with printed translations, the bonus of Xiao Mao’s online
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https://rb.gy/ue895w (accessed 6 February 2021).
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translations is their free nature. Readers with economic considerations might prefer his
translations to Ren’s printed ones. To cite one reader’s post on Douban:

I spent about one hour reading a digitized Chinese version of Charlotte, but I had to
pay for it after reading less than half of it. I thus resorted to searching other versions,
and luckily I encountered Xiao Mao’s translation, a lovely translation. To my surprise,
it includes his notes on the translation of some sentences and on the comparison of
different versions. These notes are funny and spice up for reading.173

The free nature of and easy access to Xiao Mao’s translations are instrumental in their
circulation, possibly winning over some readers with economic concern. In the online
environment, “access, speed, and user involvement” are more valued by some readers than
high translation quality, as summarized by Jiménez-Crespo (2017b: 480) in his research into
translation crowdsourcing. The open access to Xiao Mao’s translations is advantageous in
their dissemination and reception (see Chapter 6).

To summarize, the circulation of Xiao Mao’s online translations has been shaped by their
dynamics with other “active retranslations” (Pym 1998), competing actors in ANT’s parlance,
especially Ren’s versions that came out contemporaneously with Xiao Mao’s. Although
Ren’s copyrighted versions of the three novels are the most popularly available in the
Chinese market with numerous re-editions and reprints, they are criticized for their
inadequate translation quality and underqualified illustrations from online readers. Their
discontent with Ren’s printed versions might turn them to Xiao Mao’s online versions.

5.2.3 Xiao Mao
This section analyzes Xiao Mao’s role from two aspects, namely his sharing and his attitude
towards others’ distribution. He was the first node of the dissemination network by
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https://rb.gy/to7yyv (accessed 6 February 2021).
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publishing his translations in the New Threads online community for comment. In response
to some readers’ criticisms of his Charlotte in the discussion forum, Shuhua, he explained, “I
just shared my translation in a small coterie at the outset without the intention of publicizing
it, but it was later disseminated widely. I had no choice. I could not control it” (2004-0602).174 This may suggest that Xiao Mao initially did not intend to promote his translation in
cyberspace other than the New Threads online community. However, it seems that he later
played a strategic role in the distribution.

In dialogue with online readers, Xiao Mao reiterated the weaknesses of his Charlotte, posted
its translation mistakes, and recommended the ST and Kang’s translation to readers. While
this reflects his abiding self-perception of the low quality of his translation and modest
personality, it could also be regarded as a discursive strategy, regardless of his original
intentions. Being modest and honest to admit translation errors is a more effective promotion
strategy than being pompous to flaunt the merits of one’s version in the Chinese culture
where modesty is highly valued. Xiao Mao also actively shared his translations in
cyberspace. As noted, in the comment section to a blogger’s reposting of Xiao Mao’s
Charlotte, he mentioned his Stuart and Swan. When he shared his scanned illustrations of
Charlotte and Swan in Shuhua, he added that he translated them and Stuart, which could be
accessible on the literary website “Literature Review” (2002-08-07).175 Such reference to the
dissemination channel is vital for interested readers. He also registered Sina blog in
September 2015 and reposted his three translations on it on 30 September 2015. In this
connection, Xiao Mao actively distributed his translations in online spheres.

In addition to his sharing, Xiao Mao expressed a laissez-faire attitude towards others’
distribution of his translations: “I was neither supportive of nor objective to [the translation
dissemination by others] because that is others’ behavior. None of my concern” (interviews,
2018-10-08). In reply to readers’ effort to protect the copyright of his online translations by
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https://rb.gy/qpuaaf (accessed 6 February 2021).
https://rb.gy/ml71yb (accessed 6 February 2021).
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republishing them in print, while appreciating their help, Xiao Mao still held an indifferent
attitude, “Many websites reposted my low-quality translations, and some even printed them
out to sell. I don’t care…I had never meant to exchange my online translations for money”
(2003-02-14). Two observations could be made from this quotation. First, it seems that he
did not feel a particular sense of ownership (at least author control) over his translations, as
evidenced by his indifference to others’ profit-making and copyright-infringing printing and
selling of them. This recalls writers’ attitudes towards manuscript dissemination during the
pre-twentieth-century before the Romantic notion of authorship prevails in Brown’s account:
they often circulated their manuscripts among peers and friends, readily sought others’
opinions and contributions, and usually published anonymously or under pseudonyms; thus
they seemed to have a weaker sense of ownership over their productions than those in later
periods (2018: 88). The other observation is that Xiao Mao’s non-utilitarian view – not
exchanging his translations for money – echoes the liberal and open spirit of cyberculture in
the early 2000s. It could also be explained by the concept of “digital commons”,
“information and knowledge resources that are collectively created and owned or shared
between or among a community and that tend to be nonexclusive, that is, be (generally freely)
available to third parties” (Fuster Morell 2013: 279). These translations were collectively
created by and first shared among the New Threads online community, and later
disseminated widely on social media, being publicly available for free. In this sense, Xiao
Mao does not regard his translations as commodities for his benefits, but as commons for the
public good. His laiser-faire attitude fits with the open online environment, facilitating the
dissemination of his translations.
5.3 Interactive Dissemination
Based on the above analysis, I label the dissemination mode of Xiao Mao’s translations as
interactive dissemination, which is spelled out in three regards. Interactive dissemination
first proposes the participatory P2P online dissemination network empowered by digital
media technologies, in which online readers act as distributors by collectively determining
and controlling which texts to circulate. Put simply, the transmission of Xiao Mao’s
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translations is predominantly attributable to word-of-mouth recommendation on social media,
a kind of network effect generated and sustained by readers who have read and endorsed
them. Such democratized dissemination mode enables these translations to travel quickly and
incessantly in cyberspace. The “two-way, conversational” transmission mode, in which
information passes horizontally from one person to another via interpersonal networks, is
similar to manuscript networks and distinct from the “one-way, centralized, broadcast”
pattern of printed works (Standage 2013: 3-4). To my knowledge, this study is the first
attempt to construct the dissemination mode of online literary translation. The participatory
P2P online dissemination network could be drawn upon and tested in future studies.

Interactive dissemination also refers to the dynamics between human and non-human agency
involved in translation circulation. Human actors – online readers and Xiao Mao – actively
reposted and discussed the translations on literary websites and social media. Non-human
actors include media technologies and active retranslations; their agencies are their abilities
to induce action (e.g., sharing and recommendation) and exert influence (e.g., as a catalyst
and facilitator/impediment) in translation dissemination. Non-human agency is tightly
intertwined with human agency, and they are mutually productive of each other. In other
words, they are woven into “an integrated whole” (Latour 1990: 111). Consistent with the
generalized symmetry of ANT (Callon 1986), interactive dissemination places equal
emphasis on both human and non-human agency without falling into the traps of
technological determinism or anthropocentrism. In distributing online translations, the role
of non-human actors should be fully credited rather than taken for granted. Following ANT’s
holistic and anti-essentialist socio-technical approach, interactive dissemination assumes
symmetry between human and non-human agency, thus reconceptualizing actors engaged in
translation circulation.

Interactive dissemination finally denotes that Xiao Mao’s online translations are embedded
in a broader network of retranslations. Their symbiotic and competitive interrelationships
affect each other’s dissemination. Interactive dissemination requires us not to treat Xiao
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Mao’s translations in isolation but rather recognize their ontological interrelation with other
translations. Only in this way can we paint a panoramic and multidimensional picture of the
circulation of his translations. Such a relational framework aligns with ANT’s
methodological principles of agnosticism and free association (Callon 1986).

In a word, interactive dissemination proposes a decentralized, participatory P2P online
distribution network, acknowledges the interplay between human and non-human agency,
and spells out the complicated relational dynamics involved in a network of retranslations.
5.4 Summary
This chapter found that websites and social media were major channels and actors in
distributing Xiao Mao’s translations. On the merits of their online medium, these translations
became more transferrable than printed ones, being reposted and discussed on a plethora of
reading/literary websites, personal blogs, discussion forums, and SNSs. The Internet and
social media afforded a decentralized, participatory P2P distribution system in which online
readers acted as distributors by collectively deciding and controlling which texts to circulate
through sharing and recommendation. Besides the role of media technologies, Xiao Mao’s
translations were influenced by book reviewers and other retranslations. Professional critic
Yan Feng served as an opinion leader by fanning readers’ interest in Charlotte through his
book review. The inadequacies of other printed translation were likely to shift readers’
attention to Xiao Mao’s versions. Xiao Mao’s strategic sharing further publicized his
translations. These multiple actors engaged in a complex network facilitated the movements
of the online translations from the translator to readers. I finally label the dissemination
mode of these translations as interactive dissemination, the second component of interactive
translation. This chapter also suggested that the translator’s visibility in cyberspace and his
active engagement with readers in the discussion forum, Shuhua, further contributed to
translation circulation. This translator-reader interaction also influences the reception of Xiao
Mao’s translations, as will be explored in the following chapter.
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6. INTERACTIVE RECEPTION OF XIAO MAO’S TRANSLATIONS

This chapter analyzes the reception of Xiao Mao’s translations and translator-reader
interactions in the discussion forum, Shuhua. I will first delimit a few concepts pertaining to
reception studies and contextualize the research into a broader reading context of twenty-first
century China. By integrating content and conversation analysis methods, I will then identify
the recurrent themes emerging from readers’ forum posts and elaborate on four of them:
multiple translations comparison, translation of children’s literature, digital copyright and
printed publication, and translator’s persona. I will finally label the reception mode of Xiao
Mao’s translations as interactive reception, the final component of his interactive translation.
6.1 Preamble: Reception, Readers, and Reading Contexts
This section opens with a demarcation of critical concepts (reception, reader types, and
interpretive communities) in reception studies, followed by a sketch of the turn-of-thecentury reading contexts in Mainland China with an emphasis on reading preferences and
habits.
6.1.1 Key Concepts in Reception Studies
Reception studies originates in Literary Studies. There are two traditions for reader-oriented
theories: one is German reception theory, represented by Wolfgang Iser (1978), Hans Robert
Jauss (1982), and other scholars from Constance School; the other is American readerresponse criticism accommodating disparate American reader-response theorists, such as
Norman Holland (1968), Jonathan Culler (1975), and Stanley Fish (1980). Spearheaded by
these scholars, the field of reception studies has gradually become a promising branch for
Media Studies, Cultural Studies, and Publishing Studies. Media scholars concentrate on how
audiences make sense of mediated meanings (Schrøder 2009: 65) through empirical studies
in the context of mass media (radio, TV, film, magazine, and books) and new/digital media
(the Internet). The latter is referred to as “online audience research” (Procter et al. 2015;
Mathieu et al. 2016), in which the study of reception has been replaced by that of interaction
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as a result of two-way and many-to-many communication flows among audiences (Mathieu
et al. 2016: 300-301). Informed by literary reception studies and online audience studies,
reception in this thesis denotes not only readers’ interpretations and appreciations of
translations (cognitive comprehension), attitudes and expectations towards translations
(affective experience), evaluations and critiques of translations, but also translator-reader
interactions concerning translation (social communication) in discussion forums. This
definition conceives reception not merely as an individual act but also as a social practice,
implying that texts are received not only in minds as subjective reading experiences but also
in social interactions (Allington 2007: 59). Such a situated and dynamic definition of
reception aligns with ANT’s emphasis on the associations formed by actors (Latour 2005).
After defining the notion of reception, we should answer another question: which readers are
examined? The concept of reader is polymorphous, with various types of readers having
been explored. Chan (2010: 117) summarizes that they could be subsumed under three
rubrics: (1) the individual vs. the communal reader, (2) the professional vs. the general reader,
and (3) the notional vs. the real reader. A review of existing literature below will manifest
that studies on the communal, general, and real readers have been less researched than those
on the individual, professional, and notional readers.

Much ink has been spilled on the reception of professional readers, as evidenced by studies
on translation reviews in newspapers and magazines (Munday 1998; Fawcett 2000; Andringa
2006; Bielsa 2013; Li 2013), but nothing comparable has been attempted concerning general
readers (in the era of print culture). Such imbalance is partly attributed to the available data.
Professionals’ reviews are readily accessible while materials about general readers’ views
(e.g., readers’ letters to magazines and surveys on reader responses) are less documented and
scarce.176 This paucity of data has been recently complemented by the explosion of big data
on social media. Several researchers have already capitalized on readers’ comments on blogs,
176

The renowned case is the questionnaire survey on Chinese general reader responses to several Chinese
translations of Stendhal’s Le Rouge et le Noir (see Xu Jun’s [2011] summary of this survey). Işıklar Koçak and
Erkul Yağcı (2019) also use reader letters to magazines to examine reader perception of retranslation in Turkey
between 1930 to 1966.
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forums, and websites (such as Amazon and Goodreads) (Chan 2009, 2010; Huang 2014; Liu
and Baer 2017; Işıklar Koçak 2017; Işıklar Koçak and Erkul Yağcı 2019; L. Zhang 2019;
Wardle 2019; Wang and Humblé2020) to inspect general reader reception. Building on them,
this thesis will draw on the posts from the translator and his readers in a discussion forum to
examine translation reception.

Regarding the pair of individual and communal readers, the former draws the most attention
from scholars who often conduct interviews, surveys, or experiments on individual readers
and then aggregate their responses into a cumulative one (Dollerup et al. 2006; Liang 2007;
Chesnokova et al. 2017; Božović 2019). However, few studies probe into reader interaction
and how communal discussions influence individual reception. The exception is that
Jiménez-Crespo (2011) investigates an innovative translation quality assessment model
concerning a community of active Facebook user-readers who vote on proposed translations
and join in discussions on social media, followed by professional translators’ overall
evaluation. This collective quality assessment points to the social nature of reception.

Notional or hypothetical readers are often addressed with a hermeneutical or text-analytical
approach to explore how translators take them into account and anticipate reader responses
when translating, with a view to improving translation practice (Nida 1964; Nord 2000;
Sousa 2002; Assis Rosa 2006; Mossop 2007). The focus is still on translators and texts
instead of readers. However, empirical research is required to reveal actual readers’
responses to particular textual features of translated literature, such as sentence structure
(Puurtinen 1989), allusions (Leppihalme 1997), culture-specific items (Farghal and Al‐Masri
2000; Liang 2007; Kruger 2013; Huang 2014), character name (Sung et al. 2015), and racism
implications (Mastropierro and Conklin 2019). Some researchers (Kenesei 2010;
Chesnokova et al. 2017) also carry out a cross-cultural study to compare source and target
readers’ responses to poems via questionnaires and interviews. The empirical approach could
better unravel real readers’ cognitive comprehension, affective experience, and social
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interaction (the three aspects of “reception”); therefore, it is adopted in this thesis to
scrutinize online readers’ reception.

Apart from the three groups of readers above, a unique pair of readers figures in children’s
literature (CL) and its translations: child-readers and adult-readers. A handful of empirical
studies explore children’s responses to translations through cloze test (Puurtinen 1989),
questionnaires (Liang 2007), eye-tracking (Kruger 2013), or by collecting data from blogs
and websites (Huang 2014). Readers of CL also include adults: they may read it with
children or read it themselves. Theoretically, adults feature more prominently in reception
since they are more vocal than children in expressing themselves. Nevertheless, little
research has examined adults’ reception of translated CL, except as a reference point for
children’s responses (Kruger 2013). The readers in this study contain predominantly adults
voicing their present (as adults) and past (as former-children) reading experiences online, a
few parent-readers articulating their children’s responses, and several child-readers stating
their views.

In brief, this thesis focuses on real readers who are active and creative participants in the
production of meaning; they are also heterogeneous, including primarily adults and general
readers in a discussion forum. The thesis will embed individual readers in a bigger
community to inspect their social interactions, treating them as members of interpretive
communities (Fish 1980), to be elaborated below.

Discussion forums are increasingly becoming a pivotal space for participatory
communication regarding translation, where individual and communal aspects of reception
are intermingled. The community function of discussion forums facilitates the construction
of “interpretive communities” consisting of those “who share interpretive strategies not for
reading but for writing texts, for constituting their properties” (Fish 1980: 14). Existing prior
to reading, these interpretative strategies could fashion individual readers’ assumptions and
even determine what counts as literature. Similarly, a priori notions about translation
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strategies and translated literature could reconfigure reader reception of the translations
under discussion; readers’ posts are also more concerned with what the translations should be
than with what their reading experiences are (see Section 6.2.2). Furthermore, reader
reception is socially constructed, made up of interwoven interpretations and conventions in a
particular sociocultural context. The notion of interpretive communities enables us to gain
insight into how individuals are influenced by their pre-existing interpretative strategies and
group dynamics. More importantly, if translators participate in reception, it would be
interesting to see how they converse, conflict, and reconcile with readers. This direct
translator-reader interaction is especially prominent in the case of Xiao Mao and occurs in
the discussion forum, Shuhua.

Shuhua meets the requirements of an interpretive community. First, shared interest is a
cardinal element in an interpretive community: Shuhua is committed to book discussion
(mainly literature), and its members are principally bibliophiles. They often exchange views
about literary works and share book information, old rare books or newly published ones. As
Xiao Mao said, Shuhua is like a “literature family” (forum, 2018-12-28). 177 Second, the
relationship-oriented Shuhua, partly building on existing interpersonal ties, is conducive to
forming a cohesive community. Third, members have to conform to a list of communication
protocols laid down by the Tianya community, with which Shuhua is affiliated, including
rules of speech and community administration.178 Administrators or moderators are entitled
to remove the posts violating the rules or even ban the members; the computer-mediated
communications in Shuhua are thus rule-governed. Given these three features, Shuhua, as an
interpretive community, may have its own space for interpretation, distinct from other online
communities or academia.

Notably, being an interpretive community does not mean that all members agree with one
interpretation. A host of empirical studies that employ the notion of interpretive communities
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demonstrate that readers’ strategies could be multiple and contradictory (Jensen 1991;
Lindlof et al. 1998). Fish (1980) is also criticized because he fails to consider differential
power between agents within communities, or the possibility of change in modes of
interpretation through encounters with other communities (Lindlof et al. 1998: 223). Indeed,
the views of “opinion leaders” in a community are more influential than those of others.
These opinion leaders are “stronger actors” (in ANT’s parlance), which exert more agency
than other “weaker actors” (Luo 2020: 16). In accordance with ANT’s methodological
principles, readers’ views are also constantly mutating in dialogue with others.

The concept of interpretive communities foreshadows a “sociological turn” in literary
reception studies (Chan 2010: 97), as evidenced by the subsequent proliferation of research
into “communal readers” in book clubs and reading groups whether offline or online
(Colclough 2007; Swann and Allington 2009; Peplow 2011; Rehberg Sedo 2011; Childress
and Friedkin 2012; Park 2012; Murray 2018). It is also borrowed and adapted into
communication research (Radway 1984; Jensen 1987; Schrøder 1994; Lindlof et al. 1998) as
a bridge between hermeneutical and social scientific approaches to analyze meaning
production, thereby facilitating an “ethnographic turn” in media reception studies (Schrøder
1994: 338). Compared with much research in Media Studies and Literary Studies, research
that adopts the notion of interpretive communities in TS is flimsy despite Baer’s call for
organizing lone readers into interpretive communities (2014: 341). This thesis draws on
Fish’s (1980) concept of interpretive communities to explore the interconnectedness between
individual and communal aspects of reception and the role of social interaction in reception.
This concept shares some conceptual ground with ANT’s relational philosophy as both of
them acknowledge not only the situatedness of individual views but also the complexity of
group dynamics in a discussion forum.

In summary, this thesis examines real readers’ receptions of Xiao Mao’s translations in the
discussion forum and situates individual readers in an interpretive community to unearth
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their mutual influence and social interactions. Before proceeding with detailed analysis, I
will outline the reading contexts of twenty-first century China.

6.1.2 Reading Contexts of Twenty-First Century China
Research into reading practices necessarily entails inquiring into the social circumstances for
the production and consumption of texts. Readers in a particular sociocultural context are
likely to favor specific genres of books and possess peculiar reading habits. We may wonder
about the reading contexts of twenty-first century China. Which genres are preferred by
readers? What kind of reading habits are shared among them?

Notable is that neo-mythologism (新神話主義) has greatly impacted the reading climate in
the turn-of-the-century China. As a cultural trend rising in the late 1990s, neo-mythologism
strives to return to and revive mythology, fantasy, fairy tales, witch culture, and other
fantastical primitiveness to rebel against capitalism and modernism; its artistic forms
encompass fantasy novels, science fiction, films, and electronic games (Ye 2005: 86). The
genre of fantasy literature figures prominently in Chinese CL. For example, in 1998, the
Twenty-first Century Publisher introduced a series of “big fantasy literature” (大幻想文學)
with 20 volumes, covering both Chinese indigenous creation and translation. This series
primes Chinese readers for the new fantasy genre, setting the stage for the spectacular
success of the Harry Potter novels and Lord of Rings in the early 2000s. This mania for
fantasy literature could partly explicate the popularity of Charlotte (Ren’s translation), 179
which has been on the top 30 annual bestseller lists of CL from 2009 to 2019 in the Chinese
book market and even topped the list in 2018, according to Beijing Openbook.180 As mixed

Chinese publishers and readers often label these three novels as “fairy tales” (童话) instead of “fantasy novels”
(幻想小说). This is understandable since the genre of fantasy novel was not independent from fairy tale in
Mainland China until the turn of this century. Zhu argues that one of the distinct features of CL in the new century
is the separation of fantasy novels from fairy tales (2009: 38). He classified Charlotte into fantasy on his reading
list for children, recommending it for the third and fourth graders (2015: 455-467).
180 Beijing Openbook (北京开卷信息技术有限公司), established in 1998, provides comprehensive and reliable
data on the Chinese book market. See the yearly bestseller lists of CL from 2008 to 2019
on its website. https://rb.gy/trvk2v (accessed 5 March 2021).
179
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fantasy, these three works fit with the reading climate of twenty-first century China.

Besides cultivating readers’ preferences for fantasy works, this century witnessed a new type
of readership who has gradually been accustomed to digital reading. Following ANT’s
attention to non-human actors, I will survey how digital media technologies transform
readers’ reading habits.

The Internet has been used by 70.4% of the population in Mainland China by December
2020, and the number of Chinese netizens has rocketed about 111 times from 8.9 million in
December 1999 to 989 million in December 2020 (CNNIC). The wide availability of the
Internet and digital devices (e.g., computer, smartphone, iPad, Kindle, and other eReaders)
has shifted readers’ reading habits. According to the Chinese National Reading Survey from
2008 to 2019 undertaken by the Chinese Academy of Press and Publication (CAPP),181 the
digital reading rate has soared in recent years and even surpassed the book reading rate since
2014 (see Figure 12).182 The digital reading rate in 2019 is 79.3%, over three times higher
than that (24.5%) in 2008. The data bespeak the inevitable trend of screen-based reading.
Figure 13 further displays readers’ growing penchant for e-books than paper books.183 In
2019, the majority (61.9%) of adults favored digital media over print media for book reading,
nearly two times increase from 2010. As such, digital reading gradually wins Chinese readers’
hearts.

Since 1999, CAPP has carried out 17 national surveys on Chinese adults’ reading behavior. It has expanded the
scope to children (0-18) and added digital reading behavior since 2008.
182 Digital reading in the Survey includes reading on computer, smartphone, e-Readers, CD-ROM, PDA, MP4,
and MP5. Both Figures 12 and 13 concern the data on adults, people above 18.
183 The Survey added the item on readers’ preferences from 2010.
181
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Figure 12 Comparison between Adults’ Book Reading Rate and Digital Reading Rate in
Mainland China (2008-2019) (based on CAPP)

Figure 13 Comparison between Adults’ Preferences for Paper Book and E-book (2010-2019)
(based on CAPP)

The shift in medium from page to screen has brought about new reading practices, such as
non-linearity, easy access and comparison of multiple documents, shallow and fragmented
reading, among others. Hypertext, characterized by “non-sequential writing” (Nelson 1993:
2), allows readers to interact with it by choosing different reading paths as they wish.
Readers in the digital era thus assume more agency than those in print culture. Based on
Landow’s view that writing in the hypertext environment becomes “collaborative writing”
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because active readers collaborate with authors to produce the particular version of texts they
have read (1992: 88), Littau argues that online translation also becomes collaborative writing
between author, translator, and reader (1997: 92). She names this kind of reader as
“interactive reader-cum-translator” who does not read the finished translation in print media
but instead generates his/her version of translation (ibid.). Hypertext confronts readers with
the impossibility of definitive meanings by subverting textual linearity and empowering
readers to interact with it in their ways.

The use of multiple tabs and windows facilitates the comparison and evaluation of multiple
documents in rapid succession or side-by-side (Kiili 2012: 657). In the digital age, readers
could quickly access different translations, compare them on the screen, and embrace their
multivalency through near-simultaneous reading. In his study of online English translations
of classical Chinese poetry, Stenberg also suggests that the “accelerated, fragmented,
hyperlinked, and open-new-window reading practices” of the Internet open new avenues for
imagining the ST’s plural meaning via its different translations (2018: 591).

However, hypertext and multiple windows may undermine readers’ sustained attention,
leading to fragmented and shallow reading (Carr 2010). Readers constantly face the choice
of which reading paths to follow and whether to scroll down a page; numerous hyperlinks
and unwanted pop-up windows distract them from deep reading, a sophisticated and
reflective process that demands reasoning and analysis (Wolf and Barzillai 2009: 33). Online
readers often read fast and cursorily or just browse, skim, and scan web content as a
consequence of information explosion. By conducting an eye-tracking study, Nielsen finds
that users of web pages tend to follow F-shaped reading pattern: they first read in a
horizontal movement; they then move down a bit and read in a second horizontal movement;
and they finally scan the left side in a vertical movement (2006). This mode of “spreading
out” rather than “digging in” (Vandendorpe 2009: 2) primarily aims to get the gist of the text
or find something specific. Digital media are more suited for one-off reading of light
literature and short pieces than for deep reading requiring concentration, annotation, and re141

reading.

In summary, the wave of neo-mythologism and prosperity of fantasy novels at the turn of
this century cultivate readers’ preferences for them. Readers are also habituated to and favor
digital reading, whose merits and shortcomings might hinge on the reading and reception of
Xiao Mao’s online translations, as evidenced by readers’ posts on the discussion forum.
6.2 Analysis of Discussion Forum
This section explores the reception of Xiao Mao’s translations by analyzing readers’ posts on
the discussion forum, Shuhua. It first provides justifications for combining content and
conversation analysis methods, followed by a meticulous analysis of recurrent themes in
readers’ posts with examples of multiple translation comparison, translation of children’s
literature, digital copyright and printed publication, and translator’s persona.
6.2.1 Introduction to Content and Conversation Analysis
The integration of quantitative content analysis and qualitative conversation analysis permits
me to locate recurrent themes about reader reception of Xiao Mao’s translations and uncover
translator-reader interactive patterns and the way they negotiate and achieve sense-making
among divergent views.

Content analysis is a text analysis method for “the objective, systematic, and quantitative
description of the content of communication” (Berelson 1952: 18). “Objective” means the
systematic, explicit, and even replicable procedures to analyze texts, and “quantitative”
refers to statistical treatment and representation of texts. Yet, quantification is not a defining
criterion for content analysis, using numbers instead of verbal categories being merely
convenient (Krippendorff 2004: 87). Babbie also notes that not all content analysis results in
counting (2016: 331) because sometimes it is more appropriate to conduct a qualitative
content analysis of data. Content analysis aims to identify message categories and measure
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the frequency of messages observed in each category (Jeong 2005: 368). It could protect
online readers’ anonymity by attending to what they say, instead of who they are. In the
discussion that ensued, all posters/readers are de-identified by employing a coding system
(R1, R2, …Rn, R = reader).

However, content analysis is ill-suited for “analyzing patterns of interaction via comments,
which are inherently relational” (Herring 2010: 242, italics in original). Forum posts, a kind
of asynchronous text-based multi-party conversations, capture interpersonal communication
features (e.g., turn-taking and repairs). It is, therefore, useful to draw on qualitative
conversation analysis (see Schegloﬀ and Sacks 1973; Hutchby and Wooffitt 2008) to reveal
the highly patterned nature of verbal interactions unfolding on a turn-by-turn basis in the
threaded forum posts, thereby complementing quantitative content analysis.184

As outlined in Chapter 3, I focused on 21 threads concerning Xiao Mao’s three translations
(see Appendix 6), comprising 875 posts from 26 July 2002 to 6 March 2012 in
approximately 65,400 words in total. The unit of analysis of forum posts is typically one
single post since it is the most natural transition in a communicative exchange within forums
(Holtz et al. 2012: 58). Nevertheless, not all chronological posts are within the same topic
because some of them are split up by irrelevant or disjointed posts. Although some senders
would index their replies to previous messages in a system-generated dotted line “…” or
explicitly name the addressees, I had to manually identify “initiation-response pair” (Herring
2001: 619) or “adjacency pair” (Schegloff and Sacks 1973: 295). By close reading, I coded
every post of each thread in an iterative process, which means that the codes were constantly
revisited until no new ones were emerging; they were then synthesized and grouped into
general categories. Regarding posts about the translator’s responses to readers and other
representative ones, I conducted a micro-level conversation analysis to probe into their
interactive patterns.
184

Although conversation analysis originally attends to real conversations, it has also been applied to analyze
asynchronous forum posts (see Antaki 2006; Stommel 2008; Gibson 2009), which are naturally occurring
interactions.
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6.2.2 Recurrent Themes
After repetitive perusal of forum posts, I established ten codes concerning translation
discussion, which are subsumed under three categories: translation, translator, and
illustration. Table 16 presents the codes separately, but we should be alert to their crosslinking. For example, in readers’ discussion of “translation of children’s literature”, they also
touch upon “multiple translations comparison”. The closely intertwined codes of “printed
publication” and “digital copyright” can be integrated for analysis. I will analyze “multiple
translations comparison”, “translation of children’s literature”, “digital copyright and printed
publication”, and “translator’s persona” in detail because they are the most discussed codes
and also closely related to reception.

Category

Table 16 Summary of Codes and Categories of Forum Posts
Code
Frequenc
Threads
y

Translation

Multiple

translations

18

comparison
Translation

T1, T4, T6, T7, T12, T13, T18,
T20

of

children’s

15

T13, T16, T20

Printed publication

6

T5, T9, T17

Digital copyright

5

T5, T7, T9, T13, T21

Paratexts of translations

7

T3, T5, T6, T8, T9

General discussion about

1

T13

Persona

24

T5, T8, T9, T10，T13, T14, T21

Self-perception

13

T5, T9, T12, T13, T17, T21

Illustrations in STs

10

T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T9

Illustrations in translations

6

T13, T15, T17

literature

translation
Translator

Illustration

6.2.2.1 Multiple Translations Comparison
Multiple translations comparison predominates over readers’ discussion under the category
of “translation”. Translation critics often undertake transtextual comparison to assess
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translation quality, but this subsection will indicate that online readers could also voluntarily
take the role of critics or “assessors” (see Kang 2015) and even translators.185 I will take T12
“One Song from Charlotte’s Web” initiated by R1 on 14 May 2004 as an example. As of 5
March 2021, it had 2,197 hits and 57 responses involving 26 readers. Cataloging three
Chinese versions of a nursery rhyme (see Table 17), the initiator pronounced his preference
for Xiao Mao’s version and requested the ST.186

Table 17 Comparison between the Original and Its Three Chinese Versions
ST

Sleep, sleep, my love, my only,

(White

Deep, deep, in the dung and dark;

2013: 104)

Be not afraid and be not lonely!
This is the hour when frogs and thrushes
Praise the world from the woods and the rushes.
Rest from care, my only and only,
Deep in the dung and the dark!

Kang Xin

睡吧，睡吧，我的唯一的愛，[sleep, sleep, my only love]

(1979: 98)

沉睡在糞土與黑暗中。[sleep in the dung and dark]
忘了恐懼，忘了孤獨！ [forget fear, forget loneliness]
聽蛙鳴、鳥語歌頌世界，[listen to frogs and birds praising the world]
從樹林和草叢中。[in the woods and grass]
睡吧，我的愛，忘懷一空，[sleep, my love, forget all]
沉睡在糞土與黑暗中！[sleep in the dung and dark]

Xiao Mao

睡吧，睡吧，我的愛，我唯一的寶貝，[sleep, sleep, my love, my only
baby]
深深地，深深地，在糞堆和靜夜裡安睡；[deep, deep, sleep in the dung
and quiet night]
不 知 道 恐 懼 也 不 知 道 孤 單 的 滋 味 ！ [don’t know fear, don’t know
loneliness]

By conducting discourse analysis of forum posts, Kang (2015) examines readers’ online assessment of
published translations and how these assessors perform different discourse roles, including “expert-judge”,
“activist”, and “assessment evaluator”.
186 The male pronoun is used for all the posters/readers in the discussion forum. https://rb.gy/vhuojp (accessed 5
March 2021).
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此刻只有那些青蛙和畫眉 [at this moment only has those frogs and
thrushes]
在樹林和燈心草間將世界讚美。[in the woods and rushes, praise the
world]
安心地休息吧，我唯一的唯一的寶貝，[rest from care, my only, only
baby]
深深地，深深地，在糞堆和靜夜裡安睡！[deep, deep, sleep in the dung
and quiet night]
Ren

睡吧，睡吧，我的好寶寶，[sleep, sleep, my good baby]

Rongrong

在肥料裡，在黑暗中，美美地睡覺，[in the manure, in the dark, sleep

(2004: 100)

sound]
不要害怕，不要覺得孤獨苦惱！[be not afraid, be not feel lonely and
worried]
就在這時候，青蛙和鶇烏，[at this hour, frogs and blackbirds]
在林中，在燈心草叢裡，讚美這個世界多麼好。[in the woods, in the
rushes, praise how good this world is]
拋開一切心事吧，我的好寶寶，[put aside all your worries, my good
baby]
在肥料裡，在黑暗中，美美地睡覺！[in the manure, in the dark, sleep
sound]

After R2 posted the ST in the response section, several readers then compared the three
versions. I will present some relevant posts in a chronological and logical sequence below
and indicate their order via the shorthand “P+number”.

R1: “Kang’s version is succinct, but its tone is solemn. Xiao Mao’s version is
affectionate yet wordy” (P4, 2004-05-14 15:24:51)

R3: “ ‘糞堆’ [Xiao Mao’s version of dung] is inelegant. I will try a new translation
tomorrow”(P5, 2004-05-14 16:27:07)
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Xiao Mao: “[reply to R1] My translation [of Charlotte], including this song, is longwinded because I have not polished it.
[reply to R3] The reason why I chose “糞堆” [dung] was to amuse children. Of
course, it is not the best choice. [Kang’s] “糞土” [dung] and [Ren’s] “肥料” [manure]
are not suited for Wilbur due to a negative connotation or a note of nonchalance…”
(P6 2004-05-14 17:23:08)

Xiao Mao: “Take the sentence ‘my love, my only’ as an example. Kang’s version ‘我
的唯一的愛’ [my only love] is fine, but it would be better if it is simplified as “我唯
一的愛” [my only love].187 If my verbose version had been proofread, it would have
approximated Kang’s. However, Ren’s “我的好寶寶” [my good baby] deviates from
the original” (P7, 2004-05-14 17:32:06)

R4: “[reply to Xiao Mao (P7)] Xiao Mao, your revised version “我唯一的愛” [my
only love] highlights “唯一” [only], but Kang’s version “我的唯一的愛” [my only
love] foregrounds “我的” [my]. How about “我的, 我唯一的愛” [my, my only love]?”
(P7, 2004-05-14 17:57:48)

Xiao Mao: “[reply to R4] The original “my love, my only” is brief, but its Chinese
equivalent is unavoidably wordy. If less word is chosen, it will be inaccurate. Such a
dilemma gives me quite a headache…” (P9, 2004-05-14 18:06:44)

R3: “[reply to R3 (P5)] It is so taxing to reproduce the rhyme and rhythm that I give
up my translation. I am now sympathetic towards Ren’s version: despite its
inaccuracy, it at least sounds like nursery rhymes. The two other versions are too
adult-like…” (P12, 2004-05-15 04:40:53)

187

Xiao Mao deletes the auxiliary word “的” (similar to “of”) in Kang’s version.
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R5: “how about “我愛, 我的唯一” [my love, my only]?” (P15, 2004-05-15 11:58:00)

R3: “[reply to R5] “my only” is intimate, but “我的唯一” [my only] is too pompous”
(P16, 2004-05-15 15:33:47)

R1: “[reply to R3] That makes sense. You are language-sensitive” (P17, 2004-05-15
15:10:03)

R3: “If I am the translator, I will render ‘my only’ into “我的心肝” [my darling,
literally means my ‘heart and liver’], both of which share the connotation of “only”. I
thus sympathize with Ren’s “我的寶寶” [my baby] combining the meanings of “my
love” and “my only”, but it is not the best. Riddled with big words, such as ‘唯一’
[only], ‘沉睡’ [slumber], ‘糞土’ [dung], ‘恐懼’ [dread], ‘孤獨’ [solitude], Kang’s
version is more suitable for children above 14. I will not recommend it to younger
children. Xiao Mao’s version is too literary, like a love poem” (P18, 2004-05-15
15:33:47).

R1: “[reply to R3] “我的心肝” [my darling] is cloying. I don’t blame you. You will
blame yourself if you read the book on your own” (P19, 2004-05-15 15:52:09)

R3: “[reply to R1] Indeed, it is a little bit mushy. Let me ponder over other
alternatives for a longer time. I have always argued that translation is more
challenging than writing. It is more so if you place a higher demand on yourself.
Poem is utterly untranslatable” (P12, 2004-05-15 16:10:26)
…
R6: “A girl said that it could be translated into “我的唯一，我的愛” [my only, my
love] (P39, 2005-07-03 12:35:20)
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R1－Xiao Mao
R3－Xiao Mao
﹂R3
Xiao Mao － R4 － Xiao Mao
R5－R3－R1
R3－R1－R3
R6
Logical Structure of Readers’ Replies

This is a small portion of the discussion in T12. Three reader-critics (R1, R3, and Xiao Mao),
like scholarly critics, compared the three translations against the original to identify their
merits and weaknesses. Through close reading, they accorded primacy to the translations’
linguistic aspects, such as diction, length, tone, and style. The translator Xiao Mao also
assumed the role of critics by singling out the inadequacies of the three translations of “my
love, my only”, including his own. Moreover, faced with readers’ challenges of his
translation, Xiao Mao clarified his choice for their better understanding or suggested a new
version for further discussion. For example, in response to R1’s criticism of the redundancy
in his version, Xiao Mao elucidated that he did not spend enough time proofreading his draft
and then proposed a revised version on the basis of Kang’s translation. After R3 noted the
vulgar diction “糞堆” [dung] in Xiao Mao’s version, he explained that it was for amusing
children.

Xiao Mao’s censure of the existing translations of “my love, my only” and proposed revision
might stimulate readers’ creativity since they then proactively offered their versions. The
above excerpt contains four versions: “我的, 我唯一的愛” [my, my only love], “我愛, 我的
唯一” [my love, my only], “我的心肝” [my darling], and “我的唯一，我的愛” [my only,
my love]. We should not forget R3’s unproductive try-out at the beginning of this thread.
Dissatisfied with the indecent “糞堆” [dung] in Xiao Mao’s version, R3 attempted at a new
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translation, but he stopped short of reproducing the original’s rhyming pattern. He then
showed his compassion for Ren’s unfaithful version that at least sounded like a nursery
rhyme. Given his final remarks that translation was more demanding than writing and that
the poem was untranslatable, we may conclude that, by trying to take the role of translator,
the reader (R3) better understands translation and appreciates the effort of the “authorized”
translator (Ren).

Besides, the first three versions of “my only, my love” suggested by reader-translators were
amenable to readers’ communal assessments. For example, the version “我的心肝” [my
darling] was faulted for its “cloying” feeling by R1, and its reader-translator R3 then
articulated his effort to work out another translation. We could identify a recurrent and
cycling pattern of the above conversations:

proposed translations → challenges → new proposed translations → new challenges
→…

This collective transaction does not aim to reach a consensus or achieve a single perfect
version; instead, readers are as free to propose their renditions as to announce their opinions
on them. It is the possibility of multiple translations that make the discussion more appealing.
We could see more readers’ proposed versions in the same thread below.

Three versions of the whole lullaby were provided by three active reader-translators from 17
May 2004 to 2 July 2006 (see Table 18). R7’s version was commended by R1, but R1 also
spotted its readability problem resulting from the monotonous rhyming pattern AABCAAA,
a far cry from the original’s ABACCAB. R7 then varied the rhymes by changing the fifth
line into “讚美的歌來自小樹林與燈芯草” [the song of praise comes from the woods and
the rushes] (the rhyming pattern is AABCDAA). In this case, the reader-translator (R7)
willingly revises his translation according to the reader’s (R1) advice. Interestingly, in the
third translation, R9 rendered “my love” into “我的心肝” [my darling], which was R3’s
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proposed version in the previous discussion. The later translation directly draws on the
anterior version; such apparent intertextuality exhibits the cumulative nature of retranslation.
However, this version deviates substantially from the original by adding many non-existent
elements in the ST and the reader-translator’s own imaginative interpretations (see Table 18).
It is recreative translation or imitation.188 As Chan notes, imitation is “writerly reception”
(2020: 24), fully unleashing readers’ creativity in translation reception.

Table 18 Three Chinese Versions of the Nursery Rhyme by Reader-translators
R7 (P25, 2004- 睡吧，睡吧，我的愛，只有你，[sleep, sleep, my love, only you]
05-17

深深的，深深的，在糞肥與黑暗裡，[deep, deep, in the dung and dark]

14:41:29)

沒有害怕也不要孤單！[no fear, no loneliness]
這時候還有青蛙和畫眉，[at this time there are frogs and thrushes]
讚美的歌來自樹林與燈心草叢裡。[song of praise comes from woods
and rushes]
安心地休息，我的唯一只有你，[rest from care, my only, only you]
沉睡在糞肥與黑暗裡！[sleep in the dung and dark]

R8 (P42, 2005- 睡吧，睡吧，我的愛，我的唯一，[sleep, sleep, my love, my only]
07-07

在肥料中，在黑暗裡，安睡；[in the manure, in the dark, sleep]

08:40:57)

不要害怕，你不會孤單！[be not afraid, you will not be alone]
現在，從樹林和藺草叢中，[now, in the woods and rushes]
青蛙和畫眉正讚美著這世界。[frogs and thrushes are praising the
world]
丟掉煩心的事，親親，我的唯一 [throw away worries, dear, my only]
在肥料中，在黑暗裡，安睡！[in the manure, in the dark, sleep sound]

R9 (P56, 2006- 睡吧，流浪夢鄉，我的心肝，天下無雙，[sleep, wander in the dream,
06-02

my darling, the one and only]

14:49:38)

深 深 墜 入 ， 黑 色 夢 魘 ， 無 邊 養 分 ， 不 盡 長 江 ； [plunge in, dark

Chan’s (2020) recent monograph situates the triad “translation, imitation, and adaptation” in an evolutionary
framework. He argues that both adaptations and imitations are “creative and re-creative translation” (ibid.: 24).
188
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nightmare, boundless nutrients, endless river]
不要恐懼，不覺孤單！[be not afraid, do not feel lonely]
這時刻，蛙和畫眉，讚美著，大千世界，[at this hour, frogs and
thrushes are praising the world]
佛似，不滅的燈！森林裡，草叢中。[unquenched lump before the
Buddha! In the woods, in the grass]
遠離這塵囂，我的乖，天下無雙，[be away from the bustle, my dear,
the one and only]
沉 醉 黑 色 的 夢 ， 無 邊 養 分 ， 天 下 無 雙 ！ [deep in a dark dream,
boundless nutrients, the one and only]

The multidimensional discussions in Shuhua have transformed fixed finished translated
products into a dynamic process of transaction thanks to the collective contributions from a
cohort of online readers. Like the production (see Chapter 4) and dissemination (see Chapter
5) of Xiao Mao’s translations, reader reception of them is also interactive and participatory.
This recalls ANT’s fundamental philosophy that society, or a ready-made artifact, is a result
of actors’ associations (Latour 2005). In such a dynamic reception process, we could find
different types of readers. Bilingual reader-critics list multiple translations to conduct
transtextual readings, detect translation mistakes, and adjudicate translation quality against
the ST, similar to the “traditional error-identification linguistic approach” (Chan 2010: 164)
adopted by scholar-critics.189 In the online environment, they display more irreverence to
extant “authorized” translations, be it printed translations by Kang and Ren or online
translation by Xiao Mao. Some readers’ modes of expression are characterized by playful,
fragmented, informal, and emotional “netspeak” or “web language” (see Crystal 2006),
contrary to formal translation criticism and review.

Apart from reader-critics, we could find “reader-translator[s]” (Chan 2010: 137) or “readerturned-translator[s]” (Kang 2015: 456) in this thread. By offering varying and
189

Chan proposes three approaches to translation criticism: the traditional error-identification linguistic approach,
the literary-critical approach, and the poststructuralist approach (2010: 164-179).
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complementing interpretations, they go beyond passive consumption to engage in active and
creative production. Like the three translations under discussion, reader-translators’ proposed
versions are not definitive either, but rather subject to readers’ continual assessment,
subsequent modification, and interactional co-construction. The proposed versions could be
ameliorated through readers’ useful feedback or dismissed as inappropriate due to their
challenge. The discussion forum thus becomes a social space where readers evaluate existing
translations, propose new ones, and negotiate meanings in a dynamic and continual process.
This conforms to the socially situated and transformed aspects of interpretations entailed in
the concept of interpretive communities (Fish 1980) and ANT’s methodological principles
(agnosticism and free association).

In analogy with the multiple roles (critics and translators) taken by readers in a communal
discussion process, the translator Xiao Mao also performs the role of reader and critic when
adjudicating other translations. The roles of reader, critic, and translator have become
interchangeable and mutually constitutive at the reception stage. 190 This fluid role could
enhance their empathy towards one another and achieve intersubjective understanding. That
members in Shuhua could readily shift between three identities in a communal discussion
could be explained by ANT. While agents’ actions are often determined by their static
positions and structural factors under the Bourdieusian framework, ANT’s methodological
principles (agnosticism and free association) require that the roles of actors are not a priori
and fixed, but rather subject to their actions and network development. In this sense, the
points of view of Bourdieu’s theory and ANT are reversed (Buzelin 2005: 200). From an
ANT perspective, actors are variables in a dynamic exchange with others in practical
circumstances.

190

In her study of a Chinese literature website Jinjiang (晋江), Feng also notes the shifting identities between
author, reader, and webmaster (2012: 63).
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6.2.2.2 Translation of Children’s Literature
The translation of CL is the second most discussed theme under the category of “translation”.
Its discussion also pertains to multiple translations comparison. I will focus on T13
“Comparison of the Translations of Charlotte’s Web” initiated by R10 on 25 May 2004. As of
5 March 2021, it had 5,066 hits and 71 responses involving 21 readers. The main post of this
thread is a long article in 2,435 words written by R11, who initially published it on his blog
on 23 May 2004.191 Being a fan of Charlotte, R11 read the ST and its three Chinese versions
by Xiao Mao, Kang, and Ren, and in his article compared them against the original regarding
Charlotte’s dying scene (the ST is in 111 words, Table 3 presents part of it).

Table 19 Comparison between the Original and Its Three Chinese Versions
ST

She never moved again…Charlotte died. The Fair Grounds were soon

(White

deserted… Nobody, of the hundreds of people that had visited the Fair, knew

2013:

that a grey spider had played the most important part of all. No one was with

171)

her when she died.

Kang Xin

……這時夏洛也死了。不久廣場上已闃無人跡……赴會的數百人中沒有

(1979:

一個知道，會上最重要的角色曾是一個大灰蜘蛛。她死時無人在旁。

158)

[…Charlotte died. The ground was soon deserted…None of the hundreds of
people that had visited the Fair knew that the most important role had been
played by a grey spider. When she died, no one was with her.]

Xiao

……夏洛死了。這個展覽會不久就被人遺忘了……沒有一個人，參加過

Mao

這次展覽會的幾百人中，沒有一個人知道：那只大灰蜘蛛在這次展覽會
上扮演了一個最重要的角色。當她死亡時，沒有一個人陪在她的身旁。
[…Charlotte died. The Fair was soon forgotten…Nobody, of the hundreds of
people that had visited the Fair, knew that a grey spider had played the most
important role. When she died, no one accompanied her.]

Ren

……夏洛死了。集市場面很快就空無一人……在來過集市的數以千計的

Rongrong 人中，沒有一個知道，一隻灰蜘蛛曾經起過最重要的作用。在它死的時
(2004:
191

https://rb.gy/qpuaaf (accessed 5 March 2021). This lengthy article was also revised and posted on Douban on
11 February 2006, being the most discussed review under the discussion board dedicated to the translation of
Charlotte, as outlined in Chapter 5.
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164)

候，沒有任何一個誰陪在它身邊。
[…Charlotte died. The ground was soon empty… Of the hundreds of people
that had visited the Fair, no one knew that a grey spider had played the most
important role. When it died, no one else accompanied it.]

R11 first explained that this excerpt, the climax of the book, depicted the departure of the
protagonists Charlotte and Wilbur. Although Kang’s version contained the difficult idiom “闃
無人跡” [deserted], so R11 reported, it was beautifully rhythmic and laconic, as evidenced
by her marvelous translation of the last sentence “她死時無人在旁” [when she died, no one
was with her]. These seven words not only reproduced the original’s economy but also
conveyed the serenity of Charlotte’s death; the latter reflected her attitude and the book’s
tone. In R11’s account, Xiao Mao’s Chinese competence was less proficient than Kang’s, but
Xiao Mao’s version was idiosyncratic as if it told his story. His rendition “當她死亡時，沒
有一個人陪在她的身旁” [when she died, no one accompanied her] indicates his intense
emotional attachment to Charlotte by adding the meaning of “accompaniment”. In contrast,
Ren’s version lacked the “aroma” of the original due to his stiff language. His redundant
version “ 在它死的時候，沒有任何一個誰陪在它身邊 ” [when it died, no one else
accompanied it] showed his all-out effort to over-explain by accentuating “沒有任何一個”
[no one else]. His tone thus created an image of “tragic Charlotte”, which deviated from the
“composed Charlotte” in the ST. R11 then doubted Ren’s ability to comprehend the ST.
Despite the focus on multiple translations comparison in this initial post, readers’ discussions
revolve around the readership and translation strategies of CL, as will be elaborated below.

In the comment section, R10 reposted an interview with Ren by R12. In this interview, Ren
enunciated that he prioritized colloquialism in his translation of CL for children’s easy
understanding and would then try to employ beautiful language (P1, 2004-05-25 15:46:11).
In reaction to Ren’s view, R11 (the main poster) argued that beautiful language was
compatible with colloquialism and that translators should not achieve intelligibility at the
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cost of literariness. He continued that children could appreciate sophisticated language using
the example of a seven-year-old child who adored Kang’s version (P3, 2004-05-25 15:50:14).
In essence, this divergence between Ren and R11 is reflective of two clashing translation
strategies of CL: colloquialism vs. literariness. Such conflict could also be found in other
readers’ comments:

R13: “…By comparison, although Ren’s version contains long Europeanized
sentences within this short passage, it is more like children’s language, closer to the
original, more natural, and more lucid…. Kang’s diction is too difficult to be
palatable to children and adults without much literacy. I don’t think fairy tales should
use big words…When adults read fairy tales to children, shouldn’t they consider their
readability apart from the plot and significance?” (P5, 2004-05-25 15:56:01)

R14: “Both children and adults could read fairy tales. Their appeal to children should
be judged by them rather than by adults. If we assess the three versions from the
perspective of children, then they should get the floor” (P7, 2004-05-25 18:07:47)

In his reply to R13, the main poster R11 agreed that Kang’s version was imperfect,
but he took issue with the view that children could not understand its highbrow
language because they had good faculty of understanding. They could also improve
their reading ability and taste in their endeavor to decipher obscure words. By
comparing another sentence from the ST and its three versions, he tried to prove
further that Ren’s colloquial version was less high in literary value than Kang’s
version and Xiao Mao’s. He concluded his repost with the remark, “adults
underestimate children’s reading taste and give them insipid works by flagging up
‘colloquialism’. Do we really love our children?” (P10 2004-05-25 20:15:00)

Based on his childhood reading experiences, R15, a professional translator, assented
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to R11’s claim that children possessed a remarkable aesthetic judgment and put
forward his insightful view, “fairy tales do not mean simplicity, and colloquialism is
not their defining feature”. By this standard, he liked Kang’s version better. For him,
Xiao Mao’s contained a few errors, but the profound emotion devoted by the
translator deserved his reverence; Ren’s version lacked speakability, namely fluency
and rhythm (P41 2004-05-30 11:00:22).

R15’s objective and reasonable comments resonated with four posters (R11, R14, R16,
and R17). For instance, R17 illustrated that readers or listeners of such a long fairy
tale were often children above seven with basic literacy and that the state of “not fully
understand” ignited children’s thirst for knowledge; consequently, translators should
not excuse their plain language in the name of easy acceptability (P45, 2004-06-01
09:38:04).

Readers’ discussions cover central elements in the translation of CL, such as essential
features of CL (colloquialism and speakability), children’s literacy and aesthetic sensibility,
readership, and translation strategies. These topics are also debated in academia (Klingberg
1986; Oittinen 2000). Here I would like to elaborate on the translation strategies of CL,
which also relate to its readership. The tension between a source-oriented approach
(foreignization) and a target-oriented approach (domestication/adaptation) is exacerbated in
translating CL due to the dual child/adult readership and the imbalanced power relation in
the production and reception of children’s books. A source-oriented approach demands that
translation should remain faithful to the original with little manipulation from translators (see
Stolt [1978] 2006; Klingberg 1986; Yamazaki 2002). In contrast, a target-oriented approach
(see Nikolajeva [1996] 2016; Oittinen 2000) permits translators’ adaptation of the ST
according to preconceived opinions about child readers by employing colloquial and simple
language for their easy intelligibility.
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Xiao Mao sticks to the ST with copious notes, and Kang also adopts a source-oriented
approach by reproducing the terseness and literariness of the ST. On the contrary, Ren uses a
domestication strategy to adapt the ST with colloquial and puerile expressions, such as
abundant reduplicated and onomatopoeic words. These different translation strategies are
primarily attributed to the translators’ differing views of CL and their ideal readership of the
text. Since Xiao Mao reiterates that Charlotte, a masterpiece about life and death, is mainly
written for adults, he understandably adopts adult-like language and dense paratexts.
Deeming Charlotte a fable for children with profound significations (1979: 170), Kang
manages to convey the subtlety and style of the ST. Ren conceives Charlotte as a simple
children’s story, and his translation principle is colloquialism; hence he opts for a targetoriented approach.

In this discussion thread, more readers embrace a source-oriented approach than a targetoriented approach, as exemplified by six (out of 21) readers’ (including Xiao Mao) fondness
for Kang’s version, one for Xiao Mao’s, and one for Ren’s. As an interpretive community,
Shuhua prefers a source-oriented translation strategy, as opposed to the community of
scholar-critics favoring Ren’s translation for its child-friendly style against Kang’s version or
Xiao Mao’s (Liu 2013; Tan 2013; Cheng 2016). Such communal preferences have an
umbilical connection with two opinion leaders, R15 and R11, whose views hold more sway
in this thread. R15 reveals that he is a professional translator in the first place. This “category
entitlement” (Potter 1996: 133), being a member of the translation profession, might ratchet
up the credibility of his translation judgment. His persuasive argument for his preference for
a source-oriented approach is indeed greeted by several readers. The initiator R11 sets the
agenda in this thread, adamant in disparaging the colloquialism in Ren’s version while
eulogizing Kang’s literariness and Xiao Mao’s idiosyncrasies through textual comparison.
R11 also actively participates in readers’ discussions to reinforce his argument by citing
more examples. After reading his criticism of Ren’s version, R19 commented that he would
not take a look at it (P9, 2004-05-25 18:38:38). This further demonstrates the influence of
opinion leaders on individual readers’ choices and power differentiation between them in
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building networks. The stronger actors exert more agency than others; such power imbalance
renders the network more dynamic and complicated. Both ANT and the concept of
interpretive communities allow us to acknowledge that the reception of Xiao Mao’s
translations is a socially situated activity, conditioned by interactional dynamics and shared
views among readers in Shuhua. The confluence of ideas within this interpretive community
could change individuals’ previous views or even frame their conceptions of “good
translations”.
6.2.2.3 Digital Copyright and Printed Publication

Apart from the discussion of the translations at a textual level, readers also touch upon broad
extratextual topics, such as copyright. It is a crucial non-human actor in both the
dissemination (see Chapter 5) and reception of Xiao Mao’s online translations. In T5 “Xiao
Mao Phenomenon” initiated by R10 (also the main poster of T13) on 14 February 2003,
readers conversed about the copyright of online translation using the case of Xiao Mao. As
of 5 March 2021, this thread had 2,952 hits and 73 responses. The last message was posted
on 14 February 2012, nine years after the main post, indicative of its appeal and relevance.

In the main post, R10 articulated that he had read Xiao Mao’s Charlotte online and then was
acquainted with him via a member of the New Threads community. In R10’s account, Xiao
Mao was exceptional in this utilitarian world by performing a myriad of charitable deeds,
such as sharing his translations of White’s novels and the accompanying scanned illustrations.
Readers could readily access and read Xiao Mao’s translations, but their consumption could
not bring any economic returns to him. R10 ended his post with a call for more attention to
the protection of digital copyright after lamenting his failure to get Xiao Mao’s online
translations published in print. Readers then entered into an animated dialogue concerning
this issue. Below are some responses:

R21: “…It seems that Xiao Mao shows no interest in publishing translations in print,
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but I advise him to consider this” (P1, 2003-02-14 15:40:33).

R22: “I have read Xiao Mao’s Charlotte… It is good to help him reap some economic
benefits; therefore, he could buy more books. However, I don’t think Xiao Mao
would like our proposal” (P15, 2003-02-14 17:44:45)

R23: “The point is the copyright of both online and printed publication. The
ownership of the copyright then brings its corresponding personal rights and property
rights…I guess that the main poster’s (R10) intention is not merely to extend
reverence and gratitude to Xiao Mao, but rather to exchange views about this popular
phenomenon. His contributions to us and cyberspace should not only win our
admiration but also the opportunity to secure copyright. Both authors and readers
should concern themselves with the copyright of influential online works (including
creation, translation, and adaptation) that have been frequently reposted and used by
people or media. On the one hand, breaking the barrier of traditional media, the
Internet affords us a chance to publish, read, and communicate; we have to be aware
of and reflect on the phenomenon that many outstanding online works cannot obtain
their copyrights on the other. …” (P16, 2003-02-14 18:00:19)

Xiao Mao: “[reply to R23] Thanks. You are right. Real writers should own the
copyright, but I am not one of them... Many websites reposted my low-quality
translations, and some even printed them out to sell. I don’t care…I had never meant
to exchange my online translations for money” (P20, 2003-02-14 22:59:37)

R10 (the main poster): “My post is the result of my discussion with R23, whose reply
also represents my view…Of course, Xiao Mao does not care about any profits. If he
did, he would not do such things. We just wish to raise people’s awareness of the
protection of online works. Commercial websites, a platform for publication and
communication, could pay a certain amount of fees [to the authors and translators],
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but non-profit ones need other means. This under-explored issue is worthy of our
discussion” (P41, 2003-02-17 09:28:27)

R24: “I endorse Xiao Mao’s input to cyberspace. I hope that more people could grasp
his exemplary significance when they pay tribute to him… There are many Chinese
netizens. If everyone contributes something, it will be great” (P56, 2003-11-08
17:37:23)

R25: “…I wanted to buy Xiao Mao’s Charlotte because I thought that it was wellrendered after browsing it and its comments on Douban and some blogs. However, I
failed to find it in online bookstores. Has it not been published [in print]? …Xiao
Mao, a translator who cannot publish translation in print, has so many fans. We
remember you! Bless you!” (P69, 2012-02-14 11:30:53)

In this thread centering on the protection of digital copyright, R10 coins the term “Xiao Mao
phenomenon” to name the prevalent sharing of online works by translators who cannot
harvest any monetary and symbolic rewards. This discussion reflects the lack of regulations
on the copyright of online works in Mainland China in the early 2000s. 192 The nature of
online texts – fluidity, replicability, and malleability (see Section 5.1.1) – determines that
their copyrights are more vulnerable than those of printed works; the openness of the Internet
further undermines them. One example, mentioned by Xiao Mao, is printing out and selling
his online translations by others without his knowledge or permission. Due to the
vulnerability of the copyrights of online works, their authors or translators are less likely to
derive any benefits from their labor than those of printed works.

It is illuminating to see that readers in Shuhua were concerned with the issue of digital
copyright, which was a crucial and up-to-date topic at the turn of this century when relevant
Article 12 of “Copyright Law of the People’s Republic of China” (2001) stipulates that the translator enjoys
the copyright of translation, but it does not touch on the issue of online translation. https://rb.gy/0xyobo (accessed
5 March 2021).
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regulations and laws had not yet been introduced. In the words of one reader dated 14
February 2012, “the main poster is insightful” as he initiated this topic ahead of its time. His
suggestion – requesting commercial websites to pay authors and translators – is the ensuing
trend as outlined in Chapter 2. Although such commercialization is challenged by some
idealists, such as the above-quoted posts from R24 and Xiao Mao, who argued for freely
shared Internet literature and online translated literature, the trend was inevitable and
beneficial to the protection of digital copyright.

Furthermore, a few readers hoped that Xiao Mao’s version could be published in print as the
copyright system of printed books was better developed and the translator could also realize
some financial gains. This discussion theme boils down to the importance of medium in
reception, in line with ANT’s acknowledgment of non-human elements. Due to the unstable
and fragile digital medium (see Chapter 5), the republication of online works in print could
better protect their copyrights and secure economic benefits for their creators. Readers also
seem to hold such prejudice that online works are inferior to printed ones, subject to editorial
control and institutional approval. Given this, the republication of Xiao Mao’s online
translations in print might facilitate their reception. Yet, it cannot be materialized due to a
lack of copyright permission. According to Xiao Mao, people from about 10 publishers
attempted to help him publish his Charlotte, but they failed to secure the original’s copyright
(forum, 2003-11-16).193 The result did not disappoint him because printed publication for
money was not his initial intention. While being grateful to readers’ effort to protect the
copyrights of his translations, Xiao Mao was indifferent to the unfair use of them. His
attitudes fit with the sharing, open, non-utilitarian ethos of cyberculture in its inception.

Interestingly, as mentioned, Xiao Mao’s translations, without securing copyright permission,
are themselves illegal. However, they are valued and protected by readers for fear of
infringing their copyrights.194 It will be more interesting in relation to other cases of online
193

https://rb.gy/6zqb4z (accessed 5 March 2021).
Perhaps unaware of the lack of copyright of Xiao Mao’s translations, readers just respect his effort in
translation.
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literary translation. A French fan translator of the Harry Potter novels was arrested for
copyright violation (Willsher 2007), and Polish fan translators were forced to close the
websites where their translations were posted (Borodo 2017: 197). Chinese fan translators
were threatened by legal actions from the publisher of official translations; these actions
were halted when the author Rowling’s lawyer confirmed that non-commercial fan
translations were permitted (Chan 2010: 138). Fan translations are often removed shortly
after official ones are released. For instance, Davis’s English online amateur translations of
Schulz’s works were challenged by readers for their dubious legal status when new
authorized retranslations appeared (Ziemann 2016). Ren’s copyrighted translations of Stuart
and Swan were published in May 2000 before Xiao Mao’s, and his Charlotte came out four
years after Xiao Mao’s. The release of official translations, the competing actors (in ANT’s
parlance) in the dissemination (Chapter 5), either before or after Xiao Mao’s translations did
not affect the latter’s existence and popularity among online readers.

In summary, readers’ discussions in T5 seek to protect the copyrights of Xiao Mao’s online
translations and to republish them in print to bring monetary and symbolic benefits to the
translator, demonstrating the role of copyright or medium (non-human actor) in the reception.
This thread also has broad relevance to the development of online translations by
heightening people’s awareness of digital copyright. Initiated by the concerted efforts of R10
and R23, the thread also involves a cohort of readers who showed support and sympathy for
Xiao Mao’s translations, symptomatic of the power of the community function of Shuhua.
6.2.2.4 Translator’s Persona
This subsection strives to examine how, to what extent, and to what effect Xiao Mao’s
persona features in the reception of his translations. Translator’s persona, introduced by SelaSheffy (2008), is presented by a translator and perceived and constructed by others. It is
related to autobiographical narratives but is more about translator’s personality, temperament,
knowledge, and competence in others’ minds.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, Xiao Mao leaves a good impression on Shuhua members by
sharing the STs’ illustrations and answering their questions. Two of the 21 threads
exclusively salute him. T8 was initiated by R26, who created a Tianya account especially for
sharing his post “To Xiao Mao: A Pertinacious Soul in This Secular World”. 195 Without
knowing Xiao Mao personally, R26 perceived a strong-willed, compassionate, and pure
persona from Xiao Mao’s writings. In the comment section, 14 readers uttered their fondness
for Xiao Mao and his writings, complimented his kindness and diligence. Similarly, R2
started T10 to venerate Xiao Mao’s bibliophilism. Being acquainted with Xiao Mao because
of the posts about Charlotte in Shuhua, R2 stated that Charlotte changed his life, and that
Xiao Mao sparked his enthusiasm for books. Readers perceive an image of a benevolent
bibliophile and unconventional intellectual through Xiao Mao’s writings and helpful actions
in Shuhua.

Specifically, Xiao Mao’s persona matches three central components of idealized dispositions
of translators, namely “being an outsider” (unorthodox, unsociable, and even neurotic), “rich
inner world” (imaginative and emotional), and “unpredictable life-trajectory” (embark on
translation by chance) (Sela-Sheffy 2008: 617-618). Xiao Mao lives a solitary and reclusive
life with the accompaniment of several cats;196 he is also full of imagination and empathy;
notwithstanding the dearth of formal language and translation training, he has been devoting
himself to literature and writing since junior high school and through self-study. This passion
and diligence laid the foundation for his subsequent translation undertakings. For him,
translation was a destiny that had somehow been realized by chance, as evidenced by his
accidental translation of White’s novels. He also said in his interview, irrespective of the
twists and turns in his career, he was bound to undertake his preferred work, namely writing
and translation (2018-12-04). Xiao Mao’s persona meets the expectations one would have of
a translator, conducive to gaining readers’ favor.
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Only registered members could post messages in the Tianya community.
In his interview, Xiao Mao admitted that he is reticent (2018-12-04).
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Besides fitting with the idealized dispositions of translators, Xiao Mao welcomes and even
seeks readers’ criticism of his translations to improve them. For example, in T13, R3
identified the failings of different translations of Charlotte, including the “over-explanation”
and “sentimentalization” of Xiao Mao’s version (P19, 2004-05-27 05:53:26). Xiao Mao
replied, “Please only criticize my version, from which I could learn. Please continue :)” (P20,
2004-05-27 07:55:07). R3 then stated, “you are always honest and unassuming. I am guilty
of picking up errors in your translation” (P21, 2004-05-27 08:18:11). Xiao Mao responded,
“it is great to learn at no cost. My translation is rifled with mistakes” (P22, 2004-05-27
08:27:59). Faced with readers’ criticisms of his translations, Xiao Mao harbors a meek
attitude to learn and improve rather than a domineering or condescending one to confront.
Such an “inclusive” posture manifests his broad-minded personality and his respect for
reader-critics. It could also be deemed a discursive strategy to win readers’ goodwill, as
suggested by the “guilty” feeling of the fault-finding reader. Such modesty is further
displayed in the latter half of the thread. R15, a professional translator, disproved of Xiao
Mao’s version because he gave up reading it halfway through. Below is their dialogue:

Xiao Mao: “I am sorry to waste your time :). You are right. My translation is bristling
with infelicities, like lengthy sentences, but I am too lazy to revise them. For your
information, I just shared my translation in a small coterie at the outset without the
intention of publicizing it, but it was later disseminated widely. I had no choice. I
could not control it. If you have time, please be kind to excoriate my translation, from
which I could improve. Many thanks! Additionally, my Stuart and Swan are also
teeming with mistakes, would you like to single them out? Thanks again!” (P57,
2004-06-02 16:45:34)

R15: “Xiao Mao, your sincerity is as respectable as your writings. I translate books
about arts rather than literature. I have no courage to undertake translation criticism,
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but I will find time to read your translations. Where are your Stuart and Swan?” (P59,
2004-06-03 16:53:26)

Xiao Mao: “R15, oh, I highly appreciate your time. You may find my translations of
White’s three novels and essays here [attached with a link]. The more mistakes you
find, the happier I will be. By the way, my English is very poor, and the translations
must have been charged with incredible errors. I bet you will be overwhelmed :)”
(P60, 2004-06-03 19:48:23).

We could sense Xiao Mao’s self-abasement once again. His self-perception – poor English
and bad translations – recurs in his forum posts. As a novice and non-professional translator,
he understandably reiterated his unprofessionalism and humility in dialogue with readers.
This self-perception also reflects his modesty, typical of Chinese intellectuals (see Section
4.3.1). Furthermore, we could see a reversal of identity and power relationship in this
question-answer sequence and a transformation of conventional conceptions of reader and
translator. Xiao Mao embraced critical remarks and suggestions from R15 and elicited his
feedback on the two other translations as the latter, a translator-cum-reader, was more
experienced in translating than the former. Put differently, the translator is not airy, but rather
willing to learn from the reader as a colleague or senior. Such humility assists Xiao Mao in
obtaining goodwill from the reader and establishing friendship.197

Thanks to Xiao Mao’s favorable persona in Shuhua and his effort to foster a friendly
interpersonal relationship with readers, his translations are championed in spite of their
infelicities. In T6 “Finding Faults with the Translations of Charlotte through Comparison”
initiated on 14 May 2003, the initiator R27 highlighted the translationese in Xiao Mao’s
version after comparing it with Zhou Yi’s, a 2000 printed translation. R23 responded in
For Xiao Mao, all readers of Charlotte are his friends, as evidenced by his thread “Long Live the Web of
Friendship: To Every Friend of Charlotte” initiated on 16 November 2003. His discussion with readers is like the
talk between congenial friends or avid fans of the novel.
197
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defense for Xiao Mao’s version by explaining that some translationese may result from
translation haste and that he still preferred it for its language (P2, 2003-05-15 23:56:24). R2
also replied, “if you read Xiao Mao’s preface and postscript, you may not ‘find fault with’ it.
I do believe that there are many better versions. But I could only get access to it, and I liked
it” (P3, 2003-05-15 00:47:14). In the words of R15, notwithstanding the weaknesses in Xiao
Mao’s translations, they were worthy of respect because of his effort and devotion (T13, P41,
2004-05-30 11:00:22). In response to others’ blame, several readers manage to back Xiao
Mao’s translations because of their fellowship with the translator or their empathy towards
his earnestness. This indicates that readers’ reception of Xiao Mao’s translations depends on
the contexts where their reading and communication occur, being tightly embedded in a
constellation of social and interpersonal relationships (Swann and Allington 2009: 250). The
translator’s ability to maintain effective and close connection with readers is no less
important than his ability to produce high-quality translations. After all, translation reception
is not merely an individual subjective reading experience but also a social practice
intertwined with other actors.

Xiao Mao’s positive persona is also exemplified by a multitude of readers’ gratitude to and
reverence for him simply because they have read his translations. I will present three
representative posts below.

R28: “Thank you, Xiao Mao. I read your Charlotte on the website ‘Literature
View’… Delighted to see you in the Tianya [community], I have always wanted to
say ‘thanks’ to you. Wish you true and everlasting happiness” (T9 2003-11-17)

R29: “Thanks so much. I have read [your Charlotte]. You did it wholeheartedly.
Great!” (T9 2003-11-18)

R30: “Salute to Uncle Xiao Mao. I have read your fantastic Stuart, Charlotte, and
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Swan, all of which have influenced me a lot. Belief, friendship, and freedom are the
most important things in my life. I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to you
because your three translations have given me much impetus and joy. What I could do
now is to spread your thinking and translations to more people. Salute again” (T5,
2010-03-30).

Readers venerate Xiao Mao for his serious attitude in translating and his selfless sharing of
his translations. They do not comment on the translations per se, but rather register their
feelings after reading them. Noticeably, R30 is a child reader, judging from his address to
Xiao Mao. He aptly summarizes the novels’ themes: “belief” for Stuart, “friendship” for
Charlotte, and “freedom” for Swan. Since the three translations have inspired him, he takes
the opportunity to acknowledge their translator. For monolingual readers, the priority is to
access a good novel, and thus they think highly of Xiao Mao’s translations, a necessary
intermediary or substitute for them to appreciate the STs.198

To summarize, Xiao Mao enjoys a favorable translator’s persona in Shuhua, constructed by
readers through his charitable deeds, writings, translations, and communications with them.
Such a desirable image not only wins readers’ adoration but also helps him secure their
support irrespective of his translations’ infelicities. This finding echoes Ziemann’s (2018)
study of the role of translator profile in the reception of English translations of Schulz’s
fiction. Translator profile in her paper, akin to translator’s persona in this study, means the
sum of information about a translator (e.g., age, gender, education, and profession) that is
available to the public and circulates in the discourse around his/her translation (ibid.: 141).
Ziemann finds that the online fan translator Davis actively promoted his translations in
cyberspace; readers thus assessed them based on his profile rather than his performance (the
actual translations). In this connection, translator’s profile or persona is critical in translation
reception.
Based on Eoyang’s (1993: 192-194) tripartite reader-based typology of translations, namely surrogate
translation, contingent translation, and coeval translation, Chan argues that the reading practices of monolingual,
ordinary readers are surrogate while those of bilingual, professional readers are contingent (2010:16-17).
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This section examined readers’ forum posts by integrating content and conversation analysis
methods. It minutely analyzed the four most discussed themes emerging from readers’ posts.
The first recurrent theme was multiple translations comparison: readers compared three
Chinese versions of Charlotte against the ST and adjudicated their translation quality like
scholarly critics; some of them even assumed the role of translator to propose their renditions
in answer to the weaknesses of “authorized” translations. The second theme centered around
the translation of CL: most readers in Shuhua prefer Kang’s version and Xiao Mao’s for their
source-oriented translation strategies while depreciating Ren’s target-oriented version; such
predilection demonstrates the amalgamation of individual and communal reception. Apart
from textual discussion, readers also broached the topic of digital copyright, trying to protect
the copyrights of Xiao Mao’s online translations and to gain the opportunity of printed
publication and economic benefits. The last theme was about the translator’s favorable
persona in Shuhua, which helped him win readers’ support and respect regardless of the
inadequacies of his translations.
6.3 Interactive Reception
Based on the above analysis, I label the reception mode of Xiao Mao’s translations as
interactive reception. It denotes that reader reception in Shuhua is mediated and constructed
by interactions among readers and between them and the translator via Internet technology.
Such multidimensional interactions lay bare the social dimension and participatory nature of
reception.

First, the forms of interaction arising from the reception of Xiao Mao’s translations could be
divided into two categories: reader-reader interaction and reader-translator interaction,
which are facilitated by the interactivity between them and the discussion forum.199 Readerreader interaction in Shuhua is characterized by social participation, freewheeling discussion,
The structure of the forum interface has an eﬀect on the level of reader interaction. As Shuhua displays
comments in linked threads, users could respond to other comments simply by pressing the reply button. Such a
user-friendly interface facilitates reader interaction.
199
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interpersonal influence, and digital mediation － features shared by online book clubs or
reading groups (see Rehberg Sedo 2011; Murray 2018). Contributed by a myriad of
participants, forum posts also involve much co-construction in which interpretations are
jointly developed rather than being the property of individual readers. Put differently, reading
and commenting on translations alongside congenial fellow readers are a social process
whereby individual evaluations are reshaped through ongoing discussions with one another.
The discussion forum opens a window into the process of how communities of readers
articulate their views, defend their arguments, and negotiate meanings with others in an
unobtrusive environment.

Second, what is particular about Xiao Mao’s case is that readers’ comments are not merely
unilateral reactions, but rather bilateral interactions thanks to the translator’s responses. Xiao
Mao’s participation in the reception not only fulfills the communicative feedback loop but
also reinforces the community building in Shuhua and mutual understanding between him
and his readers. In other words, the discussion forum furnishes a space where the translator
and his readers could achieve intersubjectivity and the fusion of different horizons of
expectations (Jauss 1982; Holub 1984: 59). Moreover, in the parlance of Inwood, Xiao
Mao’s forum posts are a kind of “live-scene discourse”,200 offering a way for him to “lay
claim to the symbolic capital accruable simply by being there, present and involved, rather
than measured according to external indicators of success such as sales volume, financial
revenue, or popularity charts” (2014: 15, my emphasis). As a non-professional and novice
translator, Xiao Mao is less known among readers and with less symbolic capital than
professionals like Ren; yet his effort to be “on the live-scene” to communicate with readers
and build close relationships with them, could redress this infelicity and facilitate the
reception of his translations.

In her monograph on Chinese contemporary poetry, Inwood outlines its transition from “poetry arena” (诗坛)
toward “live scene” (现场) that emphasizes “an ideology of spontaneity and the here and now, of fleeting
moments rather than big schemes and grand narratives, and of the increasingly permeable boundaries between
participant and observer, performer and audience, author and reader” (2014: 15). “Live scene” is based on faceto-face and online interaction characterized by presence, liveness, and participation (ibid.: 21).
200
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Finally, interactive reception suggests that the roles of reader and translator have become
fluid and mutually constitutive. We can find various types of readers in the discussion forum:
bilingual vs. monolingual readers, child vs. adult readers, and professional vs. general
readers. Notably, a few reader-translators participate in creative production whereby they
announce their ideal views of translations, subverting the power structures between
translatorship and readership. 201 The roles of the translator and readers have become
interchangeable in Shuhua: readers could assume the role of translator by proposing their
renditions; the translator could act as reader and critic by reading and commenting on other
versions. This blurs the line between the translator and readers and results in the dissolving
of hierarchies between them; such “democracy” further endows the reception with a more
interactive and dynamic feature. The fluidity between translator and reader could be
explained by ANT as the roles of actors are not predetermined, but rather contingent on their
actions and network development. Actors are variables in a dynamic network, susceptible to
constant changes.

To summarize, interactive reception highlights the participatory and social nature of
reception; it is seen as a nurturing encounter among readers and between them and the
translator who jointly construct meaning.

6.4 Summary
This chapter uncovered the reception of Xiao Mao’s online translations among readers in the
discussion forum, Shuhua. Before analyzing the forum posts, I defined the key concepts of
“reception” and “readers” in my study and accounted for the reading climate for fantasy
works and digital reading habits in twenty-first century China. After a macro-level content
analysis of forum posts, I established 10 codes concerning translation discussion, which are
subsumed under the three categories of “translation”, “translator”, and “illustration”. I then

This parallels the rise of “reader-author” of fanfiction who creates derivative works modeled on their beloved
works, undermining the hierarchies between authorship and readership (see Hellekson and Busse 2006).
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conducted a micro-level conversation analysis of four recurrent themes, that is, multiple
translations comparison, translation of children’s literature, digital copyright and printed
publication, and translator’s persona. Drawing on Fish’s (1980) notion of interpretive
communities, this study unraveled the interconnectedness between individual and communal
reception, arguing that reception is a dynamic process in which interpretations and
evaluations are constantly constructed and emergent. Through revealing reader-reader and
reader-translator interactive dynamics, I further labeled the reception mode of Xiao Mao’s
translations as interactive reception, the last component of interactive translation, which
underscores the Internet-mediated, participatory, and communal aspects of online reception
in the discussion forum.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Online translation is an emerging field, encompassing many novel phenomena and bringing
new insights to TS. This thesis is an in-depth study of an innovative translation mode
characterized by translator-reader interaction in cyberspace, which has hitherto received little
attention. The thesis studies Xiao Mao’s translation in the early 2000s of three children’s
novels by White, one of the first Chinese online literary translations. By adopting mixed
methodology to analyze various datasets, this thesis has unraveled the multidimensional
exchanges between the translator and his readers in the production, dissemination, and
reception of his translations through a sociological approach, renewing our understanding of
translation.

7.1 Summary of Findings
This thesis divides Xiao Mao’s translations into three distinct yet interdependent stages –
production, dissemination, and reception – for more effective analysis. Following ANT’s
fundamental philosophy that society, or a ready-made artifact, consists of heterogeneous
associations (Latour 2005), his translation has been theorized as “interactive translation” to
highlight the participatory and dynamic nature of online translation. The term was first put
forward by Zhang (2012) to acknowledge the intervention of readers via online channels, but
she did not elaborate with examples or unleash its explanatory power in her one-page article.
Under ANT’s methodological guideline “follow the actors” (Latour 2005), this thesis
documents the dynamics between Xiao Mao and his readers in several online communities at
different stages of his three translations, demonstrating that online translation can be
“interactive”. Interactive translation comprises three components: interactive production
(Chapter 4), interactive dissemination (Chapter 5), and interactive reception (Chapter 6).
Interactive production refers to a participatory translation process marked by Xiao Mao’s
online exchanges with New Threads readers who had helped him solve translation problems
and produce final texts. Interactive dissemination includes the decentralized, participatory
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P2P online distribution network, the interplay between human and non-human agency
(ANT’s principle of generalized symmetry), and the complicated dynamics between Xiao
Mao’s online translations and other active retranslations. Interactive reception captures the
Internet-mediated and dynamically constructed aspects of online reception among readers
and between them and the translator in the discussion forum, Shuhua. Separate as they are
for discussion, the three phases are interconnected and sometimes overlap, especially the
dissemination and reception. It is difficult to finely compartmentalize them. I will review the
major findings below.

I find that multiple translatorship figures in the production of Xiao Mao’s translations. The
polyphony in the translations is revealed in detail by profiling New Threads readers and
ascertaining varying degrees of their individual input through triangulating paratexts,
interviews, and mailing-list archives. Besides the assistance of online readers, in line with
ANT, the non-human actor – the mailing list – is instrumental in serving as a problemsolving resource and an inscription recording communications among actors. The role of
multiple actors (human and non-human) in translation production reconfigures the translator,
who is far from a solitary subject but rather becomes a node in a network in relation to others.
By identifying readers’ contributions to Xiao Mao’s translation, this study grants visibility to
them conventionally ignored by researchers and acknowledges their multiple translatorship.

As for the dissemination of Xiao Mao’s translations, I propose a decentralized, participatory
P2P distribution network in which online readers act as distributors by cumulatively deciding
which texts to circulate through word-of-mouth sharing and recommendation. They actively
reposted and discussed the translations on a myriad of literary websites, blogs, discussion
forums, and SNSs. This thesis thus pioneers a distribution mode of online literary translation
in cyberspace, which could be drawn upon and tested in future studies. Apart from the
channels afforded by digital technologies, I embed Xiao Mao’s translations in a bigger
network of retranslations to unravel their complex dynamics, trying to paint a panoramic and
multifaceted picture of the circulation of his translations.
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Using a quantitative and qualitative analysis of forum posts from Xiao Mao and readers in
the discussion forum, Shuhua, I find that individual and communal reception of his
translations is interconnected as reader-reader and reader-translator communications greatly
influence one another’s interpretations. The heterogeneous readers (bilingual vs.
monolingual readers, child vs. adult readers, and professional vs. general readers), by their
similar or differing opinions, jointly construct the reception. The translator’s participation in
the reception not only fulfills the communicative feedback loop but also facilitates
intersubjective understanding and the fusion of different horizons of expectations (Jauss
1982). I thus argue that reception is a dynamic process in which interpretations and
evaluations are constantly constructed and emergent, conditioned by interactional
mechanisms and mutual influence in an interpretive community. Such interactive reception
lays bare the social and participatory dimension of reception, thereby challenging
conventional reception characteristic of individual and unidirectional nature.

7.2 Significance

The significance of the thesis is threefold. It first offers a focused, in-depth, and thorough
analysis of a novel case of online literary translation marked by social interactions between a
non-professional translator and his readers in different online communities (see Figure 14).
Despite a growing scholarly interest in online translation (Pérez-González and SusamSaraeva 2012; Jiménez-Crespo 2017a; Antonini et al. 2017), few studies examine translatorreader interaction at different stages of translation. This thesis fills this gap. The case of Xiao
Mao is also valuable in uncovering the earlier forms of online translation. In
contradistinction to much research into the cases of online translation in the Web 2.0 era (e.g.,
translation crowdsourcing, online collaborative translation, and UGT), the initial forms of
online translation in Web 1.0 have received little scholarly attention. As one of the first
Chinese online literary translations in the early 2000s, Xiao Mao’s translation provides a
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historical reference point. Its translation mode differs from the later online collaborative
translation of the Harry Potter novels (Zhang 2007; Chan 2010) and the crowdsourced
translation of Steve Jobs (Huang and Mu 2015).

Figure 14 Translator-Reader Interactions in Xiao Mao’s Translation
Production

Dissemination

Translator →Readers

Translator/Translations →

in the New Threads online

Online Readers

Reception
Translator →Readers
in Shuhua

community

This thesis is also original in its methodology in researching online translation. Although
four scholars (O’Hagan 2017; Wongseree 2017, 2020; Li 2019; Kung 2021b) apply ANT to
studying translation in online communities, they have not focused on micro-level translatorreader dynamics. As opposed to most ANT-based studies revolving around macro-level
publication process (Buzelin 2006, 2007a; Jones 2009; Bogic 2010; Luo 2020; Kung 2021a),
this thesis attends to the production of translations at a textual level (see Chapter 4), the
construction of a dissemination network (see Chapter 5), and social interactions in reception
(see Chapter 6). It thus offers new insights into the application of ANT to TS. Specifically, it
integrates Latour’s overall methodological guideline (“follow the actors”) and Callon’s three
methodological principles (agnosticism, generalized symmetry, and free association) to trace
the actors’ actions and interactions. ANT’s distinct incorporation of non-human actors makes
it possible to recognize the role of media technologies, the Internet, and communication tools
in Xiao Mao’s translation. Practically, this study has followed and documented the actors by
recourse to paratexts, mailing-list archives, interviews, and data from social media. The
methods to collect and analyze those materials, such as data triangulation in the production,
the acquisition of social media data in the dissemination, and the combined content and
conversation analysis of forum posts in the reception, are innovative and could all offer some
inspiration for future studies.
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Finally, this thesis contributes to Translator Studies. Regardless of much research into
translator (Dam and Zethsen 2009; Delisle and Woodsworth 2012; Bai 2016), and the call to
establish “Translator Studies” (Hu 2004; Chesterman 2009; Kaindl et al. 2021), flimsy
studies focus on a specific non-professional translator. Xiao Mao is a “lesser known
translator” (Flynn 2011) who shares his translations online without the intention of printed
publication. By documenting Xiao Mao’s translation practices and giving due visibility to
this “lesser known” translator, this thesis opens the door for him to academic acceptance,
thus shifting “the power differential” (known/unknown; visible/invisible) (ibid.: 170) in
Translator Studies.

7.3 Implications
The thesis has four implications. First, the case of Xiao Mao reconceptualizes translation.
Following ANT’s process-oriented view and relational philosophy, a translation is not seen
as a static textual entity, but as a dynamic process of interactions among various human and
non-human actors. The exchanges between the translator and his online readers exhibit that
translation can be interactive. Through manifold interactions ranging from discussions,
negotiations, to conflicts, Xiao Mao and New Threads readers jointly create the translated
texts, which exemplifies a new way of translating. Readers’ reposts and discussions of the
translations on social media constitute a decentralized, participatory dissemination network.
The dialogue between the translator and readers in Shuhua transforms fixed finished
translations into a communal process of “interactive reception”, subject to readers’ continual
assessment, iterative revision, and participatory co-construction. As such, the production,
dissemination, and reception of Xiao Mao’s translations are the results or effects of actors’
interactions, recalling ANT’s fundamental philosophy that society is made up of
heterogeneous associations formed by actors (Latour 2005). Being aptly used to theorize
Xiao Mao’s translation mode, interactive translation enables us to see that the value of online
translation resides not so much in the texts themselves as in the social interactions that ensue
when people participate in the creation, circulation, and consumption of texts in broader
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social circumstances, thereby renewing our understanding of translation.

Second, Xiao Mao’s translation allows us to rethink the linkage between online nonprofessional translation and the translation profession. As demonstrated in this thesis, the
Internet and media technologies empower ordinary non-professionals to translate and selfpublish online, suggestive of the “democratizing potential” (Stenberg 2018: 583) of the shift
from professional to non-professional translation. While a few translation scholars are
concerned that non-professional translations would devalue the translation profession by
depicting translation as a task requiring little formal training (McDonough Dolmaya 2011:
104) and would bring status anxiety to professionals consequent upon “demonetization” or
even “de-professionalization” (Cronin 2013: 136), the case of Xiao Mao unlocks not only the
democratizing potential of online non-professional translation but also his potential to
change from a non-professional to a freelancer. In other words, online translation is a starting
point for Xiao Mao’s translation career. This thesis thus furnishes us with fresh opportunities
to reflect on the relationship between online non-professional translation and the translation
profession. It hopes to facilitate increased dialogue between professionals/academics and
non-professional translators in the real world.

Third, the case of Xiao Mao questions the rigid perceptions of what it means to be a
translator. Following ANT’s ontological claim (sociology of association), the translator is
relational, being a node in a dynamic network in relation to heterogeneous actors. This
echoes Fenoulhet’s (2020) study of the “relational identity” of a translator with a posthuman
approach (decentering anthropocentricism), which means that he/she is part of an
“assemblage” of translators, texts, and translation tools. Xiao Mao sought help from his
readers, and some of them put forward their proposed translation openly. In this sense, both
parties have contributed to the translations. Xiao Mao also actively participated in, and
influenced, the dissemination and reception of his translations. We see the translator moving
away as a “monadic subject” to a “pluri-subjectivity of interaction” (Cronin 2013: 102). This
relational nature of a translator is contrasted with the popular myth of a solitary translator, “a
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post-Romantic construct which mirrors that of the solitary genius” (Cordingley and Manning
2017: 2).202 The case of Xiao Mao once again dismantles this myth, together with other
studies of multiple translatorship and collaborative translation (Hung 2006; Jansen and
Wegener

2013; Cordingley and Manning 2017; Zwischenberger 2020). This

acknowledgment of multiple actors supports a more realistic account of how the translations
are rendered, allowing us to embed them into the social, cultural, and material conditions in
which they were produced. The relational identity of a translator is especially prominent in
the digital age when Internet technologies facilitate a higher level of interaction.

Finally, Xiao Mao’s translation recasts the conceptions of reader. Several cohorts of readers
are covered in this thesis, and they interact with Xiao Mao differently. Readers in the New
Threads community are reader-translators who exercise their translatorship by offering their
renditions to solve his translation problems. The translatorship is thus dissolute and
distributed, and single translatorship is superseded by multiple translatorship. While the role
of New Threads readers in problem-solving permits us to acknowledge multiple
translatorship in the translation production, readers in the discussion forum, Shuhua, allow us
to recognize the fluid identities of the translator and readers at the reception stage. Some
readers in Shuhua act as translators when they counter-propose their renditions, thereby
subverting the hierarchy between translator and reader. The “official” translator Xiao Mao
also takes the role of reader and critic when evaluating other printed translations and readers’
proposed ones. Given this, the identities of the translator and readers in Shuhua could readily
shift in the communal discussion process. This fluidity could be explained by ANT’s
methodological principles (agnosticism and free association) as the roles of actors are not
predetermined and fixed, but rather contingent on their actions and network development.
Actors are variables in a dynamic network, susceptible to constant changes. In a word, the
thesis demonstrates that the roles of the translator and his readers in various online
communities become interchangeable and mutually constitutive, resulting in the flattening of

202

St. André(2017) summarizes the metaphors of the translator and argues that they are skewed towards a
conceptualization of the translator as an individual.
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power structures between them.

Notably, reader-translators in the New Threads online community directly engage in the
production of Xiao Mao’s translations and leave visible fingerprints in the final translations
through his credit. In contrast, reader-translators in Shuhua refer to those keen on proposing
their renditions out of dissatisfaction with existing translations after they have been
published, and thus their discussions with the translator do not impact his translations
textually. In this connection, these two groups of reader-translators are different. Apart from
reader-translators, some readers in Shuhua are reader-critics, who list different translations to
conduct transtextual readings, detect translation mistakes, and adjudicate translation quality
against the STs. We can find another type of online readers as “distributors” who voluntarily
reposted the translations on social media and shared word-of-mouth recommendations in
cyberspace. Such participatory P2P dissemination system afforded by Internet technologies
not only enables the translations to travel quickly and incessantly in online spheres but also
empowers readers to decide which texts to circulate. Several groups of online readers play
diverse roles in the three phases of Xiao Mao’s translation, including reader-translators in the
translation production, reader-distributors in the translation dissemination, reader-critics and
reader-translators in the translation reception.

The reader-translator interactive mode and manifold roles of online readers manifested in
Xiao Mao’s translations differ significantly from those in print culture, in which translators
and publishers occupy a central place in translation while readers are often relegated to the
periphery. Even though they have emerged gradually from obscurity under the influence of
reception theory, they tend not to have a say in translation, except occasionally voice their
opinions on published translations. Readers are thus unlikely to symmetrically interact with
translators in the era of print technology. Yet, online translation, especially Xiao Mao’s
translation, grants prominent visibility to online readers and their multiple roles in it.

To sum up, the case of Xiao Mao is original in challenging accepted perceptions of
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translation, translator, and reader. Such innovative impact stems from “a-typical” or “abnormative” (Simeoni 2007) translations by a non-professional translator. This atypicality
introduces more relativity and complexity to TS, requiring us to revisit some of its
fundamental notions. More research could be done on those a-typical cases to test some
long-held concepts and theories in our discipline, or more preferably, to generate new ones.
Following the methodological principle of agnosticism of ANT, researchers should be
cautious of preconceptions and open to new phenomena arising from the digital era. The
Internet and digital technologies have greatly affected all aspects of the translation profession,
giving rise to many distinctive translation practices performed by non-professionals and
unspecified Internet users. These new atypical cases deserve our close scrutiny because they
may potentially reconfigure our understanding of translation and advance our discipline.

7.4 Limitations and Future Research

The thesis has four limitations. First, the discussion of the three texts in Chapters 5 and 6 is
imbalanced as I devote more space to the dissemination and reception of Charlotte, resulting
from limited reposts and discussions of Stuart and Swan. This imbalance also points to
varying degrees of the popularity of the three novels in Mainland China, aligning with their
status in the source culture. Second, as illustrated in Chapter 3, my interview data on the
New Threads readers other than Fang Zhouzi and Yi Ge are inadequate because of their
anonymity and defunct emails. Although this insufficiency can be minimized by alternate
data sources, such as mailing-list archives and paratexts, it is still regrettable that their upclose insights and identities are unavailable. Third, due to the researcher’s language pair
(Chinese-English), I am not informed of the earlier cases of online literary translations in
other linguistic communities. Hence this thesis lacks the dimension of horizontal comparison
between them and Xiao Mao’s translations.

Finally, being a historical study of online literary translations undertaken from 2000 to 2001,
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this thesis relies on primarily online data to reconstruct the production, dissemination, and
reception process. While voluminous data across two decades constitute substantial and solid
evidence, it should be noted that online data are evanescent, contingent on a specific time
and space. The twenty-year gap from Xiao Mao’s translations is a mixed blessing. On the
one hand, some data such as reposts and discussions on social media, especially in the earlier
years, may disappear for various reasons; the data I could access now may not be available in
the future; and new data will be emerging over time. On the other hand, a lapse of two
decades offers the researcher an appropriate length of time to reflect on the case more
objectively and embed it in a bigger picture of the evolution of online literary translation.
Translator-reader interactions described and constructed by this thesis are both limited by
and benefited from the two-decade gap.

For future research, as Xiao Mao moved to the traditional publishing industry around 2004,
scholars could compare his online translations with his printed ones to identify his changing
translation practices. In addition, as manual collection and analysis of massive online data
are time-consuming, researchers could capitalize on data mining tools (e.g., Python) and
software data analysis (e.g., NVivo) to achieve a more efficient procedure of data acquisition
and analysis.

Lastly, I suggest more studies of the cases of online literary translations to reflect on the
evolution pattern, which will become a fascinating chapter of contemporary Chinese
translation history. As opposed to the usual practice of historiography demanding a long
interval for critical reflection and sober judgment, the history of online literary translation
needs to be documented timely on account of unstable online data. For example, the Chinese
online translations of the Harry Potter novels and their accompanying readers’ comments
and press coverage are hardly available nowadays, and we have to resort to pertinent
research (Zhang 2007; Chan 2010) to observe their captivating translation mode and
appreciate their implications for TS. However, many “unlucky” cases have escaped
researchers’ attention and been forsaken over time. Literary historians are frustrated that the
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data concerning the earliest Chinese Internet literature disappeared (Chen 2016: 130),
researchers of online literary translations should adopt a “live-scene” (Inwood 2014)
approach to historiography that centers on the here and now. Since there is a twenty-year gap
from the earliest online literary translation (in the late 1990s and early 2000s), it is urgent to
spot some appealing and valuable cases at the initial stages and timely to store online data on
recent ones. This thesis on Xiao Mao’s translations, one of the first online literary
translations in Mainland China, could set an example for future studies. It is hoped that this
thesis could spark additional empirical research into the vibrant and fast-evolving field of
online translation.
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APPENDIX
1. Catalog of Xiao Mao’s Online Translations (2000-2004)
Time
March 2000
March 2000
January 2001
2001

November 2002

Translation
Source Text
Charlotte’s Web
夏洛的網
小 老 鼠 斯 圖 Stuart Little
亞特
The Trumpet of the Swan
天鵝的喇叭
這裡是紐約
明天的世界
對第四十八
街的告別
回家
春天的報告
一頭豬的死
亡
埃德娜之眼

Here Is New York
12 Essays by E. B. White
The World of Tomorrow;
Good-bye to Forty-eighth
Street

浣熊的樹
元月紀聞
大雪的冬天
駁詰

Coon Tree
A Report in January
The Winter of The Great
Snows
Riposte

鵝

The Geese

時間問題

A Matter of Time

Home-coming
A report in spring
Death of a pig
The Eye of Edna

再 見 ， 考 克 Adios, Mr. Cox
斯先生
The Arsonist
縱火者

January 2004
February 2004

November 2004

September 2004

Others
Three children’s novels
by E. B. White

歌

Song

飛天貓

Catwings

Three short stories by
Bernard Jackson and
Susie Quintanilla

A poem by Christina
Rossetti
多 雷 生 平 及 Gustave Doréhis Life and This excerpt is from
Work
Gustave Doré-Adrift on
其作品簡介
Dreams
of
Splendor
written by Dan Malan
The Mistletoe Bough
A poem by Thomas
槲寄生樹枝
Haynes Bayley
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A series of four American

飛天貓回家
了不起的亞
歷山大和飛
天貓
自由自在的
簡－一隻飛
天貓的故事

Catwings Return
children’s picture-books
written
by
Wonderful Alexander and Catwings
Ursula K. Le Guin
the Catwings
Jane on Her Own
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2. Catalog of Xiao Mao’s Printed Translations (2005-2018)
Year Translation
Source Text
2005 伊索寓言—鳥 Aesop’s Fables
蟲篇
伊索寓言—百
獸篇
2006 彼得金一家
The
Peterkin
Papers
2007 佛蘭德斯的狗

Source Author Publisher
George
Fyler Chunfeng
Townsend
Literature and Art
Publishing House
Lucretia
Peabody Hale

Posts & Telecom
Press

A Dog of Flanders

Marie Louise de Beijing October
la Ramée
Arts Publisher
of
Haiyan Publisher
世界童話小太 Adaptations
foreign
classic
fairy
陽卷
世界童話小月 tales and folklore
亮卷
世界童話小星
星卷
2008 魔網阿瓦隆 1
Avalon: Web of Rachel Roberts
Zhejiang Juvenile
Magic
&
Children’s
Publishing House
Little Fur
Isobelle
Twenty-first
小毛球
Carmody
Century Publisher
Tunnels
Roderick
Taiwan
Core
隧道
Gordon
and Culture Press
Brian Williams
2009 我所知道的野 Wild Animals I
Ernest
Anhui Juvenile &
Have
Known
Thompson
Children’s
生動物
Seton
Publishing House
Aesop’s
Fables
V.
S.
Vernon
伊索寓言新譯
Jones
Maria
Louise Tianjin Education
佛蘭德斯的狗 A Dog of Flanders
203
Ramé
Publisher
(新譯)
小燕鷗：一個 The Little Tern: A Brooke
Story of Insight
Newman
領悟的故事
隧 道 第 一 部 Tunnels
（恐怖隧道）
隧 道 第 二 部 Deeper
（地府之旅）

Roderick
Twenty-first
Gordon
and Century Publisher
Brian Williams
Roderick
Gordon
and
Brian Williams

It was partly collected into a volume on dogs in children’s literature under the tile A Dog of Flanders in 2013,
edited by Tang Sulan (汤素兰).
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乳酪金字塔的 The Curse of the Elisabetta Dami
Cheese Pyramid
魔咒
喜馬拉雅山雪 I’m Too Fond of
My Fur!
怪
地鐵幽靈

The Phantom of the
Subway

都是咖啡惹的 All Because of a
Cup of Coffee
禍
It’s
Halloween,
You
’Fraidy
Mouse!
Deeper
Roderick
深溝
Gordon
and
Brian Williams
The
Borrowers
Mary Norton
借東西的小人
2010 隧道第三部— Freefall
Roderick
Gordon
and
—地眼
Brian Williams
My Name is Stilton Elisabetta Dami
老鼠也瘋狂
乳酪色的野營 A Cheese-Colored
Camper
車
The Temple of the
紅寶石神殿
Ruby of Fire
尋找沉沒的寶 The Search for
Sunken Treasure
物
恐怖萬聖節

Taiwan
Core
Culture Press
Yinlin Publisher

Twenty-first
Century Publisher

猛鬼貓城堡
2011

Cat and Mouse in a
Haunted House
Shipwreck on the Elisabetta Dami
海盜島沉船
Pirate Islands
Trip
to
尼亞加拉瀑布 Field
Niagara Falls
之旅
無名的木乃伊 The Mummy with
No Name
Fabumouse
激動鼠心的澳 A
Vacation
for
洲之旅
Geronimo
Roderick
隧道第四部— Closer
Gordon
and
—地戰
Brian Williams
The
Guardian
Carolyn
Jess我的守護天使
Angel’s Journal
Cooke
When
Life
Lights
Serdar Özkan
奧默與海豚
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Twenty-first
Century Publisher

Hunan Literature
and
Arts
Publishing House

Up
魚為什麼會哈
哈大笑
猜，猜，猜不
著
鄉巴佬和小綠
人
有一百個兒子
的老頭兒
2012 小貓杜威 2：
杜威的九生九
世
隧道第五部—
—進攻

Adaptation
folklore

2013 外星人愛內褲

Aliens
Underpants

of

Haitun Publisher

Adaptation of fairy
tales
Dewey’s Nine Lives

Spiral

外星人拯救地 Aliens
Underpants
球
the World
Dinosaurs
恐龍愛內褲
Underpants

Vicki
Myron Yilin Publisher
and Bret Witter

Roderick
Twenty-first
Gordon
and Century Publisher
Brian Williams
Love Claire Freedman Northern China
Women
&
Children
Publishing House
in
Save
Love

外星人愛聖誕 Aliens Love Panta
Claus
內褲
Wheel
of Timo Parvela
幸 運 大 轉 盤 The
Fortune:
The
（遊樂場三部
Merry-Go-Round
曲之 2）

Guizhou People’s
Publisher

2014 旋轉木馬（遊 The
Wheel
of Timo Parvela
Fortune:The
樂場三部曲之
Merry-Go-Round
3

Guizhou People’s
Publisher

男孩與熊漂流 A Boy and a Bear Dave Shelton
in a Boat
記
十四張奇畫的 The Chronicles of Stephen King
Harris
Burdick:
十四個故事
Fourteen Amazing
Authors Tell the
Tales
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Jieli
Publishing
House

老人與海

2015 金河王

The Old Man and Ernest
Sea
Hemingway
The King of the John Ruskin
Golden River

Hebei Juvenile &
Children’s
Publishing House
Twenty-first
Century Publisher

很好吃

Good Enough to Brock Cole
Eat

漫漫求水路

A Long Walk to Linda Sue Park
Water

Guizhou People’s
Publisher

Life, Animated: A Ron Suskind
Story of Sidekicks,
Heroes, and Autism

Liujiang Publisher

Ottoline and the Chris Riddell
Yellow Cat

Changjiang
Juvenile
&
Children’s
Publishing House

2016 躲在迪士尼裡
的童年：關於
愛、勇氣和孤
獨症的真實故
事
胡椒罐大樓的
小偵探之一：
大黃貓的秘密
胡椒罐大樓的
小偵探之二：
不可思議的學
校
胡椒罐大樓的
小偵探之三：
奇妙的挪威之
旅
伊索寓言

Ottoline Goes to
School

Ottoline at Sea

Aesop’s Fables

Anhui Juvenile &
Children’s
Publishing House
2017 山羊茲拉特及 Zlath The Goat and Isaac Bashevis Guizhou People’s
other Stories
Singer
Publisher
其他故事
2018 胡椒罐大樓的 Ottoline and the Chris Riddell
小偵探之四： Purple Fox
紫狐狸的午夜
奇遇
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Changjiang
Juvenile
&
Children’s
Publishing House

3. Interview Question Sheet for Fang Zhouzi
1.

我從新語絲主頁瞭解到肖毛是新語絲社編輯之一，您和肖毛之前認識嗎？
[I have learned from the web pages of the New Threads community that Xiao Mao was
one of the editors of New Threads. Have you known him personally? ]

2.

在譯者肖毛翻譯《夏洛的網》、《小老鼠斯圖亞特》和《天鵝的喇叭》的過程中，
您曾通過新語絲郵寄清單幫他解決過一些翻譯問題，比如“first class mail”和“East
River”等的中文翻譯，是什麼讓您願意幫助他呢？
[During Xiao Mao’s translation of Charlotte’s Web, Stuart Little, and The Trumpet of the
Swan, you have helped him solve some translation problems, such as the translation of
“first class mail” and “East River”. Why did you want to help him? ]

3.

您 在 幫 他 解 決 翻 譯 問 題 之 前 有 瞭 解 過 懷 特 （ E. B. White ） 的 三 部 童 話 原著
（Charlotte’s Web, Stuart Little, The Trumpet of the Swan）嗎？若有，可以談一談感
受嗎？
[Before you aided Xiao Mao to tackle translation problems, did you know the three STs,
namely, Charlotte’s Web, Stuart Little, and The Trumpet of the Swan. If you did, could
you share your views of them? ]

4.

肖毛曾說自己翻譯懷特的三部童話是“為了自己翻譯”，而不是為了出版，您如何
看待他這種行為呢？
[Xiao Mao once said that his motivation for translating these three novels was for
himself rather than for printed publication. What do you think of it? ]

5.

肖毛翻譯完之後把譯本分享在新語絲之友裡面，您有讀過他的譯文嗎？若有，可
否談一下當時的感受呢？
[Have you read Xiao Mao’s translations after he shared them in the mailing list? If you
do, could you share your views of them? ]

6.

肖毛把自己的網路譯文共用在網路空間，您如何看待這種現象呢？
[What do you think of the phenomenon that Xiao Mao shared his translations online?]

7.

您如何看待新語絲之友郵寄清單對肖毛翻譯的作用呢？
[What do you think of the role of the mailing list in Xiao Mao’s translations?]

8.

您以前有過翻譯的經歷嗎？若有，可以具體談一談嗎？
[Have you done translation before? If you do, could you talk about it? ]

9.

您對翻譯的認識是什麼樣的呢？
[What do you think of translation? ]

10. 您如何看待自己在肖毛網路翻譯活動中的角色呢？
[What do you think of your role in Xiao Mao’s translation?]
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4. Interview Question Sheet for Wang Yige
1. 我從新語絲主頁瞭解到您和肖毛都是新語絲社編輯之一，您和肖毛之前認識嗎？
[I have learned from the web pages of the New Threads community that you and Xiao
Mao were the editors of New Threads. Have you known him personally? ]
2. 在譯者肖毛翻譯《夏洛的網》、《小老鼠斯圖亞特》和《天鵝的喇叭》的過程中，
您曾通過新語絲郵寄清單幫他解決過一些翻譯問題，比如“County Fair”, “Crackerjack”，繞口令和 兒歌等的中文翻譯，是什麼讓您願意幫助他呢？
[During Xiao Mao’s translation of Charlotte’s Web, Stuart Little, and The Trumpet of the
Swan, you have helped him solve some translation problems, such as the translation of
“County Fair”, “Cracker-jack”, tongue twister, and nursery rhymes. Why did you want to
help him? ]
3. 您 在 幫 他 解 決 翻 譯 問 題 之 前 有 瞭 解 過 懷 特 （ E. B. White ） 的 三 部 童 話 原 著
（Charlotte’s Web, Stuart Little, The Trumpet of the Swan）嗎？若有，可以談一談感
受嗎？
[Before you aided Xiao Mao to tackle translation problems, did you know the three STs,
namely, Charlotte’s Web, Stuart Little, and The Trumpet of the Swan. If you did, could
you share your views of them?]
4. 肖毛曾說自己翻譯懷特的三部童話是“為了自己翻譯”，而不是為了出版，您如何
看待他這種行為呢？
[Xiao Mao once said that his motivation for translating these three novels was for himself
rather than for printed publication. What do you think of it?]
5. 肖毛翻譯完之後把譯本分享在新語絲之友裡面，您有讀過他的譯文嗎？若有，可
否談一 下當時的感受呢？
[Have you read Xiao Mao’s translations after he shared them in the mailing list? If you
do, could you share your views of them?]
6.

肖毛把自己的網路譯文共用在網路空間，您如何看待這種現象呢？
[What do you think of the phenomenon that Xiao Mao shared his translation online?]

7.

您如何看待新語絲之友郵寄清單對肖毛翻譯的作用呢？
[What do you think of the role of the mailing list in Xiao Mao’s translations?]

8.

您以前有過翻譯的經歷嗎？若有，可以具體談一談嗎？
[Have you done translation before? If you do, could you talk about it?]

9. 您對翻譯的認識是什麼樣的呢？
[What do you think of translation? ]
10. 您如何看待自己在肖毛網路翻譯活動中的角色呢？
[What do you think of your role in Xiao Mao’s translation?]
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5. Reposts of Xiao Mao’s Translations on Literary Websites and Social Media
Reposts of Charlotte
Social Media
Reading/literary
websites

Name

Links

Tongxin Shijie (童心世界)
Red Mud Village (紅泥巴
村)
Dushu 369 (讀書 369)
Zhuyin Library (注音圖書
館)
Xiao Shufang (小書房)

https://rb.gy/lvjn49
https://rb.gy/nbnshy 2004-09-25

204

Blogs

Social networking sites
(Douban)

Discussion
(Tianya)

Reposts of Stuart
Social Media
Reading/literary
websites

204

forum

Name

https://rb.gy/dn3k1i
https://rb.gy/tickqh
https://rb.gy/wn9rkl
https://rb.gy/hqirxi
https://rb.gy/be4oy
x
https://rb.gy/s2vggf
https://rb.gy/j1q39v
https://rb.gy/y2zsas
https://rb.gy/gz6wu
d
https://rb.gy/nmywi
3
https://rb.gy/xlcoup
https://rb.gy/zfxnk8
https://rb.gy/xae4r
m
https://rb.gy/bsclog
https://rb.gy/ivmmf
n
https://rb.gy/rnibps
https://rb.gy/qpuaaf
https://rb.gy/vhuojp
https://rb.gy/q00jlp

Links

https://rb.gy/thw66
a
Zhuyin Library (注音圖書 https://rb.gy/cagjqb
館)

Posted
Time

2015-07-22
2016-05-06

2004-04-15
2011-09-23
2012-01-21
2013-06-15
2013-11-19
2014-05-12
2015-01-20
2015-11-21
2006-02-11
2006-02-11
2008-02-21
2002-07-26
2003-05-14
2004-05-25
2004-05-14
2005-07-21

Posted
Time

Tongxin Shijie (童心世界)

The posters of blogs, SNSs, and discussion forums are deleted for anonymity.
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2016-05-6

99 Cangshu Website (99 藏 https://rb.gy/iwiq7u
書網)
https://rb.gy/3yy0gr
Xiao Shufang (小書房)
Blogs
https://rb.gy/5rioyi
Social networking sites
https://rb.gy/x4bqx
(Douban)
b
Discussion
forum
https://rb.gy/ivmmf
(Tianya)
n

Reposts of Swan
Social Media
Reading/literary
websites

Name

Links

https://rb.gy/c8zm4
o
Yifan Public Library (亦凡 https://rb.gy/nif1ow
公益圖書館)
https://rb.gy/v6m6h
Xiao Shufang (小書房)
y
Zhuyin Library (注音圖書 https://rb.gy/d55fm
x
館)

2008-06-13
2018-01-20
2002-07-26

Posted
Time

Tongxin Shijie (童心世界)

Blogs
Social networking sites
(Douban)
Discussion forum

https://rb.gy/uczlev
https://rb.gy/kx8bm
u
https://rb.gy/4pomj
y
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2002-12-04
2007-04-30
2016-05-07
2007-11-03
2007-10-23
2005-08-12

6. Twenty-One Threads in the Discussion Forum Xianxian Shuhua
Number

Thread Title

1

《夏洛的網》的圖片（貼圖）
[Illustrations of Charlotte’s Web (Pictures)]
夏洛的網插圖地址 [Links to the
Illustrations of Charlotte’s Web ]
能夠下載的夏洛插圖 [Downloadable
Illustrations of Charlotte’s Web]
試拍（16）
：精裝本《夏洛的網》
[Auction (16): Hardcover Charlotte’s Web]
肖毛現象 [Xiao Mao Phenomenon]
繼續找茬之《夏洛的網》翻譯對對
[Finding Faults with Chinese translations of
Charlotte’s Web through Comparison]
《夏洛特的網》終於被上海譯文社買得
了版權(轉載) [The Copyright of
Charlotte’s Web was Bought by Shanghai
Translation Publishing House (repost)]
給肖毛—俗世裡一個執拗不屈的靈魂 [To
Xiao Mao: A Pertinacious Soul in This
Secular World]
友誼之網長存——寫給每一位夏洛的朋
友
[Long Live the Web of Friendship: To
Every Friend of Charlotte]
新年問候（特別獻給肖毛、ernaux、榮
東、muzily 和陳村先生）[New Year
Greetings: to Xiao Mao, ernaux, Rong
Dong, and Chen Cun]
原來《夏洛的網》82 年還出過一個中文
本
[There was a Chinese Translation of
Charlotte’s Web Published in 1982]
《夏洛的網》中的一首歌 [A Song from
Charlotte’s Web]
《夏洛的網》譯文之比較（轉載）[The
Comparison between Chinese Translations
of Charlotte’s Web (repost)]
《夏洛的網》終於出了！[Charlotte’s
Web Finally Came Out!]
昨天在萬聖買到任溶溶譯的《夏洛的
網》[I Bought Ren Rongrong’s Translation

2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14
15
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Posted
Time
2002-07-26

Links
https://rb.gy/ivmmfn

2002-08-02

https://rb.gy/ls5pfr

2002-08-07

https://rb.gy/ml71yb

2002-10-09

https://rb.gy/esw491

2003-02-14
2003-05-14

https://rb.gy/hbkhpq
https://rb.gy/rnibps

2003-07-29

https://rb.gy/juuukm

2003-07-25

https://rb.gy/fxofm8

2003-11-16

https://rb.gy/6zqb4z

2003-12-30

https://rb.gy/s2gtjd

2004-01-05

https://rb.gy/ciaenj

2004-05-14

https://rb.gy/vhuojp

2004-05-25

https://rb.gy/qpuaaf

2004-05-29

https://rb.gy/zovbig

2004-06-24

https://rb.gy/hgu1zg

16

17

18
19
20

21

of Charlotte’s Web from Wansheng
Bookshop]
有聲的《夏洛的網》和關於朗讀者的角
色
[Charlotte’s Web (Audiobook) and the Role
of the Reader]
兩種原文版“夏洛”的裝幀及插圖 [Design
and Illustrations of Two Versions of
Charlotte’s Web]
請教夏洛的網一個問題 [A Question for
Charlotte’s Web]
夏洛的網 天津初版 [Charlotte’s Web,
Tianjin Initial Version]
肖毛，以及其他有康馨版《夏洛的網》
的朋友能否把書掃描一下？ [Could Xiao
Mao and other Friends Who Have Kang
Xin’s Charlotte’s Web Scan it?]
為快樂而翻譯 [Translate for Happiness]
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2004-06-26

https://rb.gy/vffeze

2004-09-06

https://rb.gy/qnxjhh

2005-04-13

https://rb.gy/si8h0v

2005-07-21

https://rb.gy/q00jlp

2005-04-03

https://rb.gy/rfm00v

2007-06-04

https://rb.gy/hm5xjs
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